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ABSTRACT
This report deals with the development of a general mathematical model and solution
methodologies for analyzing structural response of thin, metallic shell-like structures under
dynamic and/or static thermomechanical loads. In the mathematical model, geometric as well as
material-type of nonlinearities are considered. Traditional as well as novel approaches are reported
and detailed applications are presented in the appendices. The emphasis for the mathematical
"_ model, the related solution schemes, and the applications, is on thermal viscoelastic and
viscoplastic phenomena,which can predict creep and ratchetting.
1. INTRODUCTION
The prediction of inelastic behavior of metallic materials at elevated temperatures has
increasedin importancein recentyears. The operatingconditionswithin the hot section of arocket
motoror a moderngas turbineenginepresentanextremely harsh thermo-mechanicalenvironment.
Large thermal transientsare induced each time the engine is started or shut down. Additional
thermal transients from anelevated ambientoccur, whenever the engine powerlevel is adjusted to
meet flight requirements. The structural elementsemployed to construct such hot sections, as well
as any engine component located therein, must be capable of withstanding such extreme
conditions. Failure of a component would, due to the critical nature of the hot section, lead to an
immediate and catastrophic loss in power and thus cannot be tolerated. Consequently, assuring
satisfactory long term performance for such .componentsis a major concern for the designer.
Traditionally, this requirement for long term,durability has been a more significant concern
for gas turbine engines rather than rocket motors. However, with the advent of reusable space
vehicles, such as the Space Shuttle, the requirement to accurately predict future performance
following repeated elevated temperature operations must now be extended to include the more
extreme rocket motor application. These blades operate in severe thermal transients that result in
large inelastic strains, and several types of behavior must be considered.The elevated temperatures
can lead to thermal buckling and, in addition, creep can be expected to occur. Thus, a combination
of thermal-creep buckling behavior leading to large deflections can be anticipated. Because of the
cyclic character of the mechanical and thermal loads, progressive growth or ratchetting effects must
also be considered. Thus, geometric and material nonlinearities (of high orders) can be anticipated
and must be considered in the mathematical model.
Consequently, the industry is concerned with the behavior of thin shell-like structural
elements subjected to severe time-dependent thermomechanical loading. Such thin elements,
including beams, rings, arches, plates and shells, are presenting generic types of components,
which _ght be located within or adjacent to the hot section of a rocket or a gas turbine engine.
The experience in the gas turbine engine industry indicates, however, that existing analytic
tools are not sufficiently reliable to accomplish this rusk. State of the art methods for predicting hot
section component behavior are generally not sufficiently accurate to perform extended use
evaluations.
Under this kind of severe loading conditions, the structural behavior is highly
nonlinear due to the combined action of geometrical and physical nonlinearities. On one side, finite
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deformation in a stressed structure introduces nonlinear geometric effects. On the other side,
physical nonlinearities arise even in small strain regimes, whereby inelastic phenomena play a
particularly important role. From a theoretical standpoint, nonlinear constitutive equations should
be applied only in connection with nonlinear transformation measures (implying both deformation
and rotations). However, in almost all of the works in this area, the two identified sources of
nonlinearities are always separated. This separation yields, at one end of the spectrum, problems
of large kinematics, while at the other end, problems of viscous and/or non-isothermal behavior in
' the presence of small strain.
Because of the nature of the causes, special care is needed in the selection or development
of a constitutive law that includes time and temperature effects. Although there exists a sizeable
body of literature on phenomenological constitutive equations for the rate- and temperature-
dependent plastic deformation of metallic materials, to date rational and thermodynamically
consistent elastic-thermoviscoplastic constitutive relations capable of incorporating the effects of
large strains and rotations have not been demonstrated.
Constitutive models for small strain in engineering literature may generally be grouped into
three categories: classical plasticity, nonlinear visoelasticity, and theories based on microstructural
phenomena. Each group can be further separated into "unified" and "uncoupled" theories, where
the two differ in their approach to the treatment of rate-independent and rate-dependent inelastic
deformation. The uncoupled theories decompose the inelastic strain rate into a time-independent
plastic strainrate and a time-dependentcreep rate with independentconstitutive relations describing
plastic and creep behavior. Such uncoupling of the strain components provides for simpler
theories to be developed but precludes any creep-plasticity interaction. Recognizing that cyclic
plasticity, creep and recovery are not independent phenomena but rather are very interdependent, a
number of "unified" models for inherently time-dependent nonelastic deformation have been
developed recently.
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Classical incremental plasticity theories are macrophenomenological because they base the
derivation of state variables purely on experimental results without direct reference to the
microstructure of the material. Most incremental plasticity theories have four major components:
(1) stress-elastic strain relations, (2) a yield function describing the onset of plastic deformation,
(3) a hardening rule which prescribes the strain-hardening of the material and the modification of
the yield surface during plastic flow, and (4) a flow rule which defines the components of strain
that are plastic or nonrecoverable.
Research in this area is voluminous. For example, Zienkiewicz and Cormeau [1]q
developed a rate-dependent unified theory which allows for nonassociative plasticity and strain
softening, but does not model the Bauschinger effect or temperature dependence. Extensions of
classical plasticity to model both rate and temperature effects were presented recently by Allen and
Haisler [2], Haisler and Cronenworth [3], and Yamada and Sakurai [4].
In the nonlinear viscoelastic approach, the constitutive relation is expressed as a single
integral or convoluted form. This type of constitutive model employs the thermodynamic laws
along with physical constraints to complete the formulation. A detailed review of severalexisting
theories is presented by Walker [5]. Walker's [5] theory is based on a unified viscoplastic integral
developed by modifying the constitutive relations for a linear three parameter viscoelastic solid.
The theory contains clearly defined material parameters, a rate-dependent equilibrium stress, and a
proposed multiaxial model. An important shortcoming of Walker's theory is its failure to model
transient temperature conditions. Many other nonlinear viscoelastic theories have been proposed
including those by Cernocky and Krempl [6], Valanis [7], and Chabache[8].
The microphenomenological theories attempt to represent the response of polycrystalline
materials in terms of various micromechanisms of deformation and failure. VariOusdislocation
theories have been developed to predict plastic deformation in terms of dislocation interaction, slip,
glide, density, etc. Most of the material models developed, to date, depend primarily on the
number of state variables used and their growth or evolutionary laws. Many of the recent 'unified'
microphenomenological theories have been discussed and evaluated by Walker [9] and Chan et al.
[10].
One example of a microphysically based constitutive law is an elastic-viscoplastic theory
based on two internal state variables as proposed by Bodner, et al. [11]. These authors,
demonstrate the ability of the constitutive equations to represent the principal features of cyclic
_, loading behavior including softening upon stress reversal, cyclic hardening or softening, cyclic
saturation, cyclic relaxation, and cyclic creep. One limitation of the formulation though is that the
'_ computed stress-strain curves are independent of the strain amplitude and therefore too "fiat" or
"square".
Miller [12] has reported research on the modeling of cyclic plasticity with "unified"
constitutive equations. He also recognizes the shortcomings of many theories in predicting
hysteresis loops, which are oversquare in comparison to observed experimental behavior.
Improvement is accomplished by making the kinematic work-hardening coefficient depend on the
back stress and the sign of the nonelastic strain term. Theories that are similar in format to Miller's
have been proposed by Krieg, Swearengen and Rhode [13] and by Hart [14]. The models use two
internal state variables to reflect current microstructure state and are based upon models for
dislocation processes in pure metals. All these constitutive theories were formulated without the
use of a yield criterion. Since these models do not contain a completely elastic regime, the function
that describes the inelastic strain rate should be such that the inelastic strain rate is very small for
low stress levels. Theories with a yield function and a full elastic regime have beendeveloped for
o the case of isotropic and directional hardening by Lee and Zavrel [15].
As previously noted, the quantities utilized in the small strain theory of viscoplasticity
(stress, strain, stress rate, and strain rate) are defined only within the assumption of "small strain",
but this is always left unstated. Whether or not the strains for a given case are "small" cannot be
determined a priori by geometric considerations. In general, one cannot know in advance whether
for a given loading of a material the "small strain" assumption (always left undefined) will hold or
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not. The question of whether the small-strain approximations are valid is always avoided in the
"small strain" literature. Furthermore, as Hill [16] points out, the really typical plastic problems
involve changes in geometry that cannot be disregarded. In many cases, for example, it is
sufficient to take into account finite plastic strains and small elastic strains or vice versa. From the
theoretical viewpoint it is desirable in all cases to have a theory which intrinsically allows for both
the elastic and plastic strains to be large. Such a theory of course, must reduce to the earlier
mentioned special cases, as limiting cases. Furthermore, such theories provide a check for those
which are obtained by generalizing small strain theories.
The mathematical theories of deformation and flow of matter deal essentially with the gross
properties of a medium. Heat and mechanical work are considered as additional causes for a
change of the state of the medium. The resulting phenomena in any particular material are not
unrelated. Therefore, a thermodynamical treatment of the foundation of the theory of flow and
deformation is appropriate, and indeed fileobvious approach. Two very different main approaches
to a thermodynamic theory of a continuum can be identified. These differ from each other in the
fundamental postulates upon which the theories are based. An essential controversy can be traced
through the whole discussion of the thermodynamic aspects of continuum mechanics. None of
these approaches is concerned with the atomic structure of the material. They, therefore, represent
purely phenomenological approximations. Both theories are characterized by the same
fundamental requirement that the results should be obtained without having recourse to statical or
kinetic methods.
Within each of these approaches there are two distinct methods of describing history and
dissipative effects: the functional theory [18], in which all dependent variables are assumed to
depend on the entire history of the independent variables, and the internal variable approach [19],
wherein hi story dependence is postulated to appear implicitly in a set of internal variables. For
experimental as well as analytical reasons[20, 21] the use of internal variables in modeling inelastic
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solids is gaining widespread usage, in current research. The main differences among the various
modern theories lie in the choice of these internal variables.
The predictive value of an elastic- viscoplastic material model for non-isothermal, large
deformation analyses depends therefore on three basic elements:
a) the nonlinear kinematic description of the elastic-plasticdeformation.
b) termodynamic considerations, and
c) the choice of external and internal thermodynamic variables as well as on their interactions.
The problem of viscoplastic deformations in shells has been treated at several levels of
approximation and generality.
The simplest approaches (see [22])are based On the assumption of infinitesimal
displacement gradients (which implies infinitesmal strains) and a material model of stationary
creep, sometimes with an approximate inclusion of primary creep.
A more general analysis utilizes shell kinematics for moderately large displacement
gradients (at least some of them), infinitesimal strains, and material models of stationary or simple
non-stationary creep (see [22]). This type of assumption is capable of solving problems of creep
buckling [23], and it does reproduce the sometimes stiffening effect of the interaction between the
normal forces and the normal deflection. Extension of this kind of formulation with a viscoplastic
material model is presented in [24-26]. The use of numerical methods [27] makes possible the
solution for many non-trivial types of structures.
° The problems of large strains, which arise in the analysis of large creep or thermal
deformation of shells, have not been treated at all in a general manner. Recognizing that finite
strain effects are present in these problems, reliable prediction demands that such effects be
included rationally and properly in the analysis. In addition to the necessary basic kinematical and
dynamical equations of the shell theory, such an analysis must incorporate a correctly invariant
formulation of the material equations and requires an evaluation of the strain-rate tensors through
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the thickness of theshell. Such an analysis cannot be found in explicit form, at least in the readily
accessibleengineering literature.
Several authors have developed mathematical description of the kinematics of the three
dimensional deformation of elastic or viscoelastoplastic materials [28, 29]. However, it is not
clear how to best select the reference space and configuration for the stress tensor, bearing in mind
the rheologies of realistic materials. Although an intrinsic relation, which satisfies material
objectivity can be used [30, 31], the choice is not unique (see for example [29], [32], [33]).
For shell-like structures, failure may be caused by buckling. Thus, stability can be a
primary consideration in the structure design. In a high temperature environment, there will be
much more concern on this issue, because the inelastic deformation may lead to a geometrical
imperfection which, in turn, may further decrease the load carrying capability. Therefore, stability
of shell-like structures can become the main concern for designers, and buckling and postbuckling
behavior of shell-like structures (see [34]) must be studied.
In the analysis of shell-like structures, it is worthwhile to note that Donnell [35] and
Sanders [36] made great contributions in the formulation of nonlinear shell theories. Many
applications are based on their formulation and simplifications.
For a long time, the research efforts have been put into the subject on how to improve the
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental results. The present trend in buckling and
postbuckling analyses is to relax several of the asSumptions in classical theories and employ
nonlinear kinematic and constitutive relations.
As the complexity of shell-like structures increases and as the computational capability "
improves, numerical methods play a major role in predicting buckling and in enhancing our
understanding of postbuckling response.
The finite element analysis for shell structures has been the subject of interest for many
years. There have been many published works in this field. Most of them deal with elastic-plastic
material behavior. Some of them also deal with geometric nonlinearity and postbuckling behavior.
Ahmad, Irons and Zienkiewicz [37] first proposed the 'degenerated' three dimensional
isotropic element which can be used in the linear analysis of thin shells. The basic assumption
used in [37] is that the normal will remain normal to the deflected midsurface, straight and
inextensional after deformation. With this assumption, the displacement field in the shell can be
expressed in terms of five degrees of freedom (three translations and two rotations) of the nodes
which are located in the middle surface.
The 'degenerated' 3-D element was extended to the geometrically nonlinear analysis of
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shells by Ramm [38]. He used both quadratic and cubic interpolation functions in his work. The
development is based on total Lagrangian formulation.
Bolouchi [39] developed various shell elements with 8-16 nodes. His work is based on
both total Lagrangian and updated Lagrangian formulations.
At the same time, finite element analysis has been adopted to the area of nonlinear
continuum mechanics. It made it possible to obtain solutions to a large class of nonlinear problems
with acceptable accuracy.
J.T. Oden [40, 41] extended the elastic theory of finite elements to the hyper-elastic and
visco-elastic field.
In 1968, H.D. Hibbitt, D.V. Marcal and J.R. Rice [42] first introduced hypo-elastic
formulation into the finite element analysis. They adopted the incremental theory based on a
Lagrangian reference frame and their formulation is suitable for large strain and large displacement
response. In their work, they used a linear relation between the Jaumann stress increments and
_ increments of the deformation tensor which are invariant with respect to rigid body rotation. The
formulation for small strain and large rotation approximation is also proposed in their work.
Needleman [43] derived similar finite element equations from variational principles given
by Hill [44]. The work is also based on the Lagrangian formulation.
The Eulerian formulation which is based on the current configuration has been used by
Yaghmai and Popov [45]. They derived the equations by means of variational principles and
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solved some elastic and elaStic-plastic problems. Similar work was done by Gunasekera and
Alexander [46]. They gave their equations for Prandtl-Reuss plastic materials and derived the
equations from the principle of v_al work,
In 1974, R.M. McMeeking and J.R. Rice [47] introduced Eulerian finite element
formulation for large elastic,plastic flow, which is parallel to the treatment of [42]. The method is
based on Hill's variational principle for incremental deformations. It is ideally suited for
isotropieally hardening Prandtl-Reuss materials.
T.Y, Chang and K. Sawamiphakdi [38] adopted the hypoelastic theory to the degenerated 3-
D isoparametric element for laminated anisotropic shells, The nonlinear geometric stiffness matrix
which is based on Lagrangian description was developed and some example problems were
presented.
Generally, the Newton-Raphson integration method is used to achieve the correct
equilibrium positions in the nonlinear finite element computations. However, it is no longer
appropriate to use it in establishing post buckling response. The reason is that the stiffness matrix
tends to be singular resulting in an increasing number of iterations. Finally, the result will diverge
at the critical point. In order to overcome these problems and to trace the response beyond the
critical point, several efficient methodshave been developed [48, 49].
Bergan [50] introduced the 'current' stiffness parameter' to guide the equilibrium
iterations. When the parameter reaches theprescribed value, the execution of iterations stops. At
that time, the displacement continues to increase until a new parameter value is reached. This
means that the iterations are suppressed near the critical point. The algorithm of this method is _
simple and the program is easy to develop from the Newton-Raphson method, The drawback is
that the load step in the neighborhood of the critical point need still be small.
Argyris [52] and several other researchers introduced the displacement control method, In
this scheme, a single displacement component is selected as a control parameter and the
corresponding load level is considered to be unknown. In the initial paper, the symmetry of the
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stiffness matrix is damaged. The method, then, was improved as a two step method [52, 53], in
order to preserve the symmetry of the stiffness matrix. The displacement control method is
relatively widely used since it is both efficient and easy to control. The limitation of this method is
that it will fail whenever the structure snaps back from one load level to a lower one.
Riks [54, 55], and Wempner [56] independently introduced the constant-arc-length
method. The load increment in this method is confined by the equation of arc length. The
increments of load and displacement vector are mixed. The f'malequilibrium position is located by
continuing drawing a normal plane to the new tangent of the load-displacement curve. Generally •
speaking, this method is efficient'in the entire load range and can be applied to all possible
nonlinear structural responses.
Crisfield [57, 58] further modified Riks' method. He introduced line searches into the
constant-arc-length algorithm. In addition, he developed a scheme in which a single parameter is
employed to accelerate the speed of convergence using the line search concept. His work makes
Riks' method more efficient and also much easier for programming.
2. SUMMARY OF WORK
The progress made and the work performed have been elaborated upon in an interim
scientific report submitted to the sponsor in late 1986, and in a series of semiannual progress
reports. The most recent of these is dated October 1989.
2.1 Traditional Approach
Following a traditional approach, a method was developed for bounding the response of
problems of viscoelastic material behavior, based on nonlinear kinematic behavior. Upper and
lower bounds are established through bounding of the convolution integral of the governing
nonlinear Volterra-type integral equation. Details of the method can be found in the first paper of
Appendix A.
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Next, a differential (asopposed to integral) methodology for solution of one-dimensional,
kinematieally nonlinear, visoelastic problems was developed. Using the example of an
eccentrically loaded cantilever beam-colu_, the results from the differential formulation were
compared to the results obt_ned from the integral solution technique. The details of this are
found in the second paper of Appendix A. This paper also includes a discussion of the Various
factors affecting the numerical accuracy and rate of convergence of the two procedures.
Moreover, the influences of some "higher order" effects, such as straining along the centroidal
axis, are also discussed.
Finally, an analytic study of beams and arches subjected to significant thermal cycling from
ambient temperatures up to 800°C is presented. In this study, Walker's [9] unified nonlinear
hereditary type of viscoelastoplastic constitutive law is employed to characterize the time-and
temperature-dependentproperties of a typical aerospace alloy, Hastelloy X.
The details are given in the third paper of Appendix A. A shorter version of this paper was
published in the ASME Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology (January 1990 issue):
The PVP-Vol. 153 version is made part of this report, because it contains more detail.
2.2 Novel Approach
A complete true ab-initio rate theory of kinematics and kinetics for continuum and curved
thin structures, without any restriction on the magnitude of the strains or the deformation, was
formulated. The time dependence and large strain behavior are incorporated through the
introduction of the time rate of the metric and curvature in .twocoordinate system; a fixed (spatial)
one and a convected (material) coordinate system. The relations between the time derivative and
the covariant derivatives (gradients) havebeen developed for curved space and motion, so that the
velocity components supply the connection between the equations of motion and the time rate of
change of the metric and curvature tensors.
The metric tensor (time rate of change) in the convected material coordinate system is
linearly decomposed into elastic and plastic parts. In this formulation, a yield function is assumed,
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which is dependent on the rate of change of stress, metric, temperature, and a set of internal
variables. Moreover, a hypoelastic law was chosen to describe the thermoelastic part of the
deformation.
A time and temperature dependent viscoplastic model was formulated in this convected
material system to account for finite strains and rotations. The history and temperature dependence
were incorporated through the introduction of internal variables. The choice of these variables, as
well as their evolution, was motivated by phenomenological thermodynamic considerations.
The nonisothermal elastic-viscoplastic deformation process was described completely by
"thermodynamic state" equations. Most investigators (in the area of viscoplasticity) employ plastic
strains as state variables. Our study shows that, in general, use of plastic strains as state variables
may lead to inconsistencies with regard to thermodynamic considerations. Furthermore, the
approach and formulation employed by all previous investigators lead to the condition that all
plastic work is completely dissipated. This, however, is in contradiction with experimental
evidence, from which it emerges that part of the plastic work is used for producing residual
stresses in the lattice, which, when phenomenologically considered, causes hardening. Both
limitations are not present in our deformation, because of the inclusion of the "thermodynamic
state" equations.
The obtained complete rate field equations consist of the principlesof the rate of the virtual
power and the rate of conservation of energy, of the constitutive relations, and of boundary and
initial conditions. These formulations provide a sound basis for the formulation of the adopted
,, finite element solution procedures.
The derived shell theory, in the least restricted form, before any simplifying assumptions
are imposed, has the following desirable features:
(a) The two-dimensional, impulse-integral form of the equations of motion and the Second
Law of Thermodynamics (Clausius-Duhem inequality) for a shell follow naturally and
from their three-dimensionalcounterparts.
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(b) Unique and concrete definitions of shell variables such as stress resultants and couples, rate
of deformation, spin and entropy resultants can be obtained in terms of weighted integrals
of the three-dimensional quantifies through the thickness.
(c) There are no seriesexpansions in the thickness direction.
(d) There is no need for making use of the Kirchhoff Hypotheses in the kinematics.
(e) All approximations can be postponed until the descretization process of the integral forms
of the First Law of Thermodynamics.
(f) A by-product of the descent from three-dimensional theory is that the two-dimensional
temperature field (that emerges) is not a through-the-thickness average, but a true point by
point distribution. This is contrary to what one finds in the literature concerning thermal
stresses in the shell.
To develop geometrically nonlinear, doubly curved finite shell elements the basic equations
of nonlinear shell theories have to be transferred into the finite element model. As these equations
in general are written in tensor notation, their implementation into the finite element matrix
formulation requires considerable effort.
The nonlinear element matrices are directly derived from the incrementally formulated
nonlinear shell equations, by using a tensor-oriented procedure. The classical thin shell theory
based on the Kirchoff-Love hypotheses (Formulation D) was employed for this purpose. For this
formulation, we are using the "natural" degrees of freedom per midsurface shell node: three
incrementalvelocities and the rates of rotation about the material coordinates in a mixed form.
The quasi-linear nature of the principle of the rate of virtual power suggests the adoption of
an incremental approach to numerical integration with respect to time. The availability of the field
formulation provides assurance of the completeness of the incremental equations and allows the
use of any convenient procedure for spatial integration over the domain V. In the present instance,
the choice has been made in favor of a simple fh-storder expansion in time for the construction of
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incremental solutions from the results of finite element spatial integration of the governing
equations.
The procedure employed permits the rates of the field formulation to be interpreted as
increments in the numerical solution. This is particularly convenient for the construction of
incremental boundary condition histories.
Even under the condition of static external loads and slowly growing creep effects, the
presence of snap-through buckling makes the inertia effects significant. In dynamic analyses, the
" applied body forces include inertia forces. Assuming that the mass of the body considered is
preserved, the mass matrix can be evaluated prior to the time integration using the initial
configuration.
Finite element solution of any boundary-value problem involves the solution of the
equilibrium equations (global) together with the constitutive equations (local). Both sets of
equations are solved simultaneously in a step by step manner. The incremental form of the global
and local equations can be achieved by taking the integration over the incremental time step
t=tj.l-tj.The rectangular rule has been applied to execute theresulting time integration.
Clearly, the numerical solution involves iteration. A simplified version of the Riks-
Wempner constant-arch-length method has been utilized. This iteration procedure which is a
generalization of the displacement control method also allows to tracethe nonlinear response
beyond bifurcation points. In contrast to the conventional Newton-Raphson techniques, the
iteration of the method takes place in the velocity and load rate space. The load step of the first
solution in each increment is limited by controlling the length ds of the tangent. Either the length is
kept constant in each step Or it is adapted to the characteristics of the solution. In each step the
triangular-size stiffness matrix has to be checked for negative diagonal terms, indicating that a
critical point is reached.
The study is limited only to the simplest of the developed shell theory formulations
(Formulation D).
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The various shell theory approximation.s (formulations) are based on the use of certain
simplifying assumptions regarding the geometry and kinematics of the shellconfiguration.
These are:
Assumption I: The material points which are on the normal to the reference surface before
deformation will be on the same normal after deformation.
Assumption II: The shell is sufficiently thin so that we can assume linear dependence of the
position of any material point (in the deformed state) to the normal (to the reference surface)
c_rdinate (in the deformed state). The linear dependence can easily be changed to parabolic,
cubic, or any desired degree of approximation.
Assumption III: The rate of change of the velocity gradients with respect to in-plan coordinates on
the two bounding shell surfaces is negligibly small.
Assumption IV; The rate of change of the distance of a material from the reference surface is
negligibly small.
On the basis of the above four simplifying assumptions, several formulations result, for the
analysis of thin shells. These formulations are denoted below by capital letters.
Formolation A: This formulation makes use of Assumption I, only.
Formulation B: This formulation employs Assumptions I and II.
Formulation C: This formulation employs Assumption I, II and M.
F0rm01ation D: This is the classical thin shell theory based on the Kirchoff-Love
hypotheses of Assumptions I, II, III, IV, as applied to large deformation theory.
These formulations are arranged in such a manner that we move from the least restrictive
(A) to the most restrictive (D).
In addition to this, a fifth formulation (E)can easily be devised and this formulation in
terms of order of restriction is similar to Formulation A. Formulation E makes use of Assumption
II only.
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Three papers are included as Appendix B. These papers reflect the work associated with
the novel approach and provide detail in formulation as well as in application.
3. PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
Several presentations and publications resulted from this project. Moreover, two Ph.D.
students were supported (one has already received the degree, the second is expected to complete
the requirements by the end of 1990), as well as one postdoctoral fellow and three faculty members
'_ (Drs. R.L. Carlson, R. Rift and G.J. Simitses) of the Georgia Institute of Technology.
A list of the presentations and publications is givenbelow:
3.1 Presentations
1. "Thermodynamically ConsistentConstitutive Equations for Nonisothermal, Large Strain,
Elasto-Plastic Creep Behavior," 26th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS Structures Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, Orlando, FL., April 14-17, 1985.
2. "Dynamic Creep Buckling: Analysis of Shell Structures Subjected to Time-Dependent
Mechanical and Thermal Loading," NASA Conference on Structural Integrity and Durability
of Reusable Space Propulsion Systems, Cleveland, OH., June 4-5, 1985.
3. "Bounding Solutions of Geometrically Nonlinear Viscoelastic Problems," 27th Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, San Antonio, TX, May 4-6, 1986.
4. "Dynamic Analysis of Shell Structures Subjected to Mechanical and Thermal. Loading,"
g,
AFOSR/ARO Conference on Non-Linear Vibrations, Stability, and Dynamics of Structures
and Mechanisms, Blacksburg, VA, March 23-25, 1987.
5. "Solution Methods for One-Dimensional Nonlinear Viscoelastic Problems," 28th
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference,
Monterey, CA, April 6-8, 1987.
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6. "Non-Isothermal Elastoviscoplastic Snap-Through and Creep Buckling of Shallow Arches,"
28th AIAA/ASME/ASCB/AHS Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference,
Monterey, CA, April 6-8, 1987.
7. "Creep Analysis of Beams and Arches Based on a Hereditary Visco-Elastic-Plastic Law,"
ASME Winter Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL., Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 1988.
8. "Non-Isothermal Buckling Behavior of Viscoplastic Shell Structures," 30th
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference,
Mobile, AL, April 3-5, 1989.
3.2 Publications
1. "BoundingSolutions of Geometrically NonlinearViscoelastic Problems," AIAA J., Vol. 11,
1986, pp 1843-1850; also in Proceedings of AIAA/..../AHS 27th S.D,M. Conference, Part 1,
1986, pp 343-352 (J. Stubstadand G.J. Simitses).
2. "ThermodynamicallyConsistent Constitutive Equations for Non-Isothermal Large Strain,
Elasto-Plastic,Creep Behavior," AIAA J,, Vol. 25, No. 1, 1987, pp. 114-122 (R. Rift, R.L.
Carlsonand G.J. Simitses).
3. "Solution Methods for One-Dimensional Viscoelastic Problems," AIAA J., Vol. 26, No. 9,
1988, pp 1127-1134 (J. Stubstadand G.J. Simitses)
4. "Non-Isothermal Elastoviscoplastic Snap-Throughand CreepBuckling of Shallow Arches,"
AIAA J.... Vol. 27, No. 8, 1990, pp. 1110-1115 (R. Rift).
5. "Creep Analysis of Beams and Arches Based on a Hereditary Visco,Elastic'Plastic Law," J__,.
Engng. Mat'ls and Technology, To be Published. (J. Stubstad and G.J. Simitses).
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Bounding Solutions of Geometrically
Nonlinear Viscoelastic Problems
John M. Stubstad* andGeorge J. Simitsest
GeorgiaInstitute of Technology,Atlanta, Georgia
A method is presented for bounding solutions to problems of linear viscoelastic material behavior formulated
using nonlinear kinematic measures of deformation. Upper and lower bounds areestablished through bounding
of the convolution integral of the governing nonlinear Volterra-type integral equation. A significant feature of
the manner in which these bounding solutions are generated is that time may be treated as a parameter, thereby
casting the bounding solutions into aquasielastic context. Consequently, numerical evaluation is simplified since
the necessity of continually approximating convolution integrals of the deformation history, required for exact
solution, is eliminated. This, in turn, results in a substantial reduction in the computational effort required for
numerical evaluation, in one of the example problems considered, this reduction translates into more than a
thirtyfold difference in computer time needed for determination of the exact and bounding solutions. Applica-
tion of the bounding technique is demonstrated through two examples and includes a limited comparison with
some recently published experimental data.
Nomen clature Subscripts
a = load eccentricity qe = quasielastic solution
E_,E 2 = elastic constants of ideal viscoelastic material ub, lb = upper and lower bounds, respectively
g(s,u) =Green's function for the spatial integrals
1 =moment of inertia
J(t) =creep compliance
_q(p) = Laplace transform of creep compliance Intrbductionk(t-r) =generic kernel of convolution integral
K(t) =integrated form of k(t-r) 1" NTEGRAL transform techniques, such as the Laplace
L = length of beam l transform, provide simple and direct methods for solving
,l_p = Laplace transform operator viscoelastic problems formulated within a context of linear
M(s',z) = bending moment at position s' an'd time r material response and using linear measures for deformation.
p = Laplace transform variable Application of the transform operator red uces the governing
P = time-independent load linear integrodifferential equations to a set of algebraic rela-
PE = Euler load tions between the transforms of the unknown functions, the
R(t) =time-dependent load viscoelastic operators, and the initial and boundary condi-
s',s =dimensional and nondimensional distance tions. Inversion, either directly or through the use of the ap-
along the beam, respectively propriate convolution theorem, provides the time domain
t,r = time response, once the unknown functions have been expressed it_
x,y =spatial coordinates terms of sums, products, or ratios of known transforms.
ot(r) = angle of rotation of the end of the cantilever When exact inversion is not possible, approximate techniques,
column such as suggested by Schapery, I may provide accurate results.
A(r),_5(r) =lateral and transverse deflection of the end of The overall problem becomes substantially more complex
the beam, respectively when nonlinear effects must be included. We consider here
_t = viscous coefficient of ideal viscoelastic material situations where a linear material constitutive law can still be
O(s,t) =generic representation of a spatial integral productively employed, but where the magnitude of the
r(s',t) =curvature at position s' and time t resulting time-dependent deformations warrants the use of a
_, =scalar parameter nonlinear kinematic analysis. The governing equations will
t_ =relaxation constant of ideal viscoelastic be nonlinear integrodifferential equations for this class of
material problems. Thus, traditional as well as approximate tech-
_o(s',r) =angle of rotation of the cantilever at position s' niques, such as cited above; cannot be employed since the
and time r transform of a nonlinear function is not explicitly expressible.
_(s',p) =Laplace transform of angie of rotation Rogers and Lee2 considered such a problem in an in-
vestigation of the finite deflection of a viscoelastic cantilever
beam. Employing an analogy of an associated elastic prob-
lem, the)' derived a solution to the viscoelastic problem in a
form involving a time convolution of a nonlinear space and
Received Oct. 26, 1985; presented as Paper 86-0943 at the time-dependent integral function. Numerical evaluation was
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 27th Structures, Structural Dynamics accomplished using Picard's method of successive sub-
and MaterialsConference. San Antonio, TX. May 19-21,1986;revi- stitutions. Newton-Coates quadratures were employed to ap-
sion received April 7, 1986. Copyright © American Institute of proximate the spatially dependent integral relationship; a
Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc., 1986.All rights reserved, mean-value-based finite-difference formula was used for the
*Graduate ResearchAssistant, School of EngineeringScienceand
Mechanics. time convolution.
+Professor. School of Engineering Science and Mechanics. Solution procedures of this type are generally well suited
AssociateFellov, AIAA. for computer implementation. However, they can become
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mihed over an extendi_d trine peribd: Each ihcrement in time which (we deduce) must be a nond_creasihg Functibn wiHi
requires a reevaluation of the convolution integrals. Thus, respect to time. Thus, over the interval 0 . _r_t, this would
the entire deformation history must be retained in memory imply
during the calculations. Since each completed set of com-
putations adds another set of results to this history, this O(x,O+)<-O(x,r)<O(x,t) (2)
generates an ever-increasing memory requirment. In addi-
tion, the total number of computations performed during This suggests that if we establish the approximate solutions
each succeedingiteration also increases.
In this regard, an approximation technique proposed by I'Schapery3 can providean attractivealternative.Commonly eu,=h k(t-r)O(x,O.)dr (3a)referred to as the quasielastic approximation, it has most 0
recently been employed by Vinogradov 4 and Vinogradov and S'Wijeweera5 in studies of the behavior of eccentrically loaded ¢_b =h k(t-r)Olx, t)dr (3b)viscoelastic cantilever columns. 0
The method is based on the observation that the solution
procedure developed by Rogers and Leez may be interpreted where subscripts ub and Ib denote upper and lower bounds,
as a sequence of short-time interval quasielastic solutions, respectively, we can then define difference functions Aso_b
This suggests that approximate solutions may be generated and A_%#by
by replacing the original viscoelastic problem by an
"equivalent" time-dependent elastic one. In this replacement Aea,= ,p(x, t) - (Pa, (4a)
problem, the elastic properties are equated to the instan-
taneous values of the relaxation moduli or creepcompliances A¢,b =_Oub--_0(x,t) (4b)
of the viscoelastic material.
The inherent numerical advantage provided by this tech- Then substitution of Eqs. (1) and (3) into Eq. (4) yields
nique is that it eliminates the potentially inefficient calcula-
tion of convolution integrals. Thus, the speed and efficiency it
at which the time-dependent response is calculated is in- Aetb=hj k(t-r)[O(x,r)-O(x,O+)]dr (5a)0
dependent of elapsed time. The obvious potential disadvan-
tage is that, since it is an approximation, significant dif- 1't
ferences may exist between the actual response of the visco- AS%b=),Jo k(t-r)[O(x,t)-0 (x,r)]dr (5b)
elastic body and those predicted quasielastically. In addition,
the quasielastic method does nat provide a direct method for
assessing whether any errors incurred are conservative. As a direct consequence of Eq. (2), the quantities enclosed
In this paper, we present an approximation technique that by square brackets in Eqs. (5) must be positive semidefinite
provides both upper- and lower-bound predictions for the for all values of time r. Because both O(x,O+) and O(x,t)are
class of viscoelastic problems under consideration. From constant with respect to r, the square bracket terms must be
these bounds, one may readily deduce when the approxima- continuous in r since, by prior assumption, O(x,r) is con-
tion provides sufficiently accurate results or when more in- tinuous in r. Thus, for a continuous and positive semdefinite
volved techniques must be used. Finally, we demonstrate kernel, the integrand is continuous and positive semidefinite
that solutions for this class of viscoelastic problems can be over the entire range of integration. Consequently, for
accomplished within a Laplace transform context, even positive h, the differences Asotnand A_%omust be positive
though the transformed functions cannot be expresssed as for all time. Therefore, the approximate solution _o,b must .
explicit functions of the transform variable, represent an upper bound for the exact solution. Similarly,
_otomust inherently bound the exact solution from below.
Preliminaries The numerical advantages provided by working with the
As a motivation for the development, consider an integral bounding functions are easily demonstrated. Letting
equation of the form S'K(t) ---X k(t-r)dr (6)o
¢(x,t) = _,jl k( t-r)O(x,r)dr (l)
and noting that O(x,O+) and O(x,t) are independent of r im-
ply that Eqs, O) have the form
where ¢(x,r) and O(x,r) may be scalar, vector, or tensor
functions of position vector x and time v. We shall assume eta =K(t)0(x, 0.) (7a)
that the kernel k(r) is positive semidefinite over the range of
integration and h is some scalar parameter. In addition, we and
assume that k(r), ¢(xov), O(xo¢), and their first partial
derivatives with respect to r are continuous over the interval ¢,b =K(t)O(x,t) (7b)
0 . <r<-t. Finally, we assume that ¢(x,r) and O(x,r) are
continuous with respect to x over some closed domain D Thus, the time convolution of the exact solution [Eq. (1)]
and possess continuous first and second partial derivatives has, in the bounding formulation, been replaced by a format
withrespect to x over at least the interior of the domain, in which time appears only as a parameter. Consequently,
For the class of problems under consideration, the func- numerical solution of Eqs. (7) requires integration only over
tion O(x,r) represents a spatial integral in which ¢(x,r) ap- the spatial coordinates, whereas the exact solution requires
pears in the integrand in a nonlinear manner. Depending both spatial and temporal integrations.
upon the boundary conditions, 0(x,r) may also include ad- The preceding development was based upon the assump-
ditive nonlinear forms of,p(x,r). Thus, Eq. (1) may be viewed tion that O(x,r) was a nondecreasing function with respect to
as a Volterra-type integral equation of the second kind. time. The technique is easily adapted to cases where 0(x,r) is
Let us assume that, even before specific solutions have a nonincreasing function. Thus, if
been generated, we are able to infer some information about
*he _,_nera! rnanver in which O(v.r) behaves. Suppose. for O(x,O+)z'O(x,r)>-O(x,t) (8)27
we can replaceEqs. (3) with 8x(s',t)
as' - =case (s', t) (12b)
it a 'etb=_, k(t-r)O(x,t)dr (9a) ,.v(s ,t)=sin_o(s',t) (12c)0 85 '
and
S'_o,b=X k(t-r)O(x,O*)dr (9b) Substitutionof Eqs. (11) and(12a) into Eq. (10),differentia-0 tion with respectto s' and use of Eq. (12b)yield, afternon-
dimensionalization
Thereafter, proceeding as before generates the desired
boundingbehavior. In a similarmanner,a simpleseriesof a2¢(s,t) J(t-_)(.modifications to the definitions of the boundingfunctions as: = -
areneededwhen ), is a negativeratherthan positivescalar.
Applicationsof the bounding technique, includingcam- (13)
parisonswith exact"solutions,are providedin the following The associatedboundaryconditionsare
sections.
¢(0,t) =0 (14a)
Applications
End-LoadedCantileverBeam a,p(l,t)
As noted earlier,Rogersand Lee2 developedthe first, and ----_--s =0 (14b)
a numericallyexact, solution for the problemof an end-
loadedlinearlyviscoelasticcantileverbeam.The solution, in
the general form of Eq. (I), was evaluated by employing It is assumedthe beam is undeformedfor ¢<0. Then, by
Newton-Coatesquadraturesfor the spatiallydependent in- taking the Laplace transform of Eqs. (13) and (14), we
tegral function O(x:) and a mean value based finite- obtain '
differenceformula for the convolution with k(t-¢). Several
yearslater, Schapery/ in a paperdescribingthe quasielastic a:¢ (s,p) (L 2)method, presentedan approximatesolut on for this problem. O----T--- = "-i- P_(P)'go [R(_)cos_(s,_)] (15a)
Sincethis approximatesolutionwas in the formof Eqs. (7),
Schaperywasable to generatenumericalresultsdirectlyfrom
theelasticanalysispresentedin Ref. 2. Thus, his solutionre- 4,(0,p) =0 (15b)
quiredonly numericalevaluationof a spatiallydependentin-
tegralequation with time treatedas a parameter, a_(l,p)
=0 (15c)Here, we analyze the same problem using the bounding as
procedure. It is demonstratedthat Schapery's approximate
solution is, in fact, a lower-bound solution for a suitably
restrictedrange of deformation.In addition, it is shown that where ,13o[ ] is the Laplace transform operator, p the
a reasonablyclose upper-boundsolution may be readily ob- transformvariable, and _(p) and _(s,p) the transformsof
rained. J(t) and €,(s,t), respectively.Here, we have tacitly assumed
Derivationof the governingintegrodifferentialequation is that the Laplace transform of the expression within the
documentedin Ref. 2 and thus only summarizedhere. The bracketsexists, in the usual sense, even though a formalex-
beamis assumedto be thin and composedof a linearlyvisco- pressionfor it is not available.
elasticmaterial. Its geometryin the deformedconfiguration Assumingthat the transform variable appearsonly as a
is illustratedin Fig. 1. The loading is assumedto be applied parameter,Eq. (15a)can be viewedas a type of ordinarydif-
quasistaticallyand thus inertia terms are neglected, ferentialequation. Integration thus yields
Reference line extensional strains are assumed to be
negligiblysmall•Thus, a coordinates' is employedto specify /_ (s,p) #_(0,p)
positionin both the initial and the deformedstates. A non- as as
dimensionalcoordinate s is defined by dividings' by the
beam length L. Assuming a linear distribution of strains ( L2 ) I_ [I: -rJthrough e depth, be dingthus occuringwithina Bernoulli- = - -7" P_(P) e-mR(¢)cos¢(u,r)d du (16)
Eulercontext, results in the moment-curvaturerelationship
givenby where the Laplace transform has been expressedin the ex-
(+)I t_ //raM(s':)ld¢ plicit manner. Application of the boundary condition, asx(s',t) = ., J(t-¢) L' _ j (10)
wherex(s',t) denotesthe curvature and M(s',¢) the bend- = I. ._
ing momentat locations'. I is the moment of inertia of the
beam and J(t) the creep compliance of the material. The 1 , _ -x
momentat positions' is givenby it(s;t) _A(t)
8(t}
M(s',T)=R(_)[L -x(s',_)-A(_)] (l ) i
where R(r) is the end 10ad(see Fig. 1). [
From kinematicconsiderations,we note that
V !Rlt)O¢(s',t)
x(s',t) = (12a)OS" Fig. l Geometry. of the end-loaded canlile_¢r beam.
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----i ...... : - . ! The term in the brackets may be simplified through integra-
txAcr __ ] tion by parts and by employing40 UPPER8OONO-- --
Low_R,,ouNo- - i g(S,U)=U, 0--<U--<S
.=. I
,-. __.._ =s, s<_u<_I (20)
-'_ _-"i_ _ _ _ i to yield_. 3o
rJ" ,;_,,- ! I s' 1- _(s,p)= PJ(P)£u R(r) o g(S,U)COS_O(u,r)du (21)
l " I I l
!_ g(s,u)cos¢(u,r)du0 10 20 O(s,r) = (22)
TIME, HR
a) At midspan, results in
_(s,p) = (LZ/l)p_ (P)£u [R (r)O(s,r) ] (23)
I l
50 Next, the Laplace convolution theorem is employed to invert
Eq. (23) to yield
_ _(s,t) =.(L-_--_)I'oJ(t-r) #[R(r)O(s'r)] dror (24)
_" 40-
_" Upon a fin!l integration by parts we have
30 / ¢(s,t)= (L_._)[J(O)R(t)O(s,t)+ S: J.' (t-r)R(r)O(s,r,dr]
(25)
I I 1 J where ( )' denotes differentiation with respect to the argu-10 20
ment of the function. Note that Eq. (25) is the viscoelastic
TIME,HR solution reported in Ref. 2.
b) At loaded end. Bounding solutions are developed in the following man-
ner. Provided, after quasistatic application, the load R(r) is
Fig. 2 Angle of deflectionof the end-loadedcantileverbeam. held constant at some value P, it is reasonable to presume
that the angle of deflection ¢(s,r) will be a nondecreasing
function in time. "Ihus, for the interval 0 . <r<t,
given by Eq. (15c), yields
a_(O,p) L(T) f: [Ii ] _(s,O. )<_(s,r) <__o(s.t) (26)s = p_(p) e-mR(q) cos_(u,r)du dr Consequently, restricting our attention to a range of deflec-
tion such that O__o_< _r/2 we may conclude that(17)
Note that we have interchanged the order of integration of cos_(s,O+)>cos¢(s,r) >cos,p(s,t) (27)
Eq. (16). This fol!ows directly from the assumption of inex-
" tensionality; therefore, s and r represent independent vari- Thus, from Eqs. (22) and (27) we have
ables. Substitution of Eq. (17) into Eq. (16) yields O(s,O+)>O(s,r) >O(s,t) (28)
oo,,,,(,,) foOs "= --i- p_q(P) e-mR(r) ThroughintegraloftheEq.USe(25)ofEq.asfollows:(28)'we can bound the convolution
Integration of Eq. (18) with respect to s, use of the bound- [,t
ary condition [Eq. (15b)], and manipulation as before yield >_POts,t) Jo J' (t-_')dr (29)
Integration of the first and third integrals in Eq. (29) and
/L2\ 1"= substitution of these results into Eq, (25) yield, after
_b(s,p) = - L--[-)p_(p) _o e-P'R(r) rearrangement,
• / PL 2\
× [f_ I, cos_o(u,r)dudr]dr etb(s,t)=J(t) L---i--)O(s,t) (30a)
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• t I t • t Fig. 4 Geometryof the eccentricallyloaded cantilevercolumn.
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a) ,At midspan. "
, ,, , , .., _/,/,&/
0`5 _ " z E2
i
/.._ Fig. 5 Ideal three.element "limited" creep model.
- f014 ,,approximated by using Newton-Coates formulas; a fixed-
/ step trapezoidal rule is used for the time convolution. All
/ computations are performed on a CDC Cyber 180/855
located at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
0,3 - Figures 2 and 3 compare the results obtained with the
I I I _ bounding formulation to the exact solution for the loading
I0 20 case reported in Refs. 2 and 3. The form of the creep com-
b) At loaded end. TIME,Ha pliance for this example is
Fig. 3 Verticaldeflectionof the end-loadedcantileverbeam. J(t)/J(O)= 1+7.6× 10-4t+ 1.12(1 -e -°'°55') (34)
Figure 2 demonstrates that the bounding solutions provide
(PL2_[ [JJq_ ] 1 a reasonably narrow band at both the midspan and the_ub(s't)=J(O)\ I / O(s,t)+ -1 O(s,O.) loaded end loc ti ns. For this particular ca e, the lower( ) bound tends to more.closely approximate the actual solution.
For both the upper and lower bounds, the discrepancy be-
(30b) tween the approximate result and the exact solution tends to
increase with elapsed time and distance from the clamped
Note that Eq. (30a) is the quasielastic solution proposed by end,
Schapery. Figure 3 compares the calculated vertical deflections at
Bounding of the deflection of the beam can be readily ac- midspan and at the loaded end. It can be noted that the
complished by using Eqs (30). Nondimensionalization and descrepancies between the bounding and exact solutions
then integration of Eq. (12c) yield behave in the same manner as described above. In terms of
absolute accuracy, after 24 h, the upper-bound end deflec-
y(s,t) _s tion exceeds the exact result by approximately 3.3°70. The
L = ,]o sin,p(u,t)du (31) lower bound, at the same point and time, is only 1.2070lessthan the exact deflection. Using a 0.1 h fixed_length time
step, the exact solution required 15.6s of CPU time to corn-
Thus, since ¢tb(S,t)<<._(s,t)<--,P,b(s,t), we note that, for pute. Calculated for the same number of time intervals, each
O<_<x/2 of the bounding solutions required only 4.1 CPU s. Note,
however, that the accuracy of the bounding solutions is in-
sin,p/b(s,t)<_sin¢(s,t)<_sin,pub(s,t ) (32) dependent of the length of the time step. Thus, identical -
bounding solution results can be obtained with, for example,
which yield, upon substitution into Eq. (31) a 1.0 h time step. Using this larger time step, the computa-
tion time for each of the bounding solutions was reduced to
y/t_(s,t) _s . only 0.5 CPU s. Accurate results could not be obtained from
_= Jo sin_tb(U't)du (33a) the exact solution using a time step this large due to errors inapproximating the convolution integrals.
Y,b (S,t) = I_ sin_ub(u,t)du (33b)L Eccentricall.v Loaded Cantilever Column
Although formally similar to the prior example, this prob-
Numerical solutions of Eqs. (25), (30), and (33) are lem is of interest because the eccentric loading generates ad-
generated in a manner similar to Ref. 2. Picard's method of ditive nonlinear boundary terms in the general solution;The
successive substitutions is employed to numerically solve the presence of these terms substantially influences the accuracy
integral equations, Eqs. (25) and (30). Spatial integrals are of the predictions of the system response.
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0.3 1 1 , , : We note that the boundary conditions for this problem are/
EXAG_ _ " /""/.."
/.. € (0,t) =0 (37a)
UPI_.R IlOUt_ -- -- -- ,/,.
LOWER BOUNO .... /"
/' M(l,t) = aR (t)cos_ ( ! ,t) (37b)aUAS_-_tASt_C.•..... .. /.'
0.2 /
/ where, for a rigid "extension,"
•"t /'
/ a(t) =_o(l,t) (37c)
0.87,,0.1• .. Through the use of Eqs. (10) and (12a), the second boundary
. ...j .... condition [Eq.(37b)] can, after nondimensionalization, be
• .............. expressed entirely in terms of _, by
- ./_ ... ' _0.s0__....
....""" " _'"_:"--_-----=:.._.L ..........t _=0€(l,t) (+) I'- J(t-r) [._O[aR(r)c°s_(l'r)]l_r . dr(37d)0 0 1 2 3 05 **
a) a/L=O.OI, lar
Assuming that the column is undeformed for r<0 and
that following the procedure detailed in Eqs. (15-25) again
.. _ _ j i _ yield a solutidn of the form of Eq. (25) except that, in this
i. #.'" _''' '" case,
/.("
.,/'
// Note that the nonlinear boundary term cos¢(l,t) appears in-
/ side the convolution integral as well as in the integrated term
0.3 / of Eq. (25).
/ Under a constant load P it is again plausible to assume/
/ . ..- that ¢(s,r) will be a nondecreasing function with respect to
//j _ r. Thus, in addition to Eqs. (26) and (27), we note
0.1- / _ " ............ sin¢(s,O+ )<_sin_(s,r) <_sin¢(s,t) (39)
I l I i t Because of the differences in bounding behavior in Eqs. (27)
0 1 2 3 and (39), the convolution integral of the general solution
b) a/L =0.01. /xl" [Eq. (25)] is split into two separate integrals that are bounded
individually.
Fig. 6 End deflectionof theeccentricallyloadedcantilevercolumn Substitution of the appropriate bounding functions from
for the three-elementmodel. Eqs. (27) and (39) into Eq. (38) and substitution of these
results into Eq. (25) yield, after integration and rearrange-
ment of terms
A quasielastic solution of this problem was recently
presented by Vinogradov.4 Included with the analysis were {'-]L_0/Pt2\(r'tg(s'u)sin_(u't)dunum rical results for two ideal constitutive model , using ¢_(s,t)=J(O)k I /two eccentricity ratios and a wide range of applied loads.
Subsequently, Vinogradov and Wijeweera' and Wijeweera' I'J(t)'i/sa\ •
published comparisons of results obtained using the +L_-!//L )_ cos¢(l,t)quasielastic approximation of Ref. 4 to experimental data
from tests conducted on PTFE G-700 columns. The loading L J_o).[J(t) ]I_ 1and eccentricity ratios employed in those tests were, +t .7_. -1 g(s,u)sin¢(u,O+) du- (40a)however, restricted to relatively narrow ranges in value.
cos€(1,t)
similar manner to the prior example. The column is assumed ¢,_(s,t) =J(O) _'--i--) sato be inextensional, linearly viscoelastic, and loaded quasi-
statically. Its geometry in the deformed configuration is il- LJ(O)[J(t) ](._)" lustrated in Fig. 4. Note that the applied load remains +_ _---==-_.-1 cos¢(l,0 +)parallel to the x axis.
For this geometry, the moment at any position s' is given
by F J(t) l_'g(s,u)sin¢(u,t)dul (40b)+ k J(O) J Jo
M(s',r) =R (r) [!_(r) + acos(x(r) -y(s',r) ] (35)
Numerical evaluation of Eqs. (40), as well as the exact solu-
Substitution of Eq. (35) into Eq. (I0), differentiation with tion given by Eqs. (25) and (38), is accomplished in the same
respect to s', use of Eqs. (12a) and (12c) followed by non- manner as the prior example. Figures 6 and 7 present the
results of these computations for the ideal "limited creep"
dimensionalization yield model used in Refs. 5 and 6 and illustrated on Fig. 5. For
this particular constitutive model, the creep compliance J(t)
O2¢(S,t) = (L2_ _ ' _O[R(r)sin¢(s,r)]ld rOs2 k'-if/J-*, J(t-r) has the formL Or J(t)
j(O------_=1+ ( E2 '_e_,, (41a)\E I /31
i r I --T_ I -- _ I- " ! I 1 I
_ _.y...'2.'7.Y.y' , _ -'--'_
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Fig. 7 End deflectionof the eceentricallyloadedcantilevercolumn 1 I I t l l
for thethree-elementmodel, i 3 5
TIME, HR
b) P/PE=O.125 and o//.=0.03.
where we have employed
Fig. 8 Reporled and normalizedexperimentaldata for the six-
d(O)= lIE 2 (41b) elementmodel.
i_=Et l_h (41c) lower-bound solution provides a good approximation to the
Figure 6 presents results for E2/E t =0.5 and a/L=O.Ol exact result except at the lowest load ratio, 0.50. Thus,
for a range of load ratios. In this figure, and all succeeding reliance on only a quasielastic type of solution, especially for
ones, we employ a viscoelastic "Euler" load /DE tO non- the higher loading instances, could lead to erroneous results.With only a quasielastic solution, it is impossible to deter-
dimensionalize the loading, where mine its accuracy without calculating th_ exact solution.
Thus, it is not possible to assess the magnitude or character
_'21 (42) (i.e., conservative or nonconservative) of the potential er- .
PE= 4J(0)L 2 rors. In contrast, the amount of separation between the
bounding solutions provides such a capability. The narrow
For comparison, this figure also includes results from a separation evident at a load ratio of 0.50 might well provide
"standard" quasielastic solution _q, of the general form sufficiently accurate results without resorting to the more in- _.
volved analysis. The significant differences between the
bounds at the higher loads, instead, indicate that exact solu-
, PL(-_ tions must be determined for accurate results.
_q,(s,t)= \ I /J(t)O(s't) (43) Figure 7 provides results for the same ratio of modulii, but
for a load eccentricity of 0.10. Again, at the lowest load
where the various functions on the right-hand side are as ratio (0.30), the quasielastic and upper-bound solutions are
previously defined, virtually indistinguishable and only the upper bound is
It can be observed that the quasielastic solution is almost indicated.
identical to the upper-bound result for the load ratios of 0.67 Comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 illustrates that the increase in
and 0;75. At the load ratio of 0.50, the upper-bound and load eccentricity generates several pronounced effects. The
quasielastic results differ only in the fourth decimal quasielastic solution, in general, tends to prgvide a more ac-
place.Thus, only the upper-bound result has been indicated curate prediction of behavior at all load levels for the higher
in the figure for this load case. load eccentricity. Additionally, the larger eccentricity tends
Although the upper-bound and quasielastic results corn- to decrease the spread between the upper- and lower-bound
p:_re favorably with each other, neither of them r,_'r the ar,proximations. This is nor. b",wever, a cor,'rqe,t -l'. c:_"a _
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I _ I value was only 0.0580. If tile various results were to be nor-
0.08 _..,_,_.' : realized to eliminate this difference, the test data band would
completely overlap the calculated results. However, using
such a procedure for the lower-load case would decrease the
.. ..... correlation indicated on Fig. 8. Since the observed "instan-
taneous" deflection was only 0.00504, normalizing the data
0_7 to the calculated deflection of 0.00530 would move the band
eXACT_ of test data so that it would be somewhat above the
tm,_ aOUNO- -- ._ calculated results. The main conclusion to be drawn is that,tOW_aOUNO.... , qualitatively, the calculated results agree with the observed
OUAS_-_.AST,C....... / data. Exact comparability is, however, hindered by the large
0.06 txP_a,Mt_r,t_ 1 differences in initial displacement evident in the test data.
(NORMALIZED)
Conclusions
I I I I
I 3 5 A methodology is presented wherein problems of isother-
mal linear viscoelastic behavior, formulated using nonlinear
TIME,HR kinematic measures of deformation, may be analyzed
a) P/PE=0.40 anda/L=O.07, through the use of a bounding procedure. The bounding
solutions developed by this technique are similar in form to
that of a time-dependent elasticity problem. As such,I I I I
numerical solutions may be generated without requiring the
0.007 computation of convolution integrals of the entire history of
deformation. In one of the examples considered, it is shown
that this results in an increase in computational efficiency
more than 30 times greater by comparison to the more tradi-tional approach.
0.008 It is also demonstrated that the bounding procedure pro-
vides reasonably accurate results for a variety of loading
conditions. In those cases where narrow bounds cannot be
established, it is shown that a standard type quasielastic ap-
proach is not necessarily more reliable. The clear implicat.ion
0.005 of the wide bounds is that the more involved traditional ap-
proach must be employed if highly accurate results are
i _ t I required.
1 3 As presented, the bounding technique can be directly
TIME.HR employed for problems where the governing functions may
b) P/PE=O.125 anda/L=O.03, be characterized as either nonincreasing or nondecreasing
Fig. 9 Enddeflectionof the eccentricallyloadedcantilevercolumn functions with respect to time. However, the range of ap-
for the six-elementmodel, plicability potentially can be expanded to include some forms
of multimodal functions. In general, this would require that
these functions be capable of being characterized, at least in
trend, since at the load ratio of 0.50 the bounding is much a piecewise manner, as a sequence of unimodal segments.Similar to the procedure that was employed in the second ex-
more narrow for the lower eccentricity case. ample, each of these segments would then be bounded in-
Since some experimental results also are available, 5'6 a dividually. The degree of accuracy that might be obtained
comparison with these data is worthwhile. Figure 8 provides using such a procedure, however, requires further study.
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Solution Methods for One-Dimensioiia!Viseoelastic Problems
John M. Stubstad* and George J. Simitsest
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia
A recently developed differential methodology for solution of one-dimensional nonlinear viscoelastic problems is
presented. Using the example of an eccentrically loaded cantilever beam, column, the results from the differential
formulation are compared to results obtained from a previously published integral solution technique. It is shown that
the results from these distinct methodologies exhibit a high degree of correlation with one another. A discussion of
the various factors affecting the numerical accuracy and rate of convergence of these two procedures is also included.
Finally, the influences of some "higher-order" effects, such as straining along the centroidal axis, are discussed.
Nomenclature linear governing equations. Thus, the solution methods men-
a = load eccentricity tioned here, applicable to linear problems, generally cannot be
A = area of cross section employed. Approximation methods,4 however, have been de-
E = Young's modulus veloped and can be employed to analyze such problems.
g(s,u) = Green's function for the spatial integrals One of these methods is to idealize the problem in a manner
I = moment of inertia that inherently simplifies the governing relations. An example
J(t) = creep compliance of this technique was the utilization of an ideal 'T' cross-
1 = length of cantilever sectional geometry in early column creep-buckling studies.5
Lp = Laplace transform operator With this approximation, the equilibrium equations were re-
M, N = moment and force resultant, respectively duced to simpler forms, involving the "average" stresses in the
P = applied load ideal flanges, where closed-form solution was possible.
P, = Euler load Another approach used extensively was to restrict consider-
_, s = dimensional and nondimensional distance along ations to only certain types of time-dependent material behav-
the beam, respectively - ior.6 In some cases, this involved retaining only secondary
t, z = time creep behavior in the material model. Alternatively, and espe-
u, w = axial and transverse displacement, respectively cially when "powei'-law" type constitutive laws were used, the
x,y = spatial coordinates constants or exponents of the law were restricted to special
),€ = Newton-Cotes quadrature weights values for which closed-form solution was possible. 7 In a few
_o = centroidal axis strain cases, this approximation, as welLas the aforementioned geo-
x - = curvature metric simplification technique, were employed simultaneously
q_ = angle of rotation to enable solution. A survey of many of these techniques has
_ been provided by Hoff.s
A more general technique for the solution of geometrically
Introduction nonlinear viscoelastic problems was first presented by Rogers
A NUMBER of solution methods are available for vis- and Lee? In this method, the solution was formulated as aneoelastic problems in which the behavior of the material i tegral equation that was nonlinear in both ti e n space.
may be adequately characterized by a linear viscoelastic opera- From this, numerical results were obtained using computa-
tor and where the deformation of the body is sufficiently small tional techniques. A recent .paper by the authors I° provided a
to allow the use of a linear kinematic formulation. L-"Com- method for bounding the solution of problems formulated in
monly, integral transform methods, separation of variables, this manner.
series expansions, and other techniques pro.vide methodologies Generally, both the exact and bounding technique can be
wherein exact closed-form solutions may be derived. When employed for problems wherein the respon.se of the material
exact solutions cannot be obtained, approximate techniques, may be adequately characterized using a linear viscoelastic
such as one proposed by Schapery? provide an alternate model, but where the resulting time-dependent deformation of
approach, the body warrants the use of a nonlinear kinematic formula-
The inclusion of n0nlinear effects in the analysis significantly tion. Problems involving nonlinear viscoelastic material behav-
reduces the mathematical tractability of the problem. These ior, however, currently cannot be addressed with this method.
nonlinear influences can be induced by geometric factors re- Unfortunately, rfiany materials, and especially the elevated
suiting.from the magnitude of the deformation or from gross temperature behavior of most metals, require a nonlinear con-
rotation of cross sections. Alternatively, nonlinearities in the stitutive characterization. Consequently, an alternate solution
material response may need to be included to provide an accu- procedure for one-dimensional problems involving nonlinear
rate model for material behavior, kinematic and nonlinear material effects has been developed.
Independent of whether the nonlinearities are produced by This method, hereinafter referred to as the differential formula-
geometric or material effects, they invariably result in non- tion, is based on the direct solution of the nonlinear differential
equations of equilibrium.
Similarto the integral method, the differential formulation is
Presentedas Paper87-0804at the AIAA[ASMEiASCE/AHS28th predicated on the assumption of a quasistatic response. This,
-- Structures, StructuralDynamicsand MaterialsConference,Monterey, effectively, "decouples" the temporal and spatial dependenceCA, April 6--8,1987;receivedMay27. 1987;revisionreceivedAug. 27,
1987.Copyright © AmericanInstitute of Aeronauticsand Astronau- of the problem in a manner that allows the general solution to
tics. Inc., 1987.All rights reserved, be treated as the sequential combination of solutions to a non-
*FormerGraduate ResearchAssistant,School of EngineeringSci- linear "'boundary value" problem and a nonlinear "initial
•encc and Mechanics.MemberAIAA. value" problem. The first of these, the equations characterizing
"lProfessorof Aerospace Engineering.AssociateFellowAIAA. the time-dependent states ofquasistatic equilibrium, are solved
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through the use of a Newton-type method, tt The "'initial O@(s,p) ipj(p)Lp[M(s,t) ] (4)
value" problem, resulting from the nonlinear constitutive law, 0s = 1"
governs the manner by which the body progresses from one
state of quasistatic equilibrium to the succeeding one. Numeri- where J(p) and O(s,p) denote the transforms of J(t) and _b(s,t),
cal solutions for this part of the problem aregeneratcd using a respectively, and where p represents the Laplace variable. Note
fourth-order Rungc-Kutta method. This general method has that the nondimensional coordinate s has also been employed
recently been employed to examine the nonlinear thermovis- in the preceding expression.
coelastic behavior of thin structural members. _: Assuming that the Laplace variable apears only alge-
In addition to presenting the differential formulation teeh- braically, Eq. (4) has the form of a type of"ordinary" differen-
nique, a comparison of results obtained using the integral and tial equation. Consequently, integrating with respect to s yields
differential formulations is provided. The problem of an eccen- s
trically loaded viscoelastic cantilever beam-column isemployed _ [i ]as the vehicle through which the comparison is performed. @(s,p)-@(0,g)= pJ(p)Lp M(r,t) dr (5)
Because of the inherent limitation of the integral technique, 0
this comparison is restricted to the consideration of a linear
viscoelastic material. The specificcase considered is that of the Note that the order of integration and Laplace transformation
three-parameter viscoelastic solid, which has been examined in has been interchanged. This is a direct result of the assumption
a number ofstudies, l°'tJ'_4The results obtained from these two of inextensionality; consequently, s and t represent indepen-
distinct methods of solution exhibit a surprisingly high degree dent variables.
of correlation with one another, thereby establishing a high Equation (5)reveals a very interesting aspect of this formu-
level of confidence in the validity of the methods. Finally, the lation. Namely, the underlying structure of the equation is
differential formulation is employed to examine the influences completely determined by the manner in which the moment
of some "higher.-order'" effects in the class of problems under depends on the deformation. For example, even if the moment
consideration, depen'ds upon the spatial coordinate s, provided it is indepen-
dent of the deformation, then the basic equation is, in princi-
ple, integrable to a closed-form solution. This solution• is, in
Integral Formulation fact, the usual result obtained from a linear analysis.
The Rogers and Lee formulation method, 9 hereafter referred Illustrating how the equation structure •changes when the
to as the integral solution technique, is focused toward formu- moment is related to the deflection is best demonstrated
lating the solution to the nonlinear viscoelastic problem in through analogy with the associated elastic problem, lqote that
terms of an integral equation. The general method was evolved the governing relation for the associated elastic problem can be
through analogy to the associated geometrically nonlinear elas- obtained by replacing the creep compliance by the elastic corn-
tic problem. Only a synopsis of the method is presented here p!!ance and eliminating the Laplace operator. This yields
since complete developments for the technique are available in i /"
the literature. 9a° _b,(:_)- _,(0) = E'I Jo M(r)dr ..(6)In the integral formulation, the time dependence of the mate- " -
rial behavior is expressed in the form of a Volterra-type inte- Note ihat the governing equation for the associated elastic
gral operator. This operator acts upon- a second integral problem takes on the form of a linear Fredholm equation when
expression, which characterizes the quasistatic equilibrium, of
the body. For application to beam-column-type problems, it is the moment depends linearly upon the deflection. In contrast,
assumed that the beam-columia is thin and composed of a lin- a nonlinear Fredholm format is obtained for cases where the
early viscoelastic material. In addition, referenced line exten- moment is nonlinearly dependent upon deformation. In a sim-
sio-al strains are assumed to be negligibly small. Thus, the • ilar manner, the viscoelastic problem takes on a linear "'quasi-Fredholm" form when the moment is linearly dependent up.on
coo,dinate L denoting distance along the undeformed length,
can be employed to specify position in both the initial and the deformation. A nonlinear"quasi-Fredholm" format occurs
deformed configurations. For convenience, a nondimensional when, as in the sample problem, the relationship between mo-
coordinate s is defined by dividing g by the length of the beam ment and deflection is nonlinear.
1. Figure 1 illustrates a typical geometry used with this method. To complete the formulation for the sample problem, Eqs.
For the sample problem, the eccentric load is assumed to-be (2) and (3) are substituted into Eq. (1). Following differentia-
applied quasistatically, and its direction does not vary with tion with respect to s, the kinematic relations
- time. dx(g,t) =cosq_(g,t)Assuming a linear distribution of the strains through• the
depth, bending, thus occurring within an Euler-Bernoulli con- 0g
text, results in a moment-curvature relationship of the form O)'(g,t) - (7)
= sin_(g,t)0g
= #t - L j d, (1)
where xU, t) denotes the curvature and M(g,_) the bending mo-
ment at location g./denotes the moment of inertia of the beam
and J(t) the creep compliance of the material. For the sample [' t _]
problem, the moment at position g would be given by _ _(!,0 _ a' Ix(,'i
M(,,,)=P(O[6(T)+acosc_(_)--y(',_)] (2) i _..__,_ _ ,0,
where P(z) denotes the load applied at eccentricity _. Since
xU, t) a¢(Lt)
= a-----T- (3) v ,'c,I-
• Y'(O
I
then, for quiescent initial condition, the Laplace transforma-
"" tion.of Eq. (1) yields Fig. l Beam-column geometry for the integral method,
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are employed to express all deformation-related quantities in sents a form of initial Value problem with the values of the
terms of 6. For the sample problem, the boundary conditions constitutive variables, such as accumulated vise®elastic strata.
are providing the initial conditions. For a nonlinear constitutive
law. numerical procedures such as a Runge-Kutta or Euler
(bl0.t) = 0 method may be employed to predict the growth of these vari-
M(l.t) = aP(t) cos6(I.t) (8) ablcs. Note that. for a "beam-theory" type formulation such as
this. a spatial integration of the viscoelastic strain across the
where _(t) = O(l.t) for a "rigid" extension. Thus. using the cross section is also required to enable evaluation of the force
methodology detailed in Ref. 9 and assuming quiescent initial and moment resultants.
conditions yields the solution Similar to the integral formulation, the differential formula-
tion for the sample problem is also based on the assumption
(_)[ _o' ] that bending of the beam occurs in accordance with the Euler-q_(s.t)= J(O)P(t)®(s,t) + J'(t - _)P(_)@(s,_) d_ Bernoulli hypotheses. Employing the functions u(s,t) and w(s,t)
(9) to denote, respectively, the axial and transverse deflection ofthe centroidal axis. then the extensional strain at the centroidal
where axis E0is approximately given by
®(s,t) = cos0(l,t) + g(s,r) sindp(r,t)dr (10) _o '_"_s + 2 _'_-s) (14)
and " Note that the term _Ou/Os)" has been neglected as small in
comparison to duids. If, in addition, both the strain at the
g(s,r) = r, 0 < r <s (11) centroidal axis and Ou!Osare small in comparison to 1, then itis simple to show that
=$, s<r<l
O_p awa:u a2w
Note that the prime in Eq. (9) denotes differentiation with ds _"ds 0s2 ds2 (15)
respect to the argument of the function.
Equation (9) represents a time convolution of a nonlinear where _ denotes the angle of rotation of the cross section.
spatial integral equation, Eq. (10). Numerical solutions are Thus. the assumption of a linear variation of strain across the
obtained using Picard's method of successive substitutions/5 cross section yields
Newton-Coates formulas are used to approximate the spatial 0_ (16)integral, and a fixed-step trapezoidal rule is employed for the _i_= _o+ q d-"_"time convolution. The general format of the algebraic expres-
sions obtained in this manner is Employing the principal of virtual work followed by integra-
4a(s,,t,)n2p[(- _ ) tion by parts and subsequent algebraic manipulation yieldsthe,= --_-_, At 1 + J'(O) ®(si,t,) equilibrium equationsf 06N [a cost(/) w(s)- w(t)]{ (17a)
= -F 1 +
n--i 1 + t
4-
- + _ J'(t,--ty)®(si,ty)+_J'(t,)®(s,,O ) (12)
J
J 2
M = F[a cos,b(t)+ w(s)- w(t)l (17b)
- with
where g and M, the force and moment resultants, respec-
,°®(s,,tj) = .7- cos_b(l,tj) + As ?krksindp(rk,tj) tively, are defined ask 1
" ' !+ _, "t_.€,sinqS(rk,tj)] (13) N = ottdA (18a)
k--i J A
Note that in Eq. (12),.the number of terms in the summation - M = [" ?/ffl ida (18b)increases linearly with each succeeding time step. whereas the d
number of terms in thesummations represented by Eq. (13) is .4 -.
fixed. This increasing summation requirement in Eq. (12) has a Based on an additive decomposition for tlqe total strain.
significant impact on the relative speed of the integral formula- _, = _, +,%, where G and _¢ represent the elastic and creep "
tion computations, strain components, respectively, yields, after substitution into
Differential Formulation Eqs. (I 7) and (18),
As previously noted, the differential formulation technique is { 04a[a }based bn the direct solution of the governingdifferential equa- EAEo= ,F I + _ cosq_(l) + w(s) -- w(/)] + N¢ (19a)
tions. Similar to the integral formulation, the differential for-
mulation is also based on the assumption of quasistatic O_
behavior. From this, the equations governing the successive El _-_ = F [a eos6(l) + w(s) - w(/)] + Me (19b)
states of quasistatic equilibrium may be expressed in terms of
deformation functions and force and moment resultants. Con- where the "pseudoresultants" N¢ and M c are defined by
sequently, these equations have the general_format of a nonlin-
ear boundary value problem. A Newton-type method, first [.
suggested by Thurston, ti is employed to derive solutions for N,. = _ EecdA _ (20a)
this part of the problem. d
On the other hand, the constitutive law, expressing the time ,4
dependence of the material response, governs the evolution of _"the force and moment resultants as the system progresses be- M_ =., _E%dA (20b)
"'tween successive states of quasistatic equilibrium. This repre- ,4
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Numerical solutio,_ I\_r Eqs. (19) are computed using a In these equations, the subscript i is used to represent interior
moditicd Newtoa-type method suggested by Thurston. _ To nodes, and ttle subscript n is employed to indicate the node at
ilh,slrate this method, consider a nonlinear differential term of the loaded end of the beam-column. Values obtained from the
the t'ornl du"'dw" where du and du' are differentials of the trial solution have been denoted by the placement of a tilde
functions u and w and m and n represent integer exponents, over the applicable term.
Assuming that close trial solutions _;'and t_are available, which Numerical solution of Eqs. (22) requires evaluation of the
differ from the exact solution by the small quantities &wand Au "pseudoresultants" Nc and Me at each interior point of the
so thatu = ,_+ Au and w = g' + Au', then finite-difference mesh. This is accomplished by evaluating the
accumulated creep strain at a select number of points across
du"'dw" = d_"'dff'" 4-md_ .... zdL_'"d(Au) the cross section at each of the axial nodes. A three-point
Newton-Cotes quadrature formula is then employed repeti-
+ ndzWdff'""-Id(Aw) +f(&ff')O[Aa,Aw] (21) tively to approximate the area integrals. For the sample calcu-
lations reported herein, evaluation of the accumulated creep
where f( ) denotes a nonlinear function of _ and if, and O[ ] strain at each of these points is accomplished through the use
indic_ltes terms of order AuAw and higher. If the trial solution of a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration routine to integrate
is indeed close to the true solution, then the corrections Au and the constitutive law.
Aw willbe small. Consequently, the quadratic and higher-order
terms in the corrections will be'negligible in comparison to the
linear terms and therefore may be neglected. Thus, the left- Example Problem
hand side of Eq. (21) may be closely approximated by the The specific example considered is that of a 30.5 cm (12 in.)
., linearized form consisting of just the first three terms on the .long beam-column. For simplicity, a square cross section of
right-hand side. dimension 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) has been assumed. It is also as-
With this procedure, the original nonlinear differential equa- sumed that the beam-column is fabricated from a material that
tion is approximated by a linearized form. Employing standard can be modeled as a three-parameter viscoelastic solid. The
• finite-difference formulas, the linearized form is then converted creep compliance for this model, illustrated in Fig. 2, is given
into a system of algebraic equations where the unknowns are by
the corrections to the trial solution at the nodes of the finite-
difference mesh. These relations are solved for these correc- J(t)/g(o) = 1 + [E2/E_]e-_l'° (24)
tions, the trial solution is adjusted, and the process repeated
until convergence is obtained, where % = v,/E I. For-the sample computations, the numerical
Application of this procedure to the geometry of the sample val.ues for the parameters have been selected so that ro = t.
problem, e.g., yields the finite-difference expressions Thus, integer values for time t are equal to multiples of the time
0_'_ 2EI Off,_ Off,_ constant of the material. The elastic modulus of the material,EI.-z-Au__ _ Au_+ El-z--- zXu_+l E2, is assumed to be 196GPa (28.5 x 10 6 psi), the room tem-
os - _ "&s os perature modulus.of HasteUoy X. -
0%\ A five-point grid in the transverse direction is used in com-- El 1+ 2As _s 2) Aw__ t + (2EI - &s2P)kw_ puting t.he "pseudoresultants" in the differe tial formulati n.The points are equidistantly spaced, with the-first and last
( 0hT,) located at the extreme fibers and the central p0int positioned- E1 1- 2,Ss--_s," Aw_+l + As2Ph,w, on the centroida! axis.Since the governing equations of both the differential and
+2ksPa tan_(Aw,_ t -- w, + _)_ integral formulations are only satisfied at a discrete number of
points over the length of the beam-column, the first question
O_i[ addressed is the sensitivity of the results to the number of
"71
= z_xs2 M_ + Mc_L E1 --_'sJ (22a) points used in the approximation. Table 1, for example, corn-
and pares initial elastic deflections determined using the differential
formulation as the number of approximating points is doubled
. O_i• (Ofvi -2&sEA /Xui_ I -2Mi -_s Au_ from I0 to 20 and then doubled again to 40. Table 2 provides
•Mi \ Os a similar comParison for the integral formulation.
, It can be seen that there is very little change in the computed
_ M _ \ Os + 2z._sEA) Aui +_ . transverse deflection as the number of approximating,_points isincreased. Inboth cases, the initial elastic solution for the 10-
element model is within 1.0% of the 40-element model results.
[ O¢'v_ /- 82_t1 ) _- 2_sEA _ + M] _,2&s-_-s,+ 1 Additionally, the relative magnitude of the errors between the10- and 40- as well as the 20- and 40-element models of the
+ 2,_sP lanai z_wi_ 1+ k as z-_2P + 2M, kw i the equivalerit comparison of integral solution models. These
specific results, of course, apply for an eccentricity ratio of 0.05 I
and an applied load of P/P, = 0.75, where the Euler load Pois
[ 0¢v, ./- 02,, )
+ 2_sEA "_s pliance of the material J(0). However, they, like other results+ M i _,2_s--_-s_-- 1 based on a perfect geometry and use of the instantaneous corn-
reported herein, illustrate the general trends observed at other
-1 n,2 load levels and load eccentricities.
3
Thus, both formulations exhibit a similar low sensitivity to
2 c3_ the number of elements used in the analysis. Concurrently, the
- _s &sPa tan_,(Aw,_ _-Aw, +_) results also indicate that a 10-element model can be used with
either method without generating significant errors in the anal-
- [ OOi] (22b) ysis. It should be noted that all of the differential formulation
= tXs_l - P cos_i + N_, - E_0 - M_ _ j results presented in the first table are based on the use of an
exact expression for evaluating the angle of rotation. The int]u-
where ence of employing an approximate formula for calculating the
•. M*i = P(a cos_,, 4-.¢'vi - fv,) - (23) angle of rotation is discussed in a later section. Also note that
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at this toad and eccentricity', the initial end rotation of the through multiplication by a factor of 1000.This second change
beam-column exceeds 17deg. Of course, smaller rotations are reduces the magnitude of the axial deflections u by approxi-
exhibited at the lower loads and lower eccentricities. Higher mately the same factor. The overall intent of this effort was to
loads and larger eccentricities, conversely, produce greater create a differential model that would simulate the axial "inex-
rotations.
A direct comparison between the results generated by the
tv,'o formulations is provided in Tables 3 and 4. Again, the
cotnpanson is based on the 0.05 eccentricity ratio, which pro- Table_ Differentialelasticsolutionvs numberof nodesfor
duces reasonably large angles of rotation. Angles of rotation of P/P, = 0.75 anda]l= 0.05
the cross section, determined from the integral technique, are
included in the tabulated data. Transversedeflection{cm)Ibr variousnumbersof elements
It should be noted that the differential solution results pre- Numberof elements
senled in Table 3 are based on the use of an exact expression
for evaluation of sin_b. Differential solution results obtained s = g/l 40 20 % diff_
using an approximate expression for sinO are provided in Table
4. The common approximation _b_sin-_(--Ow/Os) is em- 0.0 0.000000 0.0000000.t 0.062669 0.062751 0.13
ployed to calculate the angle of rotation for this second set of 0.2 0.249400 0.249700 0.12
results. Except for this particular difference, these two differen- 0.3 0.556448 0.557103 0.12
tial formulations are otherwise completely identical. 0.4 0.977725 0.978855 0.12
These results indicate that little difference exists between the 0.5 1.504980 1.506695 0.11
initial deformation predicted using the integral formulation 0.6 2.128050 2.130438 0.11
and that predicted by either differential solution. The differ- 0.7 2.835125 2.838262 0.!1
ences between the integral and differential methods are typi- 0.8 3.613038 3.616978 0.11
eally an order of magnitude lower than the differences observed 0.9 4.447532 4.452313 0.11
for either technique when the number of elements was quad- 1.0 5.323528 5.329169 0.11 .
rupled. A potentially high-order effect may be indicated by the s = g/l 40 10 % diff
relative increase in differences at the highest loading examined.
However, despite this increase, the magnitude of the differences 0.0 0.000000 0.000000 --
is still so small as to be completely inconsequential with regard 0.1 0.062669 0.063015 0.55
to engineering computauons. 0.2 0.249400 0.250858 0.59
The data also indicate that no significant differences in the 0.3 0.556448 0.559534 0.560.4 0.977725 0.983259 0.57
differential formulation (predicted transverse deflections) oe- 0.5 1.504980 1.513218 0.55
cur as a result of using an approximate formula for evaluation 0.6 2.128050 2.139785 0.55
of sin0. Even for an end rotation angle of 17deg, the exact and 0.7 2.835125 2.850330 0.54
approximate results differ only in the third or fourth decimal 0.8 3.613038 3.632429 0.54
place. It should be noted that this high level of correlation - 0.9 4.447532 4.470819 0.52
continues to exist for even greater angles of rotation. 1.0 5.323528 5.351315 0.52
The probable reason for this high correlation is that, under
compressive loading, the derivative of the axial displacement is "% differences are with respect to 40-elemen't solution.
negative. With reference to Eq. (14), this implies that the cen-
troidal axis strain is numerically equal to the difference be- Table2 Integralelasticsolutionvs numberof nodesfor
tween the two components since the squared term (slope of the PIP, = 0.75 and all = 0.05
transverse deflection) is always positive. Thus, the magnitude
of the centroidal axis strain must be less than the magnitude of Transversedeflection(cm) tbr various numbersof elements
either of its components. Because the difference between the
exact and approximate expressions for sinq_ is related to the Number of elements
,/i- + 2_0in the denominator of the exact expression, reducing s = _/l 40 20 % diff_
the magnitude of the centroidal strain must inherently improve
the accuracy of an approximation where this term is neglected.. 0.0 0.000000 0.000000
This is best illustrated by the data of Table 5. Here, the 0.1 0.062525 . 0.062616 0.15
integral solution is compared to an approximate differential 0.2 0.248836 0.249238 0.16
solution in which the effect of the centroidal axis strain terms 0.3 0.555208 0.555981 0.140.4 0.975561 0.977115 0.16
are suppressed. This suppression is accomplished by eliminat- 0.5 1.501648 - 1.'503906 01.5 "
ing all the (Ow/&)2 terms from the governing.equations. In 0.6 2.123316 2:126658 - 0.16
addition, the EA modulus-area product is artificially increased 0.7 2.828762 2.833050 0.15
0.8 3.604837 3.610412- 0.16
0.9 4.437309 4.443969 0.15
1.0 5.311148 5.319194 0.15
& s = _/I 40 10 %diff
0.0 0.000000 0.000000 --
0.I 0.062525 0.062944 0.67
•_ 0.2 0.248836 0.250833 0.80
- 0.3 0.555208 0.559112 0.70
0.4 0.975561 0.981829 0.640.5 1.501648 i.512425 0.72
0.6 2.123316 2.137987 _0.69
-_ 0.7 2.828762 2.847177 0.65_ 8 3 604837 3 629746 9
0.9 4.437309 4.466392 0.66
vt 1.0 5.311148 5.348440 0.70
Fig. 2 Ideal three-element "limited" creep model. "*/, differences are with respect to 40-element solution.
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Table 3 Comparison" of integral and differential ="elastic solutions fl)r Table 4 Comparison _ of integral and altlerentlat" elastic _Jmuu._ =ur
various loads with all = 0.05 various loads with all = 0.5
Transverse deflection (cm) from various solutions Transverse deflection (cm) from various solutions
Angle, Angle,
s = ill Integral Differential % difff deg s = ._11 Integral Differential % dill _ deg
P/P,. = 0.25 P/P_. = 0.25
0.0 0.00o0oo 0.0ooo0o -- o.oo o.o 0.000000 o.oooooo -- o.oo
0.1 0.006642 0.006645 0.04 0.25 0.1 0,006642 0.006645 0.00 0.25
0,2 0.026543 0.026538 -0.02 0.50 0.2 0,026543 0.026538 -0.02 0,50
0.3 0.059548 0.059550 0.00 0.74 0.3 0,059548 0,059550 0.00 0,74
0.4 0.105461 0.105489 0.03 0.98 0,4 0,105461 0.105489 0.03 0.98
0.5 0.164059 0.164056 0.00 1.22 0.5 0.164059 0.164056 0.00 1.22
0.6 0.234887 0.234907 0.0! 1.44 0.6 0.234887 0.234907 0.01 1.44
0.7 0.317525 0.317579 0.02 1.66 0.7 0.317525 0.317579 0.02 1.66
0.8 0.411579• 0.411592 0.00 1.87 0.8 0.411579 0.411592 0.00 1.87
0.9 0.516270 0.516329 0.01 2.07 0.9 0.516270 0.516329 0.01 2.07
1.0 0.631223 0.631182 -0.01 2.25 !.0 0.631223 0.631182 --0.01 2.25
P/P, = 0.50 " P/P, = 0.50
o.o 0,000000 o.oooooo -- 0.00 o.o 0.000oo0 0.000000 -- 0.oo
0.[ 0.021039 0.021044 0.02 0.79 0.1 0.021039 0.021046 0,04 0.79
0.2 0.083962 - 0.083932 --0.04 1.57 0.2 _ 0.083962 0.083932 --0.04 1.57
0.3 0.187808 0.187828 0.01 2.33 0.3 0.187808 0.187830 0.01 2.33
0.4 0.331320 0.331511 0.06 3.07 0.4 0.331320 0.331511 0.06 3.07
0.5 0.513103 0.513077 0.00 3.76 0.5 0.513103 0.513080 0.00 3.76
0.6 0.730283 0.730400 0.02 4.40 0.6 0.730283 0.730402 0.02 4.40
0.7 0.980300 0.980618 0.03 5.01 0.7 0.980300 0.098620 0.03 5.01
0.8 - 1.260747 1.260810 0.01 5.52 0.8 1.260747 1.260813 0.01 5.52
0.9 1.566974 1.567304 0.02 6.01 0.9 1.566974 1.567307 0.02 6.01
1.0 1.896801 1.896542 -0.01 6.38 1.0 1.896801 1.896547 --0.01 6.38
PIP, = 0.75 PIPe = 0.75
0.0 0.000000 0.000000 -- 0.00 0.0 0.000000 0.000000 -- 0.00
O.1 0.062944 0.063015 O.11 2.37 O.I 0.062944 0.063017 O.12 2.37
0.2 0.250833 0.250858 0.01 4.68 0.2 0.250833 0.250868 0.01 4.68
0.3 0.55-9112 0.559534 0.08 6.91 0.3 0.559112 0.559559 0.08 6.91
0.4 0.981829 0.983259 0.15 9.03 0.4 0.981829 0.983305 0.15 9.03
0,5 1.512425 1.513218 0.05 I0.97 0.5 1.512425 1.513286 0.06 - 10.97
0.6 2.137987 2.139785 0.08 12.68 0.6 2.137987 2.139881 0.09 12.68
0.7 2.847177 2.850330 0.11 14.23 0.7 2.847177 Z850459 0.12 14.23
0.8 3.629746 3.632429 0.07 15.41 0.8 3.629746 3.632594 0.08 15.41
0.9 4.466392 4.470819 0.10 16.44 0.9 4.466392 4.471020 0.10 16.44
1.0 5.348440 5351315 0.05 17.04 1.0 5.348440 5.351554 0.06 17.04
aComparisons based on results from 10-elt_mentmodels, bDifferential solution *Comparisons based on results from 10-element models, bDifferential solution
employing an exact sinq_formula. _% differences are with respect to integral employing an approximate sin_b formula. €% differences are with resp_t to
solution, integral solution.
tensionality" of the integral model. These changes did produce modified model than it does in the modified model at equiva-
a differential model with an effectively inextensionat centroidal lent amounts of transverse deflection. This, in turn, implies that
axis. It was anticipated that this would further improve the the beam-column of the unmodified model would not deflect as
correlation between the differential and integral results. Unfor- much as the one of the modified model would.
tunately-,such was not the case. The implication is that the numerical modeling of the influ-
When the angle of rotation is very small, such as one that ence of deformation on loading is an important factor. This
results from a low level of loading and minimal eccentricity, all conclusion is consistent with the observations made concerning
formulations provide virtually identical predictions. Increases how the structure of the integral equation, Eq. (5), changes as
in the angle of rotation, however, due to increases in loading or a result of the interactiofi between loading and deflection. Ad-
eccentricity or both, cause the modified differential predictions ditionally, it should be noted that neglecting centroidal axis
to diverge from those of the others. This divergence between strain in the differential technique does not necessarily provide
results increased with both load magnitude and eccentricity, an effect equivalent to the assumption ofinextensionality in the
This behavior is attributed to the manner in which the integral techniques. This is attributed to the fact that the elim-
modified numerical model handles the end deflection of the ination of the centroidal axis strain in the differential formula-
beam-column. In the modified model, the end of the beam- tion can be accomplished only at the expense ot_reducing the
column effectively moves only in the vertical direction (see Fig. actual coupling between deformation and loading.
I). The standard differential model as well as the integral For both methods, the initial elastic deflection of the beam-
model, however, include influences generated when the end can column provides the initial condition for the viscoelastic defor-
move both vertically and horizontally. Thus, for any given marion. Consequently, any differences in the initial elastic
vertical deflection, the horizontal movement that occurs in the responses predicted by the two methods will only be accentu-
integral and unmodified differential models acts to increase the ated during the subsequent period of time-dependent behavior.
angle of rotation. This, in turn, reduces the magnitude of the The cor,hparisons discussed demonstrate that the two methods
applied moment [see Eq. (23)]. Therefore, at any particular provide virtually identical predictions of initial elastic deforma-
given vertical deflection, the moment loading in the standard tion. Table 6 provides a typical comparison for the integral and
formulation model is lower than that in the modified version, the differential (exact sin_b) method predictions for the vis-
Effectively, the moment decreases a greater amount in the un- coelastic deflection of the beam-column over a period of two
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Table 5 Comparison" of integral and modilicd differential b elastic Table 6 Comparison" of integral and differential b viscoelastic solutions
solutions fl)r various h)ads with a]l= 0.05 to W,o dine constants; P/P.= 0.50 and a/l = 0.05
Trans\crse dellcction (cm) I'ront various solution Transverse deflection (cm) for various solutions
Angle, Angle,
s = ._/I Integral Differential %ditF deg s = 5/I Integral Differential %diff': deg
PIP. = 0.25 at time = 0
0.0 0.000000 0.000000 0.00 0.0 0.000000 0.000000 -- 0.00
0.1 0.006642 0.006645 0.00 0.25 0.I 0.021039 0.021044 0.02 0.79
0.2 0.026543 0.026533 --0.04 0.50 0.2 0.083962 0.083932 --0.04 1.57
0.3 0.059548 0.059548 0.00 0.74 0.3 0.187808 0.187828 0.01 2.33
0.4 0.105461 0.I05479 0.02 . 0.98 0.4 0.331320 0.331511 0.06 3.07
0.5 0.164059 0.164048 --0.0t 1.22 0.5 0.513103 0.513077 0.02 3.76
0.6 0.234887 0.234894 0.00 1.44 0.6 0.730283 0.730400 0.02 4.40
0.7 0.317525 0.317576 0.02. 1.66 0.7 0.980300 0.980618 0.03 5.01
0.8 0.411579 0.411589 0.00 1.87 0.8 1.260747 1.260810 0.01 5.52
0.9 0.516270 0.516349 0.02 2.07 0.9 1.566974 1.567304 0.02 6.01
1.0 0.631223 0.631210 0.00 2.25 1.0 1.896801 1.896542 --0.01 6.38
P/P, = 0.50 at time= _o
0.0 0.000000 0..000000 -- 0.00 0.0 0.000000 0.000000 -- 0.00
0.I 0.021039 0.021067 0.13 0.79 0.1 0.038311 0.038326 .0.04 1.44 _.
0.2 0.083962 0.084005 0.05 1.57 0.2 0.152784 0.152725 --0.04 2.86
0.3 0.187808 0.188041 0.12 2.33 0.3 0.341170 0.341234 0.02 4.22
.0.4 0.331320 0.331889 0.17 3.07 0.4 0.600532 0.600994 0.08 5.54
0.5 0.513103 0.513776 0.13 3.76 0.5 0.927608 0.927590 0.00 6.76
0.6 0.730283 0.731457 0.16 4.40 0.6 1.315809 1.316129 0.02 7.86
0.7 0.980300 : 0.982246 0.20 5.01 0.7 - 1.759290 1.760083 " 0.05 8.87
0.8 1.260747 1.263051 0.18 5.52 0.8 2.252647 2.252896 0.01 9.70
0.9 1.566974 1.570406 0.22 6.01 0.9 2.785532 2.786395 0.03 10.44
1.0 1.896801 1.900517 0.20 6.38 1.0 3.353191 3.352810 --0.01 10.95
P[P_= O.75 at time=2_o
0.0 0.000000 0.000000 -- 0.00 0.0 0.000000 0.000000 -- 0.00
0.1 0.062944 0.064879 3.07 2.37 0.1 0.048583 0.048611 0.06 1.83
0.2 0.250833 0.258313 2.98 4.68 0.2 0.193685 0.193629 _0.03 3.62
0.3 0.559112 0.576725 3.15 6.91 0.3 0.432178 0.432313 0.03 5.34
0.4 0.981829 0.014219 3.30 9.03 0.4 0.759958 0.760689 0.09 7.00
0.5 !.512425 1.562702 3.32 10.97 0.5 1.172517 1.172627 - 0.01 8.52
0.6 2.137987 2.212025 3.46 12.68 0.6 " 1.660764 1.661396 0.04 9.88
0.7 2.847177 2.950167 3.62 14.23 0.7 2.216699 2.218045 0.06 11.13
0.8 3.629746 3.763475 3.68 15.41 0.8 2.832971 2.833680 0.03 12.12
0.9 4.466392 4.636892 3.82 16.44 0.9 3.495617 3.497252 0.05 1.2.99
1.0 5.348440 5.554259 3.85 17.04 1.0 4.198267 4.198371 0.00 13.55
"Comparisons based on results from 10-element models, t'lnfiuences ofcentroidal "Comparisons based on results from 10-element models, bDifferential solution
axis strain terms suppressed. _% differences are with respect to integral solution, employing an exact sin(p formula. _o/, differences are with respect to in;egral
solution.
material time constants. The viscoelastic model employed for that predicted by the integral method. Normally, this could be
these computations is the three-parameter "limited" creep ma- observed as time approached two material time constant for
terial illustrated in Fig. 2. As noted previously, the material the highest loads (P]P, approaching unity) and with extremely
parameters were selected so that the material time constant _o large eccentricities. Under some conditions, it also could be
equals unity. The load and eccentricity ratios for this particular observed as time exceeded four to five material time constants.
set of results were P/P, = 0.50 and ail= 0.05, respectively. These observed differences between the two sets of predic-
As demonstrated by this data, the high correlation between tions were still very small. Generally, they were on the order of
the integral and differential method predictions for the initial 0.10%. Thus, from a practical viewpoint, they are totally negli-
elastic deflections carries over directly to the viscoelastic analy- gible with respect to normal accuracy requirements for eng,-
sis. The time-dependent deflection predicted by one technique neenng computation. It is mentioned here only to indicate that,
is virtually indistinguishable from that predicted by the other, under conditions such as these, the accumulation of numerical
This indicates that the differential formulation methodology errors may begin to influence the results. A comparison be-
employed to account for the influence of viscoelastic strain tween the integral and the approximate sinqbdifferential soIu-
provides the equivalent effect as the hereditary integral compo- tion results was not included because the differences between
nent of the integral formulation. As such, this lends high confi- the exact and approximate differential solution results are
dence to the differential solution methodology, again so small as to be negligible.
It should be noted that these particular numerical results are The final item meriting discussion is the length of the time
typical of other results obtained for higher, as well as lower, increment used in each of the formulations. Unlike the prior
loads and eccentricities. Generally, the corr_cJationbetween the results, some differences do exist between the maximum allow-
solutions was not influenced by the magnitude of the loading or able time-step increments for the integral and differential for-
the amount of load eccentricity, mulations. Additionally, the allowable time-step increment for
A minor, high-order-type influence was, however, noted. As the integral formulation exhibits a higher dependence on the
the angle o1"rotation became very large, on the order of 45 deg, actual angle of rotation than does the clifferential Formulation.
a small but distinct divergence in predicted deflections was In general, a relatively small time step increment must be
observed. Typically, the rate of increase m deflection predicted used with the integral solution methodology. For example, the
'by the differential formulation would begin to slightly exceed results previously presented typically employed a 0.01-time-
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step increment. As the length of this time step is increased, the sented can be employed for the analysis of quasistatic non-
accuracy or"the solution decreases and tends to underpredict linear one-dimensional viscoelastic problems. This conclusion
the detlection. This convergence "+frombelow+'is not surprising is based directly on the high level of correlation between results
since the convolution integral is approximated as the sum of a developed using this formulation technique to those obtained
finite number of terms, with the previously published integral method for solution of
In contrast, much larger time-step increments were used with such problems. Additionally, it is observed that both of these
the differential formulation. This is principally attributed to the methods exhibit exceptionally similar accuracy characteristics
high accuracy provided by the Runge-Kutta integration rou- with regard to the number of elements employed in the approx-
tine. Most of the results provided were developed using a 0.10 imation. For+both, a relatively low number of elements can be
time step. The use of even larger time steps was also examined, used without engendering any significant errors.
It was found that time increments four to five times greater
than 0.10 could be employed without significant changes in the
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ABSTRACT M, N moment and force resultants
An analytic study of planar beams and arches subjected t_ signifi- Ms, N= creep strain moment •ndforce pseudo-resultants
cant thermal cycling from ambient temperatures up to 800=Cis presented. Mr, NR thermalstrain moment and force pseudo-resnltants
In the study, a recently developed unifiednonlinear hereditary type of vis- p pressureload
eoelastoplastic constitutive law is employed to eharaeteris_ the time- and P, V axial and transverseforceresultants
temperature-dependentproperties of • typical aerospace alloy,HastelioyX. Q(t), T(t) constitutive law functionsr, B. position vectors in undeformedand deformedconfigurations
The results from this work demonstrate that. a strong interaction
exists between the backstress vasiable of this particulac consti.tuti_e law *' q coordinates along length and depth directions
,and the time-dependent stress distribution produced by the geometry of slj components of the devi•Lorstress tensor
the deformation. Efl'ectiveiy,thls interaction tends to control, in • highly t, n, k triad of unit vectors for the undeformed configuration
nonlinearmanner, the creep-r•tchetting respon_ of the beam and the arch. T, N, K triad of unit vectors for the deformedconfignt_tion•• € time
An uncxpected consequence of this is that temperature gradients in the
thickness direction, a. factor normally neglected in most. studies, tends to a' _ axial and transverse displacement of the centroidal axis
exert an importantinfluence on the: responseduring thezmal cycling, a coefficientof thermal expansione, centroidal axis strain
e_ strain tensor component
O change in temperature
NOMENCLATURE _ initial curvatq_reof the arch
• load eccentricity _, _ Lami:constants
A cross sectional area of beam or arch _r_j stress tensorcomponent
b width of beamor arch _ angleof rotation of cros_ section
e_j inelastic strain tensor flq backstress
d deformation vector forpoints on the centroidal axis
E Young'sModulus
Eo, Et, E2 sero,first and.second moments_oftheelasti¢ modulus INTRODUCTION
across • cross section, respectively It is well known that metal alloys canundergotransitionsin behavior
g=, G= base vectors for undeformed and deformedconfigurations as temperature increases. Commonty_for loadingsubstantiallybelowyiehl,
gao, G=,_ metric components of the undeformedand _leformed the elastic response observedat room temperaturegenerally gives way to a
configurations time-dependent viscoelastic response at somewhat elevated temperatures.
h depth of beam.or arch Further increases in temperature, however, introduces the potential forsud-
h g . _ den "rapid"or plastic type deform•lion. Such transitions cans_gnificantly""
K drag stress shorten the useful life of the structural element and generate the possibil-
Kx, Ka constitutive law constants icy of • sudden unanticipated failure. Consequently, for manyyears the
nt thru n_. constitutive law constants aerospace and nuclearpowerindustries, where elevated temperatureoper-
m, _ constitutive law exponents atingr environments abound, have had a continuing interest in predicting
the behavior of metallic gtructural elements snbjected to such conditions.
"" Early investigators [1-3] generallyfocused their attention on the be-
havior of structuralcomponentssubjected to conditionsof constantload at
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constant uniform elevated temperatures. Many ol"these studies employed case symbols are employed to denote quantities referredto tire undefotmed
simplified analyses to improvemathematical tractability. Additionally, "ex- and deformed configurations , respectively.
perimentally based eqllation of state" type constitutive lawswereoften used Base vectors for the reference and current state, g,, and G,,, respee-
to express the nonlinear elevated temperature time-dependent behavior of tively, are defined by
the material. A summary of many of methods developed and key findings ar _gR
obtained is provided by Holt [41. ga = _a and G,_= _-a where o = ,,0 (2)
These efforts answered many of the questions regarding elevated tern- Consequently, the deformation vector which translates a point from the
perature creep buckling. However, they were not able to satisfactorily undeformed to deformedconfigurations, denoted as d, can be expressed as
describe the creep ratehetting behavior resulting from thermal cycling at
elevated temperatures. Consequently, it was not until bliller [5] and Ed- d + r}N = (u + 0sin _6)t+ (w + r/cos _b)n (3)
rounds and Beer [6],both of whomconsiderednuclearpressurevessels, that
this particular form of behavior was specifically addressed. Subsequently, where u and w represent axial and transverse displacement functions for
Bree ['7,81investigated basic hctors which determine when this type of re- points on the centroidal axis, respectively. Substitution of Eqns. (1) and
sponse could occur. These studies led to experimental investigations and (3) into (2), followed by differentiation and subsequent employment of the
other analytic studies to explore various aspects of the phenomena. The Fernet-Serret formulae and the strain definition,
_' works of Conway et. ai. [9], Corum [10,11]and Mukhejeree, Kumar and
Chang [12]provide a representative sampling of these efforts. 1 G
However,the greatest concentration of effort has been directed to- 3'€,a= _( a_ - 9a_) i where 9a# = ga • g_, G,,# = G,, • G# (4)
ward improving the capability to predict the elevated temperature behav-
ior of metals. The contributions of Hart [13,14], Pointer and Leckie [15], yields the strain expressions
Pugh [16-18], Krempl 119],and Walker and Krempl [20], to name of few, .
p_'ovldea dramatic illustration of the intensity of these efforts todevelop ad- 1 @n a OuJ
vnnced constitutive models. Yet, as pointed out byCorumnnd Sartory[21], %° = _{(1+_-_, +_w+nkcos¢) +(_-, -gu-r/ksin¢)2-(l+V_) 2} (Sa)
• an equation of state approach to constitutive modelingis still generallyused
in design situations. However,as Pugb [181has noted, the n_wer types of
l Ou . Oto_ ,_u_ n/, sin €) cos,i,}unified constitutive laws, whereinelastic strain is not divided into distinct q',n {(1 + _w +
creep and plasticity components, can provide an alternate approach. = _ _s + _k cos _b)smff+ (_-s
(sb}
Consequently,one of the aims of this study is to examine the useof a and
typical unifiedconstitutive modelin an analysisof the behaviorof structural
elements subject to thermal cyclingfrom an elevated ambient temperature. 7n,7= 1 {"sins € + cos2€ _ 1} = O {he)
The specific law which was selected is one"developed by Walker [22] to
model (he time- and temperature.dependent behavior of Hastelloy X, an In these, k = i¢+ Oc_/Os,where _ denotes the initial constant curvature of
alloy routinely used in the aeropsaceindustry, the arch and q_represents the.angle of rotation of the cross section.
The'study results indicate that, with this particular constitutive law From the Euler-Bernoulli hypotheses' the shear strains must vanish.
and material, an implicit interaction exists between the stress in the mere- Consequently, from this requirement Eqn. (hb) yields
bee and the backstress of'the constitutive law. This interaction strongly Ow -tcu)influences the ultimate response. This result is significant for two reasons. -(_'8
First, because saturation of the backstress of this constitutive law can lead tan _ = (6)
to plastic response, it indicates that the ultimate reliabilityof any predicted (1 0u
results rests strongly upon.the accuracy with which the backstress growth Therefore, employing the definition
lawparameters have been determined.
o. .s 0_ ,,,,), (7)Additionally, this aspect produces the rather interesting result that, 1 + 2_, = (1 + _'e +_¢w) + (--_-#-
due to the strong temperature dependence of the material constants of
the law, temperaturevariations in the thickness direction greatly influence
predicted response. This is significant for any analysis since the influences n
of such temperature variations are generally neglected. .-_ t
MATHEMATICALFORMULATION . ..__ _ _ deformed
To focus principally upon the interaction between the response of
the structural elementand the prediction of thermal dependenceof the.ms- r'_',
terial, the problem is foemulated within the context of a simplifiedbeam l ""-.. ""x
theory. Consequently, it is assumedthat the beam or archdeformsin accor- a
dance with the Euler-Beenoulli hypotheses. As such, crosssectional planes
normal to the centroidal axis in the undeformed geometry are assumed undeformed
to remain plane and normal in the deformed state. Similarly, extensional
straining in the thickness and depth directionsare neglected. Thus, based
on the geometry illustrated in Fig. 1, the position vectors r and R, where
e : r,, + y/u and Rmro+d+_N (1)
are employed to locate a typical point on an arbitrary cross section in the
undeformed and deformed configurations, respectively. Note that r/repre-
sents the coordinate in the normal direction. Also, lower case and upper Figu.re 1. Geometry of Defo .rvnation.
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and Eqn. (6) it is relatively easy to show that p
.in_= -(W - _') z+ _ + ,,., v, ,__ .
and co._= (,) eLfi( /z-_.j,_,2M
Thus, expanding Eqn. (So) and employing Eqns: (7)and (8) yields
Fig_tre2 EX:erualForcesa._dMome=ts Acting on the :Xrc_.
a4, _ I 05 l,a_
Walker's functional theory, a highly generalized representation for a three
Prom the above it is clear that to represents the strain induced along the parameter Viscoelastic solid, was based on three considerations. First,
centroidal axis. Since, for a thin arch or beam, the last term of F,qn. (9) from a strictly practical point of view, a substantial body of experimental
should be small in comparison to the others, it may be neglected. Similarly, work [22-24] had been performed to establish the temperature dependence
additional simplifications may be obtained for the case where the centroidal of the constitutive law parameters for a wide range of temperatures. These
axis strain is sufficiently small so that it may be neglected in comparison to efforts included a validation which examined the predictive capability of the
one. Based on these assumptions, Eqn. (g) simplifies to the standard form law through a comparison of analytical and experimental results for time
variable thermo-mechanical load cycling of uniaxlal specimens.
7,, m, €o + r/_ (10) A second factor which favored selection of the Walker law was that it
m
Equilibrium equations are obtMned through application of the Prin- • is able to reproduce forms of classical behavior as limiting cases. For exam-
ciple of Virtual Work. Stress resultants, N and M, are defined such that pie, saturation of the drag stress produces an effect equivalent to isotropl¢
hardening of a material. Similarly, saturation of the backstress produces an
N=Lo'dA and M=Lo'ilJA "m (tl) effect equivalent to kinematic hardening. Finally, the associated laws which
• govern the evolution of the state variables provide for the opportunity to
Note that inclucte effects related to both dynamic and static thermal recovery.
@6at The finalreasonforselectionoftheWalkerlawisthatitcan be ex-
54, : _ + k6_z (12a) pressed in both differential and integrM formats• Fourthis particular study,
the differential format of the law was found to be the most convenient.
05_2 .. Howeve h it was hoped that the availability of an integral format would
5e = _ - _o_t (12b) provide, at a future date, the opportunity to extend some prior work in-
where 64, and 5_ denote tile incremental changes in rotation and centroidal volvlng kinematic bounding of nonline m"integral formulations [251 to also
axis strain resulting from the deformed configuration axial and transverse include some form of constitutive bounding.
..
displacementchanges,nutand 6vz,respectively. The generalintegralform of Walker'sfunctionaltheoryhas been
Consequently,fromthePrincipleofVirtualWork, providedinAppendix A. That appendixalsocontainsa derivationofthe
2 differential form from the integral format. It should be noted that, in the
iII,V,., = [M6_ + N6rt + Q6v2]_ + / -p'6v3 ds 03 ) modeling of the elevated temperature behavior of Hastelloy X, additionaldt m _
simplifications in the form of the law were possihle. These simplifications
Expressing the first term on the right hamd side in terms of an integral over resulted from the fact that, for llastelloy X, a number of material constants
the length and then combining that result with the work term yields are zero over the e:ntlre temperature range. -'
Due to these simplifications, the differential format of Walker's func-
tional theory, for one-dimensional loading of Hastelloy X, has the form
ft s _81vl.... 854, 8N_ _ 86vt @Q_ _ S&v2 ,. (.6W,,, = . t--_-ao¢+r4-_--a +-_--Out+l'_--_--a +-_-Ou:m+q-_--p OU3las
: slgn(-n,,)" n,,))'-(14) z,
Therefore; employing Eqns. (12) and noting that terms multiplying the
virtual displacements 6at, 6u_ and 6q_must vanish identically yields, ai'ter • • 1 _gnrO) (17b)eliminating the shear resultant, the equilibrium equations f_t_ = f_t + n:tg, - (flee - t'I_)(G - _.;._-
8aM . ON .8M
kN - _ =P and W + #3;', = 0 0_) nh = n-kh6 (IZc)O.
with the associated boundary conditions at s = 0, I • ""
K = Kt (ITd)
N = N* or 6vt = 0 and
0M _,
-_;-:=-q or _.,= 0 (16) b = nsabs(_)+ ns(abs{nu})=-' (17e)
nnd "°
Finally, since the time rate ofchange of temperature is relatively"
M = M" or 5_6= 0 low in the sample problems, all terms where 0 appeared were .aSsumed
to be insignificant and therefore neglected. Note that this provides some
where N', Q', and M' denote the axial, shear and moment resultants ap
minor simplificatiOns to Eqn. (17b) and makes the reference backstress,
plied at the ends of the arch, respectively. _ fiat, independent of the time rate of change in temperature.Expre_ions for the force and moment resultants, N and M, respec-
tively, are obtained from the constitutive law. A unified hereditary visco- The law is based on an additive decompostion of the strain into
elastic, thermal and inelastic components, e,, €1 and e,, respectively. Thus,
elastic-plastic law developed by Walker [22] to characterize the time and
temperature dependence of l/astelloy X is employed. The selection of
8qb (18) The basic methodology is to expand a nonlinear differential term
_, + r/_'_s= G + _, + G such as dX"_dY", where dX and dY represent differentials of the fimctions
For the state of one.dimensional loading considered, this yields X and Y and m and a represent integer exponents, into the sum and prod-
ucts of trial solutions X and "Yand corrections of the form AX and Ay.
o"= E(_, + n_'-_jg__ 0- _,) (19) Consequently, substituting X = X + AX and Y = _"+AY yields,
Therefore, integrating this expression over the cross section and employing
tile force resultant definition, Eqn. (11), yields dX'dY" = dXm d_r" + m.d](r'-I d_r"d(AX)
+ nd_m d,_a_,d(AY) + f(_, _)o[Ax, Ay ] (2fi)
0€
N = E_+.+ E__-- N,- N_ (20) where i(:_,'_')O[AX, AY] represents a nonlinear function of X and _" of
where E0 and Et denote the zero and first integrals of the elastic modulus second and higher order terms in AX and AY. Provided the trial solution
over the cross section and Nt and N_ represent "pseudo-resultant" type is close to the true solution, these higher order terms should be small in
• quantities defined as "comparison to the linear terms and thus may be neglected. Consequently,
• " t the nonlinear term may be closely approximated by the linear form/.
N, =.L E,$dA and N,= L E,edA (21)
_ Note that the first integral of the elastic modulus overthe cross section, Et, dXradY" _ dX'n dY" + mdX'n-* d_rnd(AX) + ndX"_d'Y"-1 d(AY) (27)
does not necessarily vanish since the elastic modulus is a function of the
temperature, which is not necessarilyconstant across a cross section. An With this technique, the nonlineardifferentialequations are approxi-
interacting aspect of this is that it induces a form of bending-stretching, mated in terms of linear differential equations for the corrections to a'ssumed
coupling { see also Eqn. (22)} similar to that of a laminated composite trial functiofis. These coupled differential equations arc then converted to
material. Finally, it should be noted that, although the quantities defined a set of coupled algebraic relations through the use of central difference
by Eqn. (21) have the units of a force resultant, these definitionsaremerely formulae to approximate the derivative terms fcr the corrections to the as-
employed to simplify subsequent expressions, sumed deflections. Appendix B provides, for example, the general finite
Multiplying Eqn. (19) by the coordinate,r/, integrating over the cross difference expressions developed for the initially circular arch.
section and employing the moment resultant definition, gqn. (12), yields A matrix iteration procedureis employed to refine an assumed trial
solution. Each sueessive set of corrections is used to update the trial solu-
M = Ere,, + E2_ - M# - Me (22} tics until convergenceis obtained. Tests for such convergenceincluded the
where -/_zdenotes the secondintegral of the elastic modulus over the cross consideration of the magnitude of each set of corrections as well as the over-
section and the "pseudo-moment" resultants are definedby all accuracy for .which each of the individual nodal equations was solved.
.. • In this regardit is noted that an equivalent degree of coupling did not exist
M, =/ rlE_.#dA and Mc=/ _IE_._dA (23) between the in-plane and transverseequations of equilibrium. Typically,
./a .Ca the accuracy of the solution of the transverse equation of equilibrium was
Consequently,substituting Eqns. (20) and (22} into Eqns. (15) yields the strongly dependent upon the t':ansversedeflection but only weakly influ-
general governingrelations eneed by the in-plane displacement. Conversely, the in-planeequation Of
equilibrium was strongly dependent upon both the transverse and in-plane
h_ . _ 84, - 8_e" E /9_" - " k 63 (24) deflections. Consequently, the rate of convergenceof the transverse nodalz_0e,+/_,', _-_a-P--;,_- 2-_-ms- p + (N,+Np)+ 0s2(M_+Ms) eqfiations was much more rapid than that of the in-plane ones.
Ia contrast to the treatment of the equations of equilibrium as a
and typical boundary value problem, the solution for the changesto the moment
and force resultants between successive states of quasi-static equilibrium is
0_1_ _ handled as an initial value problem. As such, a fourth order Runge-Kutta(Eo + kEt)_ + (Et + kE2)_-_a = _,s (N, + N_)+ k(Mc + M0) (25) integration routine was employed to integrate the constitutive law at a
In the development of these relationships, it isassumed that the momentsof presclceted set of points across the crosssection for each axial node used in
the elastic modulus, Eo, E, and Ea, are constant with respect to the axial the finite differencemesh. In this process, it was assumed that the change
'coordinate. This implies that these quantities are independent of stress or in actual stress at each of these points could be approximated as a linear
strain and that the temperature is constant along the length direction, function of time over a given, reasonably short, time interval.
Equations (24) and (25) representn pairof interrelated spatially de- " Once the "trial stresses"at the end of the _ime interval had been up-
pendent nonlineardifferential relationshipswhich describethe deformation proximatcd, a Newton-Cotes quadrature formula was used to nnmefically
, of the beam or arch. In their present form, they are stated in terms of the approximate the force and moment resultants. These werethen employed
steals along the centroidal axis and the rotation of the crosssection. These to compute the deflections for this new state of quasi-static equilibrium.
two quantities, in turn, are interrelated through the axial and transverse From the deflection solution, a revised stress field could be calculated and
displacements of the centroldal axis. Substitution of the appropriate ex- compared with that which had been employed to integrate the constitutive
presslons for the centroidal axis strain and crosssection rotationultimately law. The process was repeated if more than nomlnat differences existed
results in a set of equations, one of third order and the other of fourth between the. assumed and computed changes in stress. For this, the linear
ordeh in terms of these displacement functions, approximating functions wereadjusted based upon the computed stress dis-
Due to the significant nonlinearity of these equations, a numerical tribution. Otherwise, the results were accepted and the analysis proceeded.
method of solution was selected. The particular method employed is art on to the next time increment.
adaptation of Newton'smethod for the solution ofnonlinear algebraiceqna- This procedure was found to work very well after the first few time
tlons [26]. The basic approach is an iterative procedurewherea "close"trial steps. Most of the computation effort was expended in the solution of the
solution is di:ected towa/ds the actual solution. Note that this method net- "boundary value" part of the problemand not in the iteration formaterial
thee guarantees convergenceto a solution nor that a solutionis unique, behavior. Principally, this was due to the fact that the rate of change in
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actual stresi was reasonably constant and was therefore easy to estimate
between successive increments. This began to break down, however,when I t2 3 4 5
the behavior of the material began to resemble a plastic response. Under __ __" !i
these conditions, the rate of change in actual stress would change rapidly ' _"-'---.-.-..._ ...."'-_ '
even over very short time intervals. Consequently, accurately forecasting . "" n
its rate of change was difficult. Thus, a greater numberof iterations was . t3+I
needed to close the numerical loop. "_ F
NUMERICAL RESULTS Figure 3 EccentricaLly Loaded CaJatitever Beam-Colu.m__.
The problemsconsidered are an eccentrically loadedcantilever beam-
column and a simply supported pressure loaded shallow circular arch. In
both cases, the behavior of the structural element is examined for constant
loading at constant temperatures of 400, 600 and 800 °C and with sinu-
soidal variationsabout the temperaturesof 400 and 600 °C. Simultaneous h
variations in loading and temperature are not examined. However, the
potential influencesof time-invariant temperature gradients in the depth
direction are examined for both constant and variable temperatures. _
The beam-column consideredis 30.48 cm long having a square cross
sectionof 1.2"/'cm depth and thickness. The eccentric load is applied 0.3048 n >
cm below the centroidal axis yielding an eccentricity ratio of 0.01. The
direction of the load is assumed to remain constant. Twelve axial nodes 2 m r
are used to model the beam_column. Additionally, a five point transverse _ _
grid is employed at each axial node to approximate variations in stress _ #
_" n-I 1
and strain across the cross section. One transverse grid point is located l'l
at each extreme surface of the cross section and one is positioned on the Figure 4 A_a.I Finite Difference Mesh for the Arch
centroidal axis. The remaining two points are spaced equidistantly between
these three points. It should be noted that the results from this "twelve
axial•node fivegrid" model compare favorably with results obtained using In other cases, the rate of change in stress increases much more
greater numbersof axial nodes and transverse grid points.
rapidly than the backstress. Provided the magnitude of the difference
The circular archexamined is a8.59 diag. segment ofa circle. Physi- between them is not excessive, this produces a response akin to that of
tally, the arc length of the arch is 22.88cmwith an initial radiusofcurvatl_re accelerating or _terciary" creep. The finalpossibility occurs when tile dif-
of 152.4cm. For this relatively shallow arch, the rise of the centroidal axis ference between the actual stress and the backstress is very large. When
is approximately0.43 cm. Unlike the beam-column, the arch has a rect- this happens, the exponentialnatureofEqn. (l'i'a) creates a situation where
angularcross section 0.51 cm in width and 0.38 cm in depth. The arch is inelastic strain rate tends to followstress increment directly. Consequently,
divided into fourteensegments for the numericalmodel. Again, a fivepoint in the limit, the law exhibits a behavior similar to incrementalplasticity.
transverse grid is established at the location of each axial node. Similar Thus, it should be evident that the crucial factors in the analysis
to the beam-column, the results obtained with this "fourteen segment five are those which determine how rapidly the actual stress and the b_icksttcss
transverse grid model" compare favorably with models employing greater change with time. The most significant factors were found to be a geo-
numbers of both. Illustrations of the geometry of the beam-cohtmn and metrical effect related to the bending moment and the growth law for the •
arch models arc providedin Figs. 3 and 4. backstress. Consequently, the overall response of the structural element
Note that the dimensions selected for these sample problemsarenot was determined by the relative interaction between these effects.
basedupon the considerationof "typical" structural elements. Instead, the The geometric effect occurs in both the beam-column and the arch.
dimensionsare specificallychosen to accelerate the onset of time-dependent However, it is moreeasily visualizedwith respect to the beam-column geom-
behavior. The purpose of this is to minimize the length of the initial "sta- €try and therefore is described in that context. Essentially, the maximum
ble" responseperiod thereby reducing the overall magnitude of the compn- (in magnitude) stresses in the beam-column are determined by the mo-
tational effort. In general, a "realistically"sized structural element would ment created by the end load. Transverse deflection of thebeam-column,
be appreciably stiffer and thus provide a much longer period of stable re- increasing the moment armof the eccentric load, increases the magnitude
spouse. However,other than this extension of the "stablen useful life,the of these stresses. However,tending to connterbalance this effectis the end
behavioral characteristicsof such "realistic'_structural elements would be rotation. Because the line of action of the load remains constant, end to- _'
highly similar to those of the example problems, ration reduces the effectivemoment arm created by the eccentricity of the
Finally, before proceedingwith a detailed discussion of the numerical load. Thus, this tends to reduce the magnitudeof the end moment.
results,someintroductoryremarks on the principalfactors whichdetermine In a priorstudy [25]it was foundthat the relative significanceof these
the form of the response merit•consideration. Examination of Eqn. (17a), two influences wasrelated to the load eccentricityand the time-dependent
for instance, reveals that the inelastic strain rate is determinedby the rein- characteristics of the material. For an eccentricity of the order employed
tire magnitudesof the actual stressand the backstress. The inelastic strain in this study, these two opposing effects can approximately connt.erbal-
rate changes whenever_.herate of change in actual stress varies from the ance one another only when beam deflection is relatively minor. Beyond
rate of change of the backstress. In some situations, the rates of change this threshold, the transverse deflectioneffect predominates and the end
of actual stress and backstress tend to equilibrate yieldinga relatively con- moment inherently increases. Therefore, the magnitudes of the maximum
stunt dlffereuce. With this, the rats of inelastic straining tends to decrease stresses increase with deflectionand thus also with time......
to a hearty constant value. This behavior might be characterizedas initial lu contrast, for slowly varying temperature changes, allowing the
aprimary creep"transitioning to "secondary"or "steady" creep . O terms of gqn. (17b) to be neglected, the evolution of the backstress is
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gnvcrned by a relationship of the form . , / ,
• t_,l = nsl. - (n,, - nh)G (2g)- 1.06
From Eqn. (17e), it should evident that G must be non-negative. Thus,
the magnitude of the rate of change of bnckstress depends upon the signs O " "
and magnitudes of the inelastic strain rate and the difference between the ..3 1.O4
current and reference backstress. Because the actual stress is only indirectly
coupled to the bnekstress, through the deformation nnd the growth laws, % 055
an increase in actual stress does not necessarily generate an equivalent
"J 1.02
increase in backstress. Thus, the quantities in Eqn. (2g) need not change
in equivalent or proportional amounts. As such, the rate of change of 0._O
backstress may increase, decrease or remain relatively constant, thereby _ 0.40
providing a wide variety of possible results. 1.00
The Beam - Column at Constant Temperature I I I I
The time-dependent deflection of the beam-column at constant tern- 0 _ " 10 l_ 20 25
perature provides the simplest demonstration of these effects. Figures 5, TIME, h r
6 and 7 illustrate the time-dependent end deflection of the beam-column
" under constant load at temperatures of 400, 600 and 800 "C, respectively. Fig1_re5 Beam.Colftmn Deflec:ion at 400 "C.
The loading is expressed in terms of the ratio of the applied load to the
Euler load for s perfect €_nfiguration, P,, where P, = r*EI/4L s. Note 1.08 i I I I
that the Euler load is a function of temperature due to the temperature
dependence of the elastic modulus. Also note that the relative transverse
deflection (i.e.: the vertical axis) represents the ratio of the time-dependent
deflection to the initial elastic deflection. Thus, the resu]'ts indicate the 1.06
relative increase in deflection produced by inelastic straining.
•Except for the lowest loading at 400 "C, the 400 and 600 "C beam-
column results exhibit a short initial settling period followed by a virtually _-J 1.04
linear increase in transverse deflection with time. This type of behavior is :_
synonomous with a response of primary creep transitioning to secondary "__
creep. Not unexpectedly, the higher loadings produce the greater rates of --_
increase. This infers that under these conditions, the difference between _ 1.02 /
the actual stress and the backstress must remain nearly constant with the / o._..........---'-
greater numerical differences occurring at the highest loadings. /
This hypothesis is confirmed by in Fig. 8, which illustrates the differ- / 0.50
enee between the maximum (in magnitude) actual stress and the backstress 1.00
! I 1 1for the 400 "C case._ Note that, due to the combination of bending and
axial loading, the maximum (in magnitude) actual stress occurs in the ex- 0 5 IO 15 20 25
treme fibers adjacent to the wall on the same side of the centroidal plane TIME:, hr
as the applied end load.
Except for some slight initial variations, the difference between the
actual stress and backstress remains virtually constant. Thus, the right- Figure 6 Beam-Column Deflection at 600 °C.
hand side of Eqn. (17n) effectively is constant. This yields a constant
relatively low rate of inelastic straining. 'Since this low rate of inelastic [_lJ^ _^ J I ' '
straining does not significantly alter the deflection of the beam-column,
significant changes in the actual stresses do not occur. Concurrently, the 4.0
low rate of inelastic straining yields a low the rate of change in backstress.
Thus, the combination of these effects maintains an approximately constant
difference between actual stress and backstress.
• produce an accelerating rate of transverse deflection. Only the lowest load
produces a steady creep response; all higher loadings produce an accclerat- _-
ins rate of deformation. At the two highest load levels, the beam-column _ 2.0 _" / / i_o/= , _ ,_]
neously. Of course, in comparing results between these different cases, the _-// / / "_
significant differences in the time scales should be kept in mind. At the
lower temperatures, elapsed time can be expressed in hours. At the highest 1.0
temperature, elapsed time must be indicated in seconds.
Why the 800 "C results are so different from those at the lower 0 400 _00 "
temperatures is directly attributable to the difference between the actual T IME, set
t Results for the difference between the maximum (in mngnitndc) ac-
tual stress and the backstress at a 600 "C temperature are not included Figure 7 Be_m-Colu.maDe._ectionat S00°C.
since they are virtually identical to those of Fig. 8 and are available else-
where [27]. The difference tends to remain relatively constant following n
short initial period with the greater differences at the higher loads.
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One ,t'ac.tor,commonto ::btrthtemperatures is the sensitivity 1o load
I I I :i
magnitude. _Note.that _onlya _light increase in pressurecan substantially
P/_Pe=_0:40 alter 4he ,_hataetcr of the response. The ,reason is thusin [he arch the cen-
-80 _0250 O._ _'_'-'-_ '4roidal:a-_sstress is always signi'fi'cantdue to the curvature and boundary
0.5 conditions. Thus, it always influences_chavior. This stressing induces ao high _r_te.of,compressive inelastic ,atra iningalong t e ccntroidalaxis "re-
-t00 / - 0.6"_-'_ ducing" _the_nominalarc lengthoff,he ,arch. This geometric change tends
_" .to.'acc.omoda:l_additional transverse ,deflection through reduction of both
..-2
od the '_nominal" curvature and the "unloaded" arc length of the arch. Note
-120 also _th_t, unlike the beam-column, _herc such an effect is localized near
O_ the ,wall, t_hisccntroidal axis_straining_oceursover most of the central sec-
t_ion_cff;the_arch.Thus, the _failurt_"=_ne,tends to be distributed and not
-140
I 4 ' _| I|
b
-160 P/_I_ : 0.35
-40
c_J
,I l I :, "- -60 -----_ :n45
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Figure fl" forDifferencethe400°betweenCbeam-column.aCtualstress .andibackstress _'°_.l-I00-80 1t__O 150 _1
stress and the backstress, illustrated in Fig. 0. At the lowest'load, the initial
relaxation is followedhy a period of constant differencebetween the actual
stress and backstress. Thus, the:incr se in.actual ress from rran _,erse -120 ! ',l. i l
deflection is counterbalanced by the concurrent growth in :t_hebackstress. 0 400 800
Higher levels of loadingalter :therelative rates of growth. At higher loads,
the rate of increase in actual "stressfar exceeds that .of'the backstress. The TIME, se c
inelastic strain rate increases thus increasing the rate of deflection which, Figure 0. Difference between actual stress and backstress
in turn, further increases the rate of change of actual stress. Thus, the for the 800° (3,beam-column.
process reinforces itself accelerating the approach to:failure.
Before proceeding to the arch, a few words concerning the initial
relaxation are warranted. The _relaxation" process is a _Qombinationof localized. As such, the sudden rapid increase in transverse deflectionwhich
effects. First, the :inelastic.deformation tends to limit the rate of.increase "occurs_withthe beam-columnis not "as_pronouncedin the arch.
in the stresses at the e_treme fibers. To maintain equilibrium,'load bearing
responsibility is transfered towardthe centroidal a_is..Due to,_he relatively The Influence of Time - TnvafiantTemperature Gradients
lowinitial magnitudesof these stresses, this normally:doesnot :produceany The effectsofa time-invariant,:linear (in the depth direction) temper-
significant inelastic staining near the centroidal axis. ature gradient on the constant temperature response are considered next.
The exception .occurs with the behavior demonstrated in the 800 oC This:type of temperature gradient is associated with the steady state flowof
case. The rapid inelastic straining at the extreme fibers .significantly in- :heat through the depth. For simplicity, the gradient is assumed to remain
creases the magnitudes of the stresses throughout.thecentral core. Thus, constant with respect to the length ,of.the element. _-
appreciable inelastic straining occurs over the ma_jori_y_ofthe .crosssec- 'Forbookkeeping purposes, gradients where the temperatureis great-
tion. With this, inelastic straining along the centroidal axis also begins to est at _theupper surface and lowest_at:the bottom surface are considered
strongly influencethe overall response. In fact, the .formof'Ufallure"whidh to be Upositive." Conversely,the case "_hcrethe greatest temperature is at
results might be characterizedas a viscoelastic analogto a "plastic hinge." :the bottom surface is denoted as a _negative_ gradient. Note that all the
The Archat Constant Temperature, gradients were established so that _the:temperature of the eentroidal axis
The behavior of the pressure loaded shallow arch :atconstant tem- would remain at the nominalcase .temperature. Thus, a +10 °C gradient
peratures of 400, 600and '800 _C _sgenerally similar to that of the beam- for .a 400 ° O beam-column implies that the upper, centroidal and lower
column. Figures"l0 and 11 illustrate the transverse defiec't'ionat the center surface temperatures arc 405,400 and _g5 " C, respectively.
of the arch at 800 and 800 *C. Note that the critical load for the arch is This type of temperature gradient introduces two effects. First, due
estimated to lie between 179 to 188 kPa (28 to 27 psi) for these tempera- to'the temperature dependence oLtihc elastic modulus, the first integral of
lures, the elastic modulus over a cross section does not vanish. This produces a
Again, the temperature increase from 600 to 800 "C reducesusefid .weak level of bending-stretching coupling. The second effect is that such
life by more than an order of magnitude. This is apparent from the slgnif- gradients cause thermal bending of the element. Positive gradients cause
leant difference in time scale between the figures. The differencesbetween downward bending thereby"augmenting the mechanically induced dellec-
the actual stress and the backstress for these arch examples aresimilar to lion. Conversely,a negative gradient reduces the load induced:bending.
the those for the beam-column and thus have not been included. It was found that neither of 4heseexert a major influence on the con-
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slant temperature behavior. F_gure 12, for example, illustrates the typical
relative increase in transverse deflection resulting from a depth direction J Fy _] I ]
temperature gradients for the 400 "C beam-column at a load ratio of 0.S0. _/_ k PNote that a temperature difference of +10 or -10 °C through the 1.27 ].4 0 -
cm thick beam-column representsa gradient of :k7.87 ° C/cm. The largest
temperature difference considered, namely ± 25 °C, corresponds to a heat
flux through the depth on the orderof 400 kW/m 3°C. E
As noted above, Fig. 12 provides the relative increase in deflection. E
This is the ratio of the time=dependentdeflection for a given temperature _.2 / --
differenceto the initial elastic deflection of the uniform temperature beam- _"
column. Thus, this ratio indicates the net amplification _sulting from
inelatic and thermo-elastic effects.
_J
Temperature differencesless than 5 *C had virtually no influence on _ 1.0 ;
_, the deflection of the constant temperature beam-columns. The +10 oC,and
largertemperaturedifferencesdid, however, have some impacton transverse
deflection. Gradients of these magnitudes generated observable increases II0
in the deflection after several hours of loading. Figure 13 illustrates this 0.8
with results obtained fora 600 ° C beam-column withan applied load ratio ] I 1 [ [ I
of 0.50. The solid line represents the initial ratio of end deflection with _ 15 _
a thermal gradient to that of the sero gradient case. The dashed lined
provides the same ratio after 12.5 hours of loading. Note that although TIM E, sec
the deflection of the beam-cohtn_nis modified due to the presence of the Figure II. Center deflectionfor the 800°C arch.
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20 60 JO0 14C Figure 12. Influence of temperature difference,on the deflection
TIME, rain of the 400°C beam-column.
Figure 10. Center deflection for the 800"C arch. presented for both the arch and beam-colnmn without a temperaturegra-
dient in the depth direction. The combined influencesof sinusoidal tern.
thermal gradient, the magnitude of this change is not sufficient to alter perature variations and a time-invariant depth direction thermal gradient
_, the octurance of the general behaviors illustrated in Figs. 8 through 11. are investigated only for the case of the beam-column.
These results are typical of the behavior observed for the other constant In lhe cases examined, the temperatllre is assumed to vary in a sin,-
temperature beam-column and arch examples, soidal manner about an elevatedmean temperature of either 400or 600 • C.
As mentioned above, the imposition of such thermal gradients also Amplitudes of 50, 100and 150"C areemployed. Also, in keepingwith the
creates some weak bending-stretchingcoupling in the governingequations, use of a quasi-static analysis, 1200 and 1800 sec periods areemployed for
This was found to be an insignificant,effect. Specifically,a nnmber o£ test the sinusoids. Sinusoidal variations about the 800 "C temperature were
cases wereexamined where the couplingterm, Ez, was a_tificailyset to sero. not studied due to the extremely short life exhibited in the constant tern-
There was no appreciable difference in the results with respect to results perature cases.
obtained when the coupling term was retained. Consequently, it can he Finally, the thermal model includes a slight initial delay between
concluded that the potential bending-stretchingcoupling which might be when the load is first applied and when the sinusoidal temperature vari-
inducedby the temperature dependenceof the elastic modulus is negligible, ations commence. With some combinations of higher temperatures and
Arch and Beam - Column VariableTemperatureBehavior higher loads, a seep'like initial transient is generated_in the constitutive
law state variab[es. Superimposinga sinusoidal temperatureat the same
The final aspect of behavior examined is the response of the arch time that this step-like increase in the state variables occurs forces the
and beam-column under sinusoidally varying.temperatures. Results are Runge-Kutta integration routine to employ exceptionally small time step
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Figure 13. Transverse deflectionas a function of temperature Figure 15. End deflection for the 600°C beam-column"for50
gradient for the 600° C beam-column, and 100° C sinusoidaltemperature amplitudes.
increments to provide accurateresults. However,the need to employ such The distortionof the peaksfroma truesinusold is a result of the tern-
small time step increments passes almost immediately once the load in- perature dependence of the inelastic strain. Duringthe higher temperature
duced transient change has taken place. Thu% the short delay allows the poruon of the cycle, inelastic steaming increasesdue to the temper'_nre
integration routine to stabilize before the start of the temperatureoscilta- sensitivity of the constitutive law parameters. This results in a rapid in-
tlons. Typically, a delay period on the order of 50 sac is employed. Based crease in the deflection. Conversely, the inelastic strain rate is reduced at
on a limited number of test eases, it was found that such a delay period lower temperatures yielding less inelastic deformationduringthat part of
has no appreciable impact on the overall results, the cycle. Thus, the behavior during the lowertemperature portion of the
Figures14and 15illustrateth timedependentdeflectionofthe 'cyclemorecloselyapproximatesthatofsimplethermo-elasticdeformation
archandthebeam-column,respectively,for50and100oC amplitudet rn- wheredeflectionf llowsthethermalcyclexactly.
perature oscillations about a 600 oC temperature. Note that the loading Tables I and II summarize these increasing trends forthe arch and
employed in both of these cases would nominally produce a "stable"time- beam-column cases, respectively. Note that these tables present results
dependent response under constant temperature conditions. Several inter- obtained for a variety of temperature differencesin the depth direction.
csting features can be discerned. First, the shape of each deflection curveis
a distorted sinusoid. The upper peaks tend to be exaggerated whereasthe Table I. Rate of Change of Arch Deflectionfor Sinusoldal
lower peaks arewell rounded. Additionally, an underlying increasing trend Temperature Variations
in time-dependent deflection can be observed in both. Specifically, both
the upper peak and lowerpeak deflections increase between each cycle.
Sine Rate of Change (cm/sec)
Pressure Amplitude 1't to 2'_a 1°t to 2"_
(kPa) oC Upper Peak Lower Peak
1.7
_: 165 25 3.18xI0-7 2.74x10-r
E
..: 165 .50 3.84x10-_ -%20xI0-7
oJ" 1.6 165 100 d.98x10 -e 2.87x10 -s
x. 152 100 "/.87x10 -t 6.12xt0 -7 _"
,..I
/:
1.5
As Table I illustrates, the magnitude of the increase in deflectionbe-
tween the first and second upper peaks appreciably exceeds that between"
1.4 the first and second lower peaks. Although not indicated in this or the
following table, the increase in deflection at the cycle midpoint temper-
ature falls between the values of the extremes. It shonld be noted that
-- 5 I.,5 25 35
this unequal expansion of the thermal cycle deflectionindicates that creep
TIME, rain
ratchetting is occurring;
Figure 14. Center deflection for the 600"C arch for 50 and This table also demonstrates the signiEcaat nonlinearity involved in
100"C sinusoidal temperature amplitudes, this phenomena. The first doubling of the amplitude of the thermal cycle,
from 25 to 50 ° C, results in only a modest increase in the peak to peak
5O
deflections. However, a second doubling, from 50 to 100 "C, increases that,'due to the specific format of the constitutive law, the behavioral re-
the peak to peak deflection by slightly more than an order of magnitude, sponse of the structural element is determined principally by the difference
Table I1 illustrates that n similar effect for the beam-column. Note that between the actual stress in the element and the backstress variable of the
except for the SO "C amplitude with no gradient, increasing the amplitude constitutive law. The first of these, the actual stress in the element, is
of the thermal cycle increases the change in peak to peak deflection in a basically controlled by the geometry of deformation. However, the second
nonlinear manner, factor, the baekstress, is governed by the appropriate growth rules of the
Table 11 also demonstrates that the increase between consecutive constitutive law,
peaks has an overall decreasing trend. The absolute increase in deflection This implies that accurate results for such an analysis can be oh-
decreases as the number of cycles increases. The cause of this decreasing talned only if the form of the bnckstress growth law and the numerical
trend is attributed to the growth in backstress. Generally, the maximum values employed therein have been established to a reasonably high degree
stresses do not change significantly between consecutive peaks o.f the tl,er* of certainty. Otherwise, the prediction of the conditions under which the
real cycle because they are principally determined by the thermo-elastlc " response of the structural element may change from that of a "steady" form
deformation. The accumulated inelastic deformation does not significantly of creep to a rapid approach to failure could not be established with any
alter this stress distribution. However, the amount of inelastic strain is degree of reliability. For entirely similar reasons, the actual stresses in the
sui_cient to create an increase in the hackstre_ between consecutive peaks, structural element needs to be'established accurately to ensure that reliable
one which exceeds that of the actual stress. Thus, the difference between results ensue.
the actual stress and the backstress deers,gel. In turn, this reduces the The specific results obtained from the sample problems indicate that
rate of inelastic straining. Of con,e, this effect becomes less signi/ieant as a constitutive law of the type proposed by Walker has the capability to
the backstress approaches saturation, model various forms of creep behavior. Under various constant load and
temperature conditions, it has been shown that the predicted response may"
Table II. Rate of Change of Beam-Column Deflection for Sinusoidal vary from simple primary creep-secondary creep to almost instantaneous
Temperature Variations terclary creep. Additionally, under varying temperature conditions, the
Walker law has demonstrated the capability to predict the development of
Sine Temp. Rate of Change (ca/sac) the type of inelastic strain biasing which can produce creep ratchetting.
Ampl. Diff. Upper Peaks Lower Peaks Assuming.the Walker law and associated constants provide an accu-
"C "C 1't to 2nd 2"" to 3"d 1 st to 2 nd 2 n'/ to 3"'t rate representation of the elevated temperature response of, material such
as Hastelloy X, the sample problem results indicate that the existence of a
-_0 0 1.48x10 -e 1.27x10 -s 1.48xi0 -s 1.27x10 -s depth direction temperature gradient in a thin section may not always be
50 +10 g.46x10 -e 8.26xi0 -8 8.05xi0 -a 7.82xt0 -e negligible. Specifically, under constant temperature conditions, the results
50 +20 4.29x10-:' 4.06x10 -r q.01xl0 -r 3.84x10 -T indicate that such temperature gradients do not appear to exert any sig-
100 0 1.0Txl0-e 1.03xl0-e . 9.83x10-_' 9.45x10~7 nificant influence on behavioral response. However, such gradients do have
100 +10 2.21x10 -e 2.06x10 "s 2.01x10 -e 1.88x10 -e ,,.significant impact when the. overall temperature of the element is not
100 +20 4.72x10 -e 4.27x10 -s 4.24x10 -e 3.86x10 ~s constant. The existence of this type of gradient can appreciably accelerate
IS0 0 l.gTx10-s 1.66"x10-s 1.61x10 -s 1.45x10 -s the overall rate of creep. It is indicated that this specific effect is most
1S0 +10 3.22x10 -s 2.91x10 -s 2.77x10 -s 2.E2x10 -s pronounced when the magnitude of the temperature difference through the
1S0 +20 E.4Ixl0 -s 4.93x10_ s 4.67x10_ s 4.32x10~s depth of the element is on the order of the amplitude of the gross variation
in temperature of the element. Consequently, in addition to when such con-
The remaining influence illustrated by"the daia of Table IS is the ditions may exist in a "quasi-steady state" situation, this implies that such
effect of a time-lnv_riant depth direction temperature gradient on the in- gradients may exert considerable influence in transient thermal problems.
elastic response. In general, the change in peak to peak deflection is signif-
icantly greater in the presence of the time-invariant temperature gradient. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Ldbnis'srule,differentialformatsforEqns.(A-Id),(A-If),(A-IS)and and
(A-lh)are readilyobtained.A somewhat simplifieddifflerentialformat
• • 2. .forEqn. (A-Ib)may be obtainedinthefollowingmanner. Differentiating W = _. (A 69)
Eqn.(A-Ib)withrespectotimeand usingLeibnis'srule,afterearranging,
yields Note that a differential form for the function Q is not required since it does
not appear in any of the other expressions.
r' oc__j Numerical constants for the law were established {22-24] from uniax-8ni ._. [gn:i& - n_G] • -{'C(t)-°(t))N_-_=/_i -I-(nl + n2)_j + €_-_ -I- '@'8 J. o_[ " iai bar specimens tested under full'y reversed, sirra.in-rate controlled cyclic
(A - 2) stress-str_ in tests. These tests were conducted for u variety of temperatures
The integral which appears in the above is identical to the integral of and strain rates• The testing conditions were sufficiently rigorous to cause
Eqn. (A-Ib). Consequently, solving Eqn• (A-Ib) for the integral and substi- plastie deformation during the ]oading cycle. The creep and relaxation
tuting into Eqn. (A-2) yields the differential format given by Eqn. (A-6b). ' properties were deduced from observation of the behavior of the samples
With some manipulation, the"differential form of Eqn. (A-la) may when the cyclic loading was "held" at various points on the Usteady-s_ste"
be stated in a "power. law" type format. First, Eqn. (A-la) is diffferentiated hysteresis loop. Appendix. Figs• A-1 through A-7 illustrate the tempera-
_. with respect to time and then simplified using the deviatoric stress tensor ture dependent parametric values established under that work. Note that
to yield the material constants K2, at, n4, as, and n are zero over the enitre tem-
perature rnnge considered. This results in addi'tional simplifications to the
2 3 = f*e-{Q(Q-q(()}" ,9_,j 2 6 8e_ 2 @ft,_] constitutive law•
_* APPENDIX B FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS(A- 3)
Note that to establish the above it is necessary to show that t3j,k = flus -- 0• Solutions for the governing nonlinear differential equations are oh-
These, however, follow directly from Eqns• (A-lb) and (A-le) provided the rained using a Newton type method for nonlinear differential equations. It
inelastic portion of the deformation may be treated as_ at least, apptoxi- isassumed that trial solutions for the transverse and axial deflection rune-
mutely incompressible (i.e., c_l, _ 0)• tions, denoted as @ and fi, respectively, exist. From these, trial values for
Therefore, substituting Eqn• (A-3) into Eqn• (A-2) and using the centroidal axis strain and cross section rotation, _o and _, respectively, are
differential form of Eqn• (A-Id) yields: determined. Then, using the approximations eo = _. + As. and _b= _q-A_b
to substitute into Eqns. (16) yields
2• 3
The Q term can be replaced with the aid of the differential forms of k(Eo_. + _,x-'_ I- @s----T-= P'-kl_ .t--_-_, (B- In)Eqns. (A-If) and (A-lh). After some algebraic manipulation and minor
rearranging this yields:
Consequently, substituting Eqn. (A-5) hack into the differential form of The terms I_ and M are evaluated by substituting _, and _ into Eqns. (11)..
Eqn. (A-lf) and using Eqn. (A-4) yields, after some algebra, the differential Numerical methods are used to approximate the derivative terms on the
power law of Eqn. (A-Is)• Thus, the complete set of differential relations
for Walker's functional theory are:
I. i I I l [
180 -A
cU" (<-_ (_s" - _") (_'" - _")) n_= K (_sU- _U) , I..
(.4 - ca) 160 " [] "- A
n_ = n;_+ (n,+ n_)_,_+c,_-_ - - n,_ _-_ /' _. "EL(A-eb) _ 140 - ..
K = K1 - K_e -''w, (A - 6c) A _"
_'rl
120
El ASM
2p_# = _#,_i_+ 2/_ --&_ --5_(3,_+ 2#)_e, (A --6d) A WALKER
I00 -
n_'#8_" _" ,. .
(A-ee) 500 700 900
• TEMPERATURE, "C
. w " /2 \(m-_)l_
d = (ns . n,e- " )W . ns_G,jfl,j) , (A - 61) Figure A-I. Young's modulus as a function of temperature
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rectlon, which appears on .the left-handside of Eq_. (B_la_, ldso is evalu-
ated numerically. This avoids the numerical problem=whichcan result m
approximating fourth.derivatives directly.
Assuming w -- _ + Aw and a similarexpansion 'for u, upon sub-
stitution into Eqn. (7) and neglecting terms of.order (Aw): and higher, 0 -o o • 2t Ir I I I
yields 500 700 900
TEMPERATURE. *C
.SAu . 8Aw
•_+. = .X(-_- '+ ,_Aw)+ B(-_--+ _Au) (B - 2)
where the factors A and B are defined as: Figure .k-6 n6 a_ a F_Lnc:ion o{ Tempe.'a'+ure
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negligiblea.qthe exact solution is approached. Consequently,differentiating
0 Eqn. (B-8) with respect to s yields:
n° -4 8&_ 1 . _SAw 0,_u,
: e-T_ Zt-__-., +'=-_-.J, (_ - 90)
°_" -8 and
-t2 _ Z(-"_'f = + a.' "
Central difference formulae are uied to approximate the derivative
500 700 900 terms. However, prior to substituting into Eqns. (B-I) it is useful to estab-
_" TEMPERATURE, "C lish the following definitions:
Figure A-7. Reference backstress, fl', _s a function of temperature.
- 2Ex 2Es (O - 10%b)
86 8F
x = z+ _ + ,,,_ -ha e = _- - ,ca. (9 - _=,b)
Differentiating Eqn. (B-2) with respect to s yields, after rearranging,
_ = Eo+ Jr_Ex _nd d_ : El + JqEz. (B- 10c, d)
=x-_- + (c - _Bj--_--- _VAU, (B - 4)
_ 8SAw _ .8_w Thus, substituting the wrious expressions given above into Eqns. (B-
+/_"_'-a + (D + _A)--_-j + _CAw I) yields, _fter rearranging, the general finite difference nodal equations
where C and D are given by (EiA_-_ + _Ei _AU, _ (_EIB_-_ aiA_ _b_
_ _--Z;_,, _/ ._+ _ _ 2",, ,2_,_,)A.,_,
c=_+,,_ and D=_-_. E, - ._-'_--_''.JL
Developing an expression for A_ is accomplished by using Eqn. (8). Since +(a_A_ _ExB,+x _b_ \ (EtA_.x _E= \
it is assumed that _ = _ + _, substitution into Eqn. (8) yields \2-_ + _ + _)'.-lu_+z - \_ + _).._u_+z
• /E_B_-t , Ez
sin(_ + A_) _ sin_ + At cos€ _ 8--"t--+ _6 8_ + _AU
(.8_6) -_--'Z;'_,'+_;,+_+ _--'7_,,)"w'-'
E_ E_ 2b_ _ _ w.
where the approximations sin A_b _ _._ and cos A_b _ 1 have been used.
For small Z, it is reasonable to assume that An. < _,, thus allowing the _e. + (o_B, xExA_+t b, _,__) :term to be neglected. Thus, since the first term on the left-hand side, \_-'_ A_s As'_ s A_. _4 _w,+z
_' impliesaCC°rdingthatt0Eqn. (8), is equal to the first term of the right-hand side, this _, 2--_-_s/EiB +s A_.,_,E_ )^ AW_+z= p" + _8=l_ -- k_ -- lq_
,, -SAw and (e - II)
+ _AU
A¢cos_ _s ,, (e-_)
+ _; + _--///////-_.,) "_-,+, +
-[-_7, +,_, _) A,,,
Therefore, combining Eqns. (8) and (B-7) yields .(¢,A, e.,.(C,- _B,) _=dl- \. (_)\_-_.= - ' 2A_ + _--_)="*-_ + _w_+=
(,,_,),€,,,,c (D, +(-,€,,,,+L_'.,+ 2,,, _
D.ivativ..of a,eohtnined,,o.,(.).,nthis,11assumed O(D, )
• that the term I/A may be treated as an approximate constant and thus ._'_"_'#_ 2A_ + _ Awi-t - _,w_.z
need not be differentiated, This provides significant simplifications without Olq_ _, 81Vl_
engendering any sitbstantial inaccuracies since the correction terms become = --_'_ -- "_-_" (e- _2)
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These two equations provide the flnite-difference approximatiun for the de-
flection of the internal nodes of the beam, that is for the subscript i over
the range 3 < i < n- I, (see Fig. 4). Therefore, for an arch of n+ I
total nodes, they provide a system of 2n - 6 equations in 2n + 2 unknowns.
Thus, eight additional equations are required to provide a unique solution
for the problem. Six of these eqtzation's are obtained by using the boundnry
condition. These provide two sets of three equations, one set applicable to
,,ode I and the other set for node n 4- 1.
As evidenced above, the boundary conditions do not provide a suffi-
cient number of eelatioas to enable unique solution. This, in part, results
from the inherent coupling generated by the assumption of Enler-Bernoulli
bending when both axial and transverse deflections are possible. Note that
the deflection functions are not only related to one another, but they also
appear in the same functional format in both expressions. The derivative
of one is added to (subtracted from) the other multiplied by the eusvature.
This, in turn, indicates that s form of implicit coupling exists between the
two generalised displacements, centroidal nxis strain and rotation. Ideally,
the generalized displacements should he completely independent.
A number of approaches can be employed to generate the two addi-
tional equations needed for unique solution. The one used in this study is
to require the "centro_dal axis" strain in the wall to vanish. Mathemati-
cally, this is equivalent to appending, to the existing system of equations,
the two additional equations:
Af.t = -i.i and _., = -_.t, {B - 14_, b)
where e.l and €,t represent the strain in the left and right extensions, respec-
tively. No condition is established for the "rotations" which might occur in
the wall sections. This is not felt to be significant since the nodal inesh, at
least for the equilibrium problem, is a centroidal mesh.
Using the boundary conditions and the two "wall strain" relations it
is possible to eliminate the transverse and _xial displacement components
for nodes 1, 2, n, and n + 1 from the genera] finite-dlfference equations.
This leaves a syatem of exactly 2n - B equations in the same number of
unknowns. If the €oe_eients of these equations are arranged in matrix
form, the result is * banded matrix with a bandwidth of six.
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APPENDIX B
Novel Approach Papers
Thermodynamically Consistent Constitutive Equations
for Nonisothermal Large-Strain, Elastoplastic, Creep Behavior
Richard Rift,* Robert L. Carlson,'["and George J. Simitses¢.
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia
The paper is concerned with the development of constitutive relations for large nonisothermal elastic-
viscoplastiedeformationsfor metals.The kinematicsof elastic-plasticdeformation, valid for finite strainsand
rotations, is presented.The resultingelastic-plasticuncoupledequations for the deformationrate combined with
use of the incrementalelasticitylaw permitsa preciseand purelydeductivedevelopment of elastic-viscoplastic
theory. It is shown that a phenomenologicalthermodynamictheory in which the elastic deformation and the
temperaturearestate variables, includingfew internalvariables,canbe utilized to construct elastic-viscoplastic
constitutiveequations appropriatefor metals. The limiting ease of inviscidplasticity is examined,
'r.
Nomenclature Introduction "
da = element of area T HE prediction of inelastic behavior of metallic materials
ds =material line element ..i at elevated temperature has increased in importance in
d.,_ =deformation rate recent years, Many important engineering applications in-
E,,, = strain rate volve the use of metals subjected to cyclic thermomechanical
F =yield function loads, e.g., hot section components of turbine engines, nu- J
f_,F: =deformation gradients clear reactor components, etc. These materials exhibit
g,,G _ =base vectors substantial complexity in their thermomechanical constitu-
gr',GAa =metric tensors tion. In fact, so complex is their material response that it
J =absolute determinant of the deformation could be argued that without useful a priori information, ex-
gradient perimental characterization is futile. It is, therefore, impor-
k,c_?,Aco4Aa =internal variables tant to.be able to model accurately the nonelastic behavior
n = normal to the surface of metals under cyclic mechanical and thermal loading at
P = force temperature levels for which creep and recovery introduce
q = specific applied heat significant response phenomena.
s =entropy Under this kind of severe loading conditions, the real
T = temperature world of structural behavior is highly nonlinear due to the
t = fraction sector combined action of geometrical and physical nonlinearities.
t = time On one side, finite deformation (in a stressed structure) in-
troduce nonlinear geometric effects. On the other side,u = specific internal energy
V =volume physical nonlinearities arise even in small strain regimes,
v" =velocity whereby inelastic phenomena play a particularly important
w =specific mechanical work role. From a theoretical standpoint nonlinear constitutive
W,s =spin tensor equations should be applied only in connection with
x' =inertial coordinate system nonlinear deformation measures. However, in engineering
x" = material coordinate system practice, the two sources of nonlinearities are separated for
x "4 = convected coordinate system practical reasons, yielding at one end of the spectrum large
p =density displacement and large rotation problems and on 'the other
_, = Cauchy stress tensor end inelastic analysis in the presence of small strain.
r = Kirchhoff stress tensor Constitutive models for small strain in engineering litera-
=specific free energy ture may generally be grouped into three categories:
v classical plasticity, nonlinear viscoelasticity, and theories based
o = Jauman stress rate on microstructural phenomena. Each group can be further
0 =time derivative separated into "unified" and "uncoupled" theories, where _.
the two differ in their approach to the treatment of rate-
independent and rate-dependent inelastic deformation. The
uncoupled theories decompose the inelastic strain rate into a
Presented as Paper 85-0621at the AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 26th time-independent plastic strain rate and a time-dependent
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, Orlando, creep rate with independent constitutive relations describing
FL, April 15-17. 1985, receivedApril 22. 1985;revision received May plastic and creep behavior. Such uncoupling of the strain19, 1986. Copyright © American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc.. 1985.All rights reserved, components provides for simpler theories to be developed,
"Assistant Professor of Engineering Science and Mechanics. but precludes any creep/plasticity interaction. Recognizing
Member AIAA. that cyclic plasticity, creep, and recovery are not independent
+Professorof Aerospace Engineering. Associate Fellow AIAA. phenomena but rather are very interdependent, a number of
_.Professorof Engineering Science and Mechanics. Associate Fellow' "unified" models for inherently time-dependent nonelastic
AIAA. deformation have been developed recently.
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Classical incremental plasticity theories are macro- As previously noted, the quantities utilized in the small
phenomenological because they base the derivation of state strain theory of viscoplasticity (stress, strain, stress rate, and
variables purely on experimental results without direct strain rate) are defined only within the assumption of "small
reference to the microstructure of the material. Most in- strains." Yet the precise definition of what constitutes
cremental plasticity theories have four major components: 1) "small strain" is always left unstated. Whether or not the
a stress-elastic strain relation, 2) a yield function describing stresses for a given case are "small" cannot be determined a
the onset of plastic deformation, 3) a hardening rule that " priori by geometric considerations. In general, one cannot
prescribes the strain hardening of the material and the know in advance whether, for a given loading of a material,
modification of the yield surface during plastic flow, and 4) the "small-strain" assumption (always left undefined) will
a flow rule that defines the components of strain that is hold or not. The question of whether the small-strain ap-
plastic or nonrecoverable. Research in this area is volumi- proximations are valid is always avoided in the "small-
nous. For example, Zienkiewicz and Cormeau ) developed a strain" literature. Furthermore, as Hill _7points out, the really
rate-dependent unified theory that allows for nonassociative typical plastic problems involve changes in geometry •that
plasticity and strain softening, but does not model the cannot be disregarded. In many cases, for example, it is suf-
Bauschinger effect or temperature dependence. Extensions of ficient to take into account finite plastic strains and small
classical plasticity to model both rate and temperature effects elastic strains or vice versa. From the theoretical viewpoint,
were presented recently by Allen and Haisler, 2 Haisler and it is desirable in all cases to have a theory that intrinsically
Cronenworth, 3 and Yamada and Sakurai. 4 allows for both the elastic and plastic strains to be large.
. in the nonlinear viscoelastic approach, the constitutive Such a theory, of course, must reduce to the earlier mentioned
relation is expressed as a single integral or convoluted form. special cases, as limiting cases. Furthermore, such theories
This type of constitutive model employs the thermodynamic provide a check for those obtained by generalizing small-
laws along with physical constraints to complete the for- strain theories.
mulation. A detailed review of several existing theories is The mathematical theories of deformation and flow of
" presented by Walker. 5 Walker's theory is based on a unified matter deal essentially with the gross properties of a
viscoplastic integral developed by modifying the constitutive medium. Heat and mechanical work are considered as addi-
relations for a linear three-parameter viscoelastic solid. The tional causes for a change of the state of the medium. The
theory contains clearly defined material parameters, a rate- resulting phenomena in any particular material are not
dependent equilibrium stress, and a proposed multiaxial unrelated. Therefore, a thermodynamical treatment of the
model. An important shortcoming of Walker's theory is its foundation of the theory of flow and deformation is ap-
failure to model transient temperature conditions. Many propriate and, indeed, the obvious approach. Two very dif-
other nonlinear viscoelastic theories have been proposed, in- ferent main approaches to a thermodynamic theory of a con-
cluding those by Cernocky and Krempl, 6 Vaianis, 7 and tinuum can be identified. These differ from each other in the
Chabache: s fundamental postulates upon which the theories are based.
The microphenomenological theories attempt to represent An essential controversy (a good survey of this controversy is
the response of polycrystalline materials in terms of various given in Ref. 18) can be traced through the whole discussion
micromechanisms of deformation and failure. Various of the thermodynamic aspects of continuum mechanics.
dislocation theories have been developed to predict plastic None of these approaches is concerned with the atomic struc-
deformation in terms of dislocation interaction, slip, glide, ture of tbe material. Therefore, they represent purely phenom-
density, etc. Most of the material models developed to date enological approximations. Both theories are characterized
depend primarily on the number of state variables used and by the same fundamental requirement that the results should
their growth or evolutionary laws. Many of the recent be obtained without having recourse to statical or kinetic
"unified" microphenomenological theories have been dis- methods.
cussed and evaluated by Walker 9 and Chan et al) ° Within each of these approaches, there are two distinct
One example of a microphysically based constitutive law is methods of describing history and dissipative effects: the
an elastic-viscoplastic theory based on two internal state functional theory j9 in which all dependent variables are
variables as proposed by Bodner et al.a) These-"authors assumed to depend on the entire history of the independent
demonstrate the ability of the constitutive equations to repre- variables and the internal variable approach :° wherein
sent the principal features of cyclic loading behavior, in- history dependence is postulated to appear implicitly in a set
• eluding softening upon stress reversal, cyclic hardening or of internal variables. For experimental as well as analytical
softening, cyclic saturation, cyclic relaxation, and cyclic reasons, 2)'22 the use of internal variables in modeling in-
creep. One limitation of the formulation though is that the elastic solids is gaining widespread usage in current research.
computed stress-strain curves are independent of the strain The main differences among the various modern theories lie
., amplitude and therefore too "flat" or "square." in the choice of these internal variables.
Miller _2 has reported research on the modeling of cyclic Therefore, the predictive value of an elastic-viscoplastic
plasticity with "unified" constitutive equations. He also material model for nonisothermal, large-deformation anal-
recognizes the shortcomings of many theories in predicting yses depends on three basic elements: l) the nonlinear
hysteresis loops that are oversquare in comparison to observed kinematic description of the elastic-plastic deformation, 2)
experimental behavior. Improvement is accomplished by thermodynamic considerations, and 3) the choice of external
making the kinematic work-hardening coefficient depend on and internal thermodynamic variables. The objec/ive of this
the back stress and the sign of the nonelastic strain term. paper is to examine each of these elements, illustrate their in-
Theories that are similar in format to Miller's have been pro- teraction, and extend these considerations to model the
posed by Krieg et al. t3 and Hart. t4 The models use two inter- large, nonisothermal, elastic.viscoplastic deformation
nal state variables to reflect current microstructure state and behavior of metals.
are based upon models for dislocation processes in pure Moreover, the paper deals with the phenomenological
metals. All of these constitutive theories were formulated theory of elastic-viscoplastic bodies. The process inside the
without the use of a yield criterion. Since these models do lattice and at the border of the crystal grains is taken as the
not contain a completely elastic regime, the function that physical background, without considering its connection to
describes the inelastic strain rate should be such that the in- the macroscopic behavior of the material at the present.
elastic strain rate is very small for low stress levels. Theories
with a yield function and a full elastic regime have been
developed for the case of isotropic hardening by Robinson _5 Kinematic and Fundamental Considerations
and Lee and Zavrel _6 for both isotropic and directional Consider body of volume V that occupies a finite region
hardening, of Euclidean space. When subjected to prescribed body
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forces, surface tractions, surface temperature, and surface are given by f:_,
velocities, the body undergoes motion characterized by
x_=xi(X%t). The material particles of the body are iden- F'.- A (6)
tiffed by coordinates X =, which are referred to as material
coordinates. The relation of the material particles to the Equation (6) places in a single expression the easily confused
material coordinates X" does not change in time. The places but distinct ideas of the transformation of tensor corn-
in space that the particles occupy during the motion are ides- ponents under a change of coordinates and a shift between
tilled by the coordinates x'. Functions ×' describe the motion the current configuration and the initial configuration as a
of the particles X '_through space. The place occupied by the setting for the governing equations. Truesdell and Toupin :_
body at t=0 is taken as the initial configuration. In this con- and Truesdell and Nollz4 emphasizes the current configura-
figuration the body is assumed to be strain-free, but not tion with the spatial coordinates and an initial configuration
necessarily stress-free, with material coordinates. A_ a result, the deformation gra-
A third coordinate system is defined by the material coor- dient plays a prominent role in their work. Only in isolated
dinates as they deform with the body, This system will be spots do they mention convected coordinates and. then. as
denoted by X A, which are referred to as eonvected coor- indirectly as possible. On the other hand. Green and
dinates, The current configuration •of the body with spatial Adkins2_and Sedov26rely heavily on convected coordinates.
coordinates x_ and convected coordinates X A and the initial Our intention here is only to tie Ihe two together for the pur-
configuration of the body with material coordinates X" will pose of discussing elementary assumptions. Recently, Men-
be employed in what follows. For the spatial coordinates x_, delssohn and Baruch27review this same point as well as ad-
the covariant base vectors g, the contravariam base vector ditional ,material relevant to sound numerical formulation of
or', the metric g,_, and its dual g'_ are ,,used.Similnrly, for the finite deformation problems.
convected coordinates XA, the covariam base vectors GA, The velocity v-- u'g, of a particle X" is defined by
the contravadam base vectors GA, the metric _ensor Gas,
0x" •
and its dual G_a are used. With regard to the initial con- _----_--(X',t) (7)figuration, 'the cov riant base vectors Ga. due ¢o travaria t
base vectors G% the metric tensor G,,a, and it dual G_aare
used for the material coordinates X". From :the spatial gradient of the velocity, the deformation
For a second-order tensor A with components 'A'_ in the rate
spatial coordinates and components A _4_in the conveeted
coordinates, the following is true: d = d,,,g'g_=,dAnG"_Gs (8)
A =A_g,g_ =AaaGaGn (1) is definex] as
The two setsof componentsare relatedto .eachother d,_==_A(V,..,+V,..,) (9)
through
• Thespin
A*'.=x'.A_sA'4s (2)
W= W,s.g',_' = W'_Z_GAGB (I0)
whereX.',4denotesthepartialderivativeax,_xa,o/axA.
Forthemotion,characterizedbyx'(XA.,I)=x'(X%t),we isdefinedas
have
W_l [/l(V, ll, I V_I') ( ] l )
GA= x'.Ag, G.._+ X:A_g,_ (3)
In the initial configuration, the Green-St. Venant strain rate
From Eq. (3), it is seen that GAs=0, where the dot denotes is the shifted deformation rate.
time material derivative. The tensor _ransformation equa-
tions (I) and (2) will be used extensively in ,whatfollows. E,,a: F'_FSadn:f_f_dAa (12)A material _li,n¢element ds=dX_G _ :in t:he initial con-
figuration when subjected to motion x'(X%,t) is deformed Basic to most of the postulated models of large elastic-
into ds= dx'g, in ,the current configuration. The line dement plastic deformation behavior is the additive decomposition
dx' is related to the line element dX _ through the deforms- of dr, and E,a into elastic and plastic parts.2s
tion gradient F_ by dx" = F'.dX _ where
E P _ P.
d,s=d,_+d,., E,,a=E,,,,+ E,,._ (13)
F'_= 0-_-(xa, t) (4) The validity of this additive decompositionin the case of
The mapping defined by the deformation gradient F= finite elastic-plastic.,., strains has been questioned by Lee andhis assocmtes."9L Lee's29 approac,h is based on the totalF'_g,G" allows .one to shift quantities from the era'rent con-
figuration to equiva_lent, but alternate, quantities in the in- purely elastic unloading from the current state to an in-termediate unstressed .plasticity deformed configuration,
itial configuration. For example, the right Caushy-Green ten- without any reverse or other kind of plastic flow. The major
sor C--C.aG'G _ and the Green-St. V,enant 'strain tensor
,point in his theory is to decouple the total elastically induced
E = E.aG _Ga, in the initial configuration are distortion and measure it from a relaxed unstressed state.
ds=dS=g,,dx_dx,_G=adXOdXa which is only plasticallydeformed from the initial to the in-termediate configuration. Accordingly, the deformation era-
= (gr_F'_F_-G,a)dX_dX a diem F is decomposed in the form
EP
= (C,_ -,G_,_)dX _dX "a= 2E_adX_dX a (5) F =F F (14)
P
The components of the deformation gradient, which relate where F transforms a line element from the initial configura-
a deformed line element dX _ in the conv,ec,ed coordinates to " E
the undeformed line element dX" in the initial c,o_nfiguration, tins to the intermediate configuration and F from the latter
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to the current configuration. The intermediate configuration deformation rate according to
P
is chosen in such a way so that F is unaffected by the E E P E
presence of rigid-body motion. The deformation rate tensors d_=symlA [ (f- t)_.(.f)rc ]+ symV.,{(f- I)A(f)_rfrl
d,, and d,, are then defined. After some manipulations, Lee
shows the following relation: E E E P
=symV,.l(f-l)%frl_symV:l -t A "-_r 6• (f)r(f )._fc) (19)
E EPE I EP Idr, =d" +F, kdklF_ t +Fr_ ll,r,F_" I (15) E P
• ' ' = d_- + d_
where the subscripts s denote the symmetric parts. Gen- In the current configuration of the body V, consider an
eralization of Lee's theory for anisotropic elasticity was element of area da on the surface of 5 with an outward nor-
given by Mandel. _3 real n=n,g" =nag A. If the force dP=dP'g, =dP'4GA is act-
Lee's theory is based on the assumption that the elastic ing on this element, the fraction vector is t=dP/da. The
law does not change with the history of deformation and, Caushy stress,
,, hence, a total elastic unloading can take place. However, it
has been shown"_that after a fair amount of plastic flow has o= o_g,g, = a_nG.4Gn (20)
taken place, reverse plastic deformation will result soon
upon unloading, even for small strains. Therefore, a total defined, such that t=o.n, which .in component form (in
,, elastic unloading cannot have any physical significance. In terms of spatial coordinates) is t'=o_n,. In the convected
view of this, the theory of Lee appears as a special case of coordinates, it is r t =oAana.
the theory of Green and Naghdi? "_Although not as general It is convenient to work with the Kirchhoff stress tensor _"
as the theory of Green and Naghdi, Lee's theory has the ad- in the current configuration, obtained from the Cauchy
vantage of being more easily fitted with the physical property stress by scaling
of invariance of elasticity with respect to plastic deforma-
tion. In particular, MandeP has pointed out that the Green- _ a0_A ,4r = --°aJ°_ (21)
Naghdi theory is not convenient if one wants to include P
anisotropic elasticity effects. All this can be avoided by the
use of the convected coordinates, as proposed by Sedov'_ where p denotes the current mass density, P0 the mass density
and Lehmann. _6 The formulation presented herein will in the initial state, and J the absolute determinant of the
follow the work of Lehmann. deformation gradient at the current configuration.
All quantities from here on will be related to the metric of The time derivative of a tensor such as stress, which is
the coordinate system X A in the deformed state. Hence, associated with the current configuration, admits infinitely
many definitions, depending upon the coordinate system
employed in the computation of such time derivatives. For a
correct large-strain, large-rotation elastic-plastic model, the
f":= G"aGnc notion of "invariant Stress fluxes" and "objectivity" must
be introduced. A good treatment requires more space than is
(f-t):;,_=G._nGa_ (16) available here. z_The corotational stress rate, also referred to
as Jauman stress rate, will suffice for the purpose of *.he
and the deformation rate is present discussion. Hence, in convected coordinates,
v
+ dcoa - dao_
d;t= l/'-G"ln(_ = _ V:Gcr(_" o_n =O_.a A c c a
= =- (27) v _., ,,¢ ¢
• _ - r6 + dora - da_c (22)
The deformation gradient may be split into its elastic and its
plastic components in the following manner: From Eq. (21), the following relations between the variousrates of Kirchoff stress and Cauchy stress are obtained:
o
P E
V Ooyr. _ =--a_+JdCc_ (23)
(f- h.4_r:.4a _ t-r.r_G (18) P
E P If a rate constitutive law is postulated between o' and d in
(].-i)i_ (f-_)r._ finite inelasticity theories, then a potential does not exist,
which is necessary in the variational or thermodynamics-
based formulation of the problem. The basic difficulty lies
The use of capital greek subscripts and superscripts (G,_r) with the d'.',,term. This is remedied by postulating a con-
denotes parameters belonging to a fictitious intermediate stitutive law between .i'and d.
state, which is in general incompatible. The circumstance of
the noncontinuous configuration in the unstressed state has The Elastic Deformations
been observed by Sedov,-'_'who points out that convected The present study is concerned with the structure of the
coordinates, as used herein, become non-Euclidean in this constitutive relation of an elastic-viscoplastic (elastic-plastic)
configuration, medium. The term elastic-viscoplastic means that the viscos-
This multiplicative splitting of the metric change in the ity does not intervene in the elastic domain whose boundary,
convected coordinates leads to an additive splitting of the in particular, is well defined at every stage of the deforma-
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tion. For simplicity, we assume further that the thermoelastic temperature. The inequality given by Eq. (29b) is the loading
behavior of the body is isotropic and unaffected by inelastic condition. The actual form of the yield condition for a given
deformation in the sense that the material constants material is determined by a set of so-called internal
characterizing the thermoelastic behavior are independent of parameters, which are scalars and/or tensors of even order.
inelastic deformation. Thus, we can obtain a unique relation The current values of the internal parameters depend on the
E initial state of the material and the history of the ther-
•between the elastic deformations represented by ft!, the Kirch- momechanical process.
hoff stresses r_-,and the temperature T? 5,36
E E E E Thermodynamic Processes
• f_-"A'r: T_"-ac_ o ,, _c = _c(f_, T); T= T(r_-,fBo) (24) In the treatment of elastic-plastic or elastic-viscoplastic
deformations, we have to distinguish between the description
This function may be transformed into an incremental rela- as a thermomechanical process and the corresponding one by
tion by differentiation with respect to time. This leads to a means of thermodynamic state equations. It is sometimes
general expression of the form assumed that, in the case of processes which proceed through
nonequilibrium states, it is fundamentally necessary to start
E E _ with a description of the process.19.24,37Alternatively, it hasA A
dc =dcl _c,_c, T, 7",GAc,d_-I (25) been propqsed that one might assume local equilibrium for
the elements of a body and therefore describe the state of the
From Eq. (24) we see that the total deformation rate enters elements, in general, by state equations. 3s'4° The conse- "_the incremental form of the thermoelastic stress-strain rela- quences of adopting these two approaches become par-
tions. Therefore, the thermoelastic deform_ition is not in- ticularly clear when considering the influence of entropy. In
dependent of the inelastic deformation occurring at the same the description of the process, entropy is a derived quantity
time. This follows from the fact that in the integrated form and in principle we can proceed without introducing it. In "
of the thermoelastic stress-strain relations Eq. (24), the the description by state equations, it is, on the contrary, astresses and the strains are referred to the deformed state of
necessary state value that, at least in principle, can be im-
the body. mediately determined. When restricting ourselves to homo-In view of the present discussion and the discussion in the
previous section, the hyperelastic behavior described by Eqs. geneous, quasistatical thermomechanical processes, the
(24) and •(25) will be replaced by a hypoelastic law. The description by state equations can be reviewed as equivalent
hypoelastic law is a path-dependent material law, since it to that by processes) TM The controversial issues will, thus,
cannot be expressed in terms of an initial and a final state; it not be discussed further.
depends on the path connecting these states. Otherwise, if we Restricting ourselves to elementary processes, we need not
did not make such a change, it would be necessary to retain analyze whether the applied heat arises from heat conduction
the finite deformation measure in the constitutive law. For or from heat sources. For the same reason, it is not
necessary, in our case, to introduce the temperature gradient
small elastic strains, there is practically no difference be- in addition to the temperature or the body forces in additiontween hypoelastic and hyperelastic laws, as shown, for exam-
ple, by Lehmann) 6 to the stresses.The first law states, under our simplifying assumptions,
The above could be illustratedby the following example, that the rate of the specific internal energy tJ is the sum of
From the frequently used elastic stress-strain relation, the rates of the specific mechanical work fi, and the specific
E 1
-('[-1)_1 ="_-[ _c- i'r'/f'4"_l+s,,cj applied heat q,L fi=_,+q (31)
+ot(T-To)/5_- (26) The rate of mechanical work is given by
we get
IV= _1"_dAC (32)
E 1 E ,4 E Po
_ ° t4 ,+a)) +o_7_fA (27)d_.= .._. Isym [._c(.) .o] _, EI + u:lc_, a )
and may be split into an elastic and an inelastic Part accord-
ing to Eq. (19),
which may be replaced by
1 E 1 P E I
IV=--_cdAc +--_cd_A = IV+ IV (33)
E 1 t'V j, V ) Oo Po
d'_- _r,4- rBxA_+ aT"_,_+ c_f'6_- (28) D
c- 2G /. c _ B,,cj The rate of inelastic work must also be split into a part It',
S
We assume that inelastic deformation occurs if and only if which is dissipatect at once, and into another part W, which
represents changes in the internal state. Thus,
.4 ABF( _c, T,k ..... _¢ ..... AcD.... ) = 0 (29a)
I 1 P S D
IV= _cdc = IV+IV (34)
aF v aF . #o
--_-c"_c+ -_- T> 0 (29b) D.Only W enters the entropy production
or, for elastic-plastic material, D.
TS=iI+ W (35)F(_c, A ,_T,k ..... c_c ..... AGo .... ) >0 (30)
The second taw of thermodynamics requiresfor an elastic-viscoplasticmaterial. The function F represents
the yield condition that bounds the domain of pure thermo- D.
elastic behavior m the ten-dimensional space of stress and W_0 (36)
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We use as thermodynamic state variables the elastic strain, deformation. Thus, we assume, in general
E
represented by f_-, the absolute temperature T, and a number D I
of other internal state variables A AS W=CcorAda>O (43)(k ..... a c..... Ac_ .... ) that • AS C D
E
may be scalars and tensors of even order. The choice of fA where
and T as state variables is based on the fact that in pure ther- E
AB __ AB "A . A AB
moelastic deformations, both quantities form a suitable set CcD-C_D(f_,T,k ..... ac ..... Acn) (44)
of thermodynamic state variables. The plastic strain and the
total strain are unsuitable as state variables because, in Equations (42) and (43) are the governing equations for
general, they do not uniquely define the state of the nonisothermal, elastic-inelastic elementary processes. The
material. A conflicting point of view has been expressed in specific free energy €_, which determines the nondissipated
CcÜ,Refs. 42-44. The remaining state variables areadded for the work of the thermomechanical process and the quantity As
sake of the description of the changes of the internal struc- which governs the entropy production, must be specified ac-
ture of the material, cording to the material behavior.
The specific free energy (Helmholtz function) 4) given by
Elastic-Viseoplastie Model
0 =u-Ts (37) Thermomechanical processes in elastic-viscop!astic bodies
cannot be considered as a sequence of equilibrium states,
must be a unique function of the thermodynamic state even in the case of the elementary processes considered here.
variables Elastic-viscoplastic deformations are associated with non-
equilibrium states. One consequence of this fact is that we
e may get a: continuation of a process without any change in
_ :4 A .4B
¢_-O(f_,T,k, ac ..... ACD.... ) (38) the independent process variables. This occurS, for example,
,. in the case of creep with constant stress and temperature or
Since the elastic part of the deformation, according to our in the case of an adiabatic stress relaxation under constant
assumptions, does not depend on the plastic deformation, we strain. In such cases, the body moves from a nonequilibrium
may divide the free energy into two different components, as state to an equilibrium state.
E E S In order to establish the constitutive relations for elastic-
k ..... a c..... AcD .... ) (39)¢_=_(f4, T)+O(T, . .4 AS viscoplastic bodies, which in the limiting case becoming
elastic.inviscidly plastic, we adopt the usual assumption that
the stresses, which produce the inelastic deformation, may be
E expressed as the sum of the so-called athermal or inviscid
where the first component _ refers to the elastic deformation *Astresses, _c and the viscous overstresses zcS
and the second _ to the changes of the internal state.
From Eqs. (31), (33-35), and (37) we derive "_c='_c=_c + (_c-'_c) (45)
E.. S This assumption by no means detracts from the "unified"
4,= --s_i'+ IV+ IV (40) concept. The rate-independent limit of viscoplastic con-
stitutive relation was recently discussed by Travnicek and
Also, we obtain from Eq. (39) Kratochvil. 4s Hence, the total work rate can be partitioned
in the following way:
E E E S
,.-€v a(_+¢)
OfA 'f_" aT
E P V l E 1 P i, P
s s s IV=IV+IV+Iv=--_a_c+--_a_ +--_d_
a¢ .. a¢_ _A a¢ aVAa _ P0 P0 P0 (46)
...+ +...+ +... (40+-_./¢ + (
IV
By comparison of Eqs. (40) and (41), we may conclude that
E S The viscous part of the work is completely dissipated. Thus,
" O((#+(_) ,.S= we may write
aT V D.,.
S S S IV= W (47)
IV= "-==--'OK"'"+ a__ac c +''" + OA_---"_DAc ''" Regarding the plastic work, we have already stated that onepart is used for changing the internal state and only the re-
maining part can be considered to be dissipated. Therefore,
E we must write
= OoJc---ff" (42) P S D.
af_ W= IV+ I_ (48)
So, we finally obtain
For irreversible processes, this scheme of description has
to be completed by some statements about the dependence of E S D^ D,.
entropy production on the thermomechanical process. Under IV= IV+ IV+ I_+ I_ (49)
our assumption, we need deal only with entropy production D
by dissipated mechanical work, in connection with inelastic IV
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We have assumed that the changes of the internal state of as internal variables into the corresponding constitutive
the material can be regarded as a sequence of equilibrium equations of.the process description.
states. Then, the specific energy is well defined in each state The constitutive equations themselves are not yet deter-
of the process and we may take the usual overall statement mined completely by Eqs. (50), (51), (55), and (56). These
concerning the specific free energy. In so doing, however, we given only the restrictive frame for the formulation of these
S equations. We may derive a complete set of constitutive
must be aware of the fact that into the part W of the plastic equations, which is compatible with this frame, by the fur-
P. ther assumptions:
work rate W only the athermal stress _c enter, since only 1) The introduction of a yield condition of the form,
these stresses are involved in the plastic mechanism. For the
same reason, we can introduce only the athermal stresses _c P
(tc-cpohetc) (tc-cpohac) -gZ(W,T) =0 (57)Dp F= :A A :A A
into the statement concerning the dissipated plasticwork W.
On the other hand, we have to add the dissipated viscous where t'_ denotes the deviator of the Kirchhoff stresses _c.
D o D 2) The plastic deformation obeys the so-called normality
work W to _t in orderto obtain the total rate of dissipation, rule,
The different mechanismsfordeterminingthe total dissipation
and their couplinghave beendiscussedby Perzyna.46 P • dF
d_-=X-_:_-_ (58)
We now consider an example in which the specific free ,',c
energy has the following form: 3) The relations between the viscous stresses and the in-
E E S E E elastic deformation rate are of the form, _
_b=cbGr_,T)+_(T, k, a_-) =¢(.f_-, T)+k+f(T)+ka_a c P 1 *,A 1 .
(50) d_ =--_t c =_ (t_ - t-_) (59)
In this equation, h denotes a constant with the dimension of 4) The quantities // and c are constant.
a specific energy like the variable k and the function f(7"). We can eliminate the athermal stresses _c (which are not
Furthermore, we assume that the dissipation is given by state variables) from the equations of evolution by consider-
ing that the inelastic deformation can be expressed in two
P different ways. In one, the plastic mechanism is considered
l_=l"_(_c-cooh_)dCA and the viscous mechanismin the second. From Eq. (57), we
P0 then obtain
(51
PO d_ =2h ([_ -cooh_ A) (60)
where /_< 1 and c denotes constant numbers. This leads to while from Eq. (59), we have
D D. D v P P I P 1
',4__ A 7A
W= f4_+_= (_ - l)f4z-:_chc_Ad_A+ W (52) d__.._n (tc_tc )
Hence, we obtain
1 ,4
S. I D P = 2711tc_coohotc_a ( t-_-cooh_ ) l (61)
w= w- W= ( l -_)W+ _ch_d_A (53) p
By comparingthese equationsfor dA, we get
On the other hand, from Eqs. (42) and (50) we have
v _ 1 - -
Equations (53) and (54) are compatible, for instance, if we Following the course of the processin each state, the internal
put P
p parameters Wand _c and, therefore, also k? = k2(P[-V, ot_) are
/c= (1-/i) W (55) known. Thus, we may calculate _ from Eq. (62) and then all
and the other neededquantities such as tacand d_.
v P
aca= V,c_dc (56) Discussion
Many thermodynamic considerations of nonisothermal,
p elastic-viscoplastic deformations refer essentially to the
From Eq. (55) it follows that, in our case, the plastic work l!, general fundamentals that must be observed in describing
is equivalent to the thermodynamic state variable k. This is such phenomena as thermomechanical processes and then
still true if we take _ as a function of k. But it does not hold discuss what particular restrictions follow from the second
in the general case when _ also depends on the other state law of thermodynamics. Only a few papers attempt to
variables T and a_. Equation (56) shows that only in a very describe completely such processes by state equations. Most
special case, a very unrealistic one, the state variable _. is of these papers introduce plastic strains as thermodynamic
equivalent to the plastic deformation, state variables. But one may conclude from the consideration
From the thermodynamieal considerations, it follows then of the phenomena in the crystal lattice (dislocations, for ex-
that we may introduce the quantities k and _., defined by ample, that have completely passed through the crystal pro-
p duce plastic strains but no changes of state) as well as from
Eqs. (55) and (56) or any other equivalent set (W, cpoh_), phenomenological observations (different states of hardening
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can belong to the same plastic strains) that plastic strains in 8Chaboche, J. L., "Thermodynamic and Phenomenologica[
general cannot be regarded as state variables. Furthermore, Description of Cyclic Viscoplasticity with Damage," European
all these papers consider the plastic work as completely Space Agency Technical Translation Service, Pub. ESA-TT-548,
dissipated. However, this is in contradiction with experimen- May 1979.
tal results, from which it emerges that one part of plastic 9Walker, K. P., NASA CR 165533, 1981.t°Chan, K. S., Bodner, S. R., Walker, K. P., and Lindholm,
work is used for producing states of residual stresses in the U.S., "A Survey of Unified Constitutive Theories," NASA CR
lattice, which, when phenomenologicalty considered, cause 23925, 1984.
hardening. JIBodner, S. R., Partom, I., and Partom, Y., "Uniaxial Cyclic
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and Technology, Vol. 102, 1980, pp. 215-222.
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stitutive Equation for Anisotropic Metals," Acta Melallurgica, Vol.
P aF X7 26, 1978, pp. 1771-1780.
dcA-- _:-4--4". Bct_'O_'4eD (64) I_Hill, R., "A General Theory. of Uniqueness and Stability in
o7"_ Elastic-Plastic Solids," Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of
Solids, Vol. 6, 1958, pp. 236-249.
This form of this model appears to be more suitable for lSParkus,H. and-Sedov,L. I. <eds.), lrreversible Aspects of Con-
representing some experimental results in which second-order tinuum Mechanics and Transfer of Physical Characteristics in May-
effects and some deviations from the normality rule have ing Fluids, Springer-Vertag, NY, IUTAM 1966Symposium, 1968.19Coleman, B. D., "Thermodynamics of Material with Memory,"been observed. Sometimes, the normality rule is considered Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis, Vol. 17, 1966, pp.
as a fundamental law based on an entropy production princi- 1-46.
pie. But we should keep in mind that, since not all of the 2°Coleman, B. D. and Gurtin, M. E., "Thermodynamics with In-
plastic work is dissipated, we cannot expect the total plastic ternat State Variables," Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol. 47, 1967,
deformation rate to obey the theory of plastic potential even pp. 597-613.
though the mentioned principles of entropy production are '_Lubliner, J., "On the Thermodynamic Foundation of Non-Linear Solid Mechanics," International Journal of Non-Linear
correct. Mechanics, Vol. 7, 1972, pp. 237-254.
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Nonisothermal Elastoviscoplastic Snap-Through and Creep
Buckling of Shallow Arches
R, Rift"
Geo_ia Institute of Technology, A tlant,:, Georgia
t
The problemof bucklingof shallow archesundertransientthermomechanicalloads is investigated.The
analysisis basedOnnonlineargeometricandconstit'ut!verelationsand is expressedin a rateform.Thematerial
con._litotive equations are capable of reproducing all nonisothermal, elastoviscoplastic characteristics. The
solutionscheme is capableof predictingresponsethat includespre- and postbucklingwith creep and plastic
effects. The solution procedureis demonstratedthroughSeveralexamplesthat include bothcreepand snap-
through behavior. "
Introduction and imperfection sensitivity, Snapping of !ow.pinned arches
LASTIC snap-through of low arches under quasistatic resting on an elastic foundation has been investigated by Sis-loads has been the subjec: of severaJ investigation . The itses.9 This system exhibits all forms of experim ntall oh-
significance of the problem, insofar as it illustrates, certain served buckling phenomena (smooth and violent) and of theo-
important features in more complicated buckling problems of retieally predicted responses (limit point, bifurcation with
plastes and shells, Waspointed out by Marguerre, _ who con- stable branching, and bifurcation with unstable branching),
structed a simplified mechanicaI model to demonstrate these and it is presented with sufficient detail in Re'.'. 10. Experimen-
features. Timoshenko: obtained an approximate solution to tal results have also been reporled by Roorda. n
the problem of a low arch under a uniformly distributed load. -- The effects Of inelastic material behavior found thei_ way
Biezeno 3 considered the problem of a low-parabolic arch into the literature since the 1960's. Onat and Shu;: considered
"loaded laterally at the midpoint with a concentrated load. He the behavior to be one of rigid-perfectly plastic. Fromciosi,
also investigated snap-through buckling of a shallow spherical Augusti, and Sparacio zzdiscussed the collapse of arches under
cap, pinned along its circular boundary, under the action of a repeated loads with inelastic material behavior. Studies of in-
concentrated load applied along the axis of rotational symme- elastic snap-through buckling of shallow arches also were re-
try. He presented his approximate solutions by means of load- poned by Lee and Murphy. ]4 In addition. Augusti _:"investi-
deflection curves and equations from which the critical load gated plastic buckling of a model of a .three-hinged arch in
could be calculated.. 1968, and a more complete analysis of the same model was
In 1952, Fund and Kaplan4 investigated the problem of low- provided by Batterman 2_in 1971. Finally, the reader who is
pinned arches of various initial shapes and spatial distributions interested in the ultimate strength of parabolic sIeel arches
of the lateral load. Their results show that a verb.,shallow arch with bracing system is referred to Komatsu,:" who considers
snap through symmetrically, whereas a higher arch buckles inelastic in-plane and out-of-plane instabilities and provides
asymmetricall.v, They also ran a limited number of experimeno design formula for each ease.
tal tests, and their experimental data are in good agreement Creep buckling of shallow arches has been investigated by
with their theoretical results. About the same time, Half and Huang and Nachbar, _l Krajcinovic, _9and Botros and Bi-
Bruce:, in investigating the i_ossibility of snap-through buck- enek. :° The elastic response of arches under sudden (dynamic)
ling of a low-pinned arch with a half-sine-wave initial shape application of the external loads has been: reported by Hoff
uncer a half-sine-wave distributed dynamic load (suddenly ap- and Bruce? Hsu, :t'= and Lock. 72For a more comple'.e bibiiog-
plied with infini:e duraticn), obtained resul's for the qua- raphy see Ref. 24. As far as the authors )_new, no work has
sistatic load case that are identical to those obtained by Fung been reported on the nonisothermaJ elastoviscoplastic behav-
" and Kaplan for the same prob]em. Jar of shallow arches. The purpose of this paper is to demon.
In 1962, Gjelsvik and Bodne."z obzained an approximate strate the effect of highly nonlinear material behavior on the
solution to the problem of a low-circular arch with a concen- snap through and creep buckling of shallow arches.
(rated load at the midpoint of the arch and clamped boundary
_ conditions. They also reported on experimemal results.
Schreyer and Masur" obtained an exact solution to their prob- Elastothermoviscoplastic Constitutive Relations
lem (and for the load case uniform pressure), and they showed The prediction of buckling loads and postbuckling behavior of
that for the concentrated load case, the arch snaps through structural components, like shallow arches, made of a realistic
symmetrically re_axdless of the value of the rise parameter, metallic mate,iN and subjected to nonisothermal thermome-
Masur and Los presented a general discussion of the behavior chanical loads has increased in importance in recent ye_s.
of the shallow circular arch regarding buckling_ postbuckling, Under this kind of seve/e loading condRions, the structural
behavior is highly nonlinear due to the combined scion of
geometrical and material nonlinearities. On one side, finite
P_esentedas Paper87-0806at the AIAA/ASME 'ASCE!AHS 28_h deformation in a stressed structure introduces nonlinear geo-
Structures,StructuralDynamics.ar,d Materia!Conference. Monterey, me'rio effects. On the other side, phyrical nonlinearities arise
CA., A;'ril 6-L 198.';receipted27, 1987; revision recmvedJune 3, even in small strain regimes, whereby inelastic phenom-.na
19:._.Cop.vrlc_t_' 1987Amer:ca lns;nut¢of Aeronaut;:s and As(re.- play a particularly important role. From a t_eore'ical s:an_-
na'_:ics.Inc. All nc;n_.,:eser_e._ post, nonlinear constitutive equations shoul_ t,e applied or:b'
".-t._.<:an'Pto:.:sso: of A_'res_a:e En.-':mee:ir.2-,.?,lrr'-.be"AI-XA. in c_nnection _i:.h n0r:iinear :ran,'.forma'.ier .'-,.ca":-.':'.L='..-'"-
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in?,both deformation and rotat'ons). However. in almost allof and ui.kare the material veloc'hiesgradients. Hence,
:he works in this area.:J the :wo ,_,..... Led 5ourcesof noniin-I
!earides arealwa.vsseparated.The separationyie!ds,at oneend d,_ = V;.(u,.,. u_:.,) (4)
'of the spectrum, problems of large :esponse,whereasat the
other end problems of viscous and, or non.isothermal behavior The expression
in the presence of small strain, v
The classical' th:eortes in which :,",ematerial response is char- l'_ (j)!, - ' " " '= d_/'_.- d_; = sym[(.]')'.,_] (5)
ac:erized as a combination of ,_istmc: eiasdc, thermal. :ime-fn-
dependent inelastic (plastic) and :ime-dep.endeat inelastic represents the symmetr:c part of (j-)'.,_or :he covariant deriva-
(¢reep), deformation components :anno_ explain, some phe- rive with respect to time. also called the eonvected derivation.
nomena that can. be observed in complex thermomeehamcal which, is due to Zaremba and Jaumann.
loading histories. This is particularly true when high-t.empera- The _otat deformation can, _e decomposed according to
lure nonisotherm, a./iprocesses must be, mkea _n.to account.
There is a,s_ze_bl!ebody o ["literature"2:s om pkenomenol_og_cal (i) _,)
cor_stitudve ectuations for the rate and temperature-dependent f_ - _=" ' "- g g,n, g,_ = f,f_ (6)
plastic deform:moo behavior of me:alIi¢ ma_etilalL,However,
almost all 0£ th_:e new "unified" theories are based, on. small wPtere the superscript (') relates to a fictitious configuration
strain theories, and several suffer from some thermodynamic de,reed by a fictitious reversii_[e process with frozen internal
in¢o:nsisten_tes. _adables:. The decompositiort cf Eq. (6) leads to an additive
In a previ;_us,pal_e_.,:r the authors have _tesented a ¢omp|ete de-,c_m_osi:tionof the deformati_¢_ rate
set of cons.tkuti_'e re_ati0ns for nm-,Asothe_maL_arge strain,
eiastoviscopMsd¢ beh.avior of metals. [t wa_sko_, t_%¢rez7_at (a t_'_
the.metric tensor ittthe convected (ma_er_a_)coordinate system d_ = d_, + d_, (7)
can' be l_near_Fdecomposed _r_toelastic and _:i_)_ plastic
parts. So a _e[d fun.eli,orewas assumed, wM¢l__s:dependent on _' o3
the. rate of c_ange _f stress orethe metric, on. _e temperature, d_ fs related to the re,_ersible deEormations, whereas d_ de-
and on a set of _mefnai variables. Moreover,, a hyI_,lasdc n_tes the remaining pa_t Of the deformation rate.
law, was ch_sea to describe the :Sermoel_a,s_f¢Watt of _he For the description of. the sr*ess state, we introduce the
def'ormatiom KircSoff stress tensor s/_. whisk is connected with the real
A time- attd te,'_,etamre-depe:'.,:e.,xt _m_,x_i,.'asdcftymodel Cauc!_F stress tensor a_ by the relation
" was formulated _t_ttr_ ¢oaveeted material s_s,tem to account s/_= O'/".a;)a'_" (8)for finite sttain.$ arid rotations. The i_ista_y a_ _emperamre
dependence were incorporated through the i;_.troduct_on of Assuming that the elasti,€ beha,_ior is not affected essentially
internal vaEabtes.. The c_oi_¢eof these va_a_ and g_ei,r evo- by,_ne_asti_cdeformationS, the fc_ff_winghypoelastic incremen-
lution were motivated _y thermodynamic c_s_de_a_ions, tal _a_was chosen:::
_he nonisotherm.al e_asto._iscoplastic de_o_ma_ort process
was described cc_m_te.tetyb,v "thermodvrtami¢ state _*equa-
tions. Most investdgators :_-:/' (in :he are'_ eft uis¢_p_asticity) 1_. I v. r 11_ _]
employ plastic st:slingas.state var!abies. The a_thctr_"previous d_. = _ t-_.+ [_-,K._.+ a J 8_. (9)
study "_ shows, that. _n general, use of p_as_i_st_a,f_sas state
variables may Iead :.oilnconsistenc_eswith regard tzorhermody- where d, is the weighted stress d_,/iiator, G the shear modulus.
namic considerations. Furthermore, :he ap_cr_r._ a_d f0rmrs, K d_ i_u_ modulus. _nd a the _:_efficient of thermal export- ..
lation employed _r_previct_s wor._s !cad _ d_e _._nd.i.6_onthat siam
ail:of the pla_¢ wc_k is¢ompfe:e!y dissi_ga_ed."fh_. howewer, "fhe fo_towing constitutive re._ations were established :7 for
is in contradictio_ witchexperime.'::_l evidence, firom,whict_,it the _nelastic behavior. Yield c_t_tion:
emerges that par,t _t"tl_e plastic work is used for p_oducing
residual stresses _:tthe; ta_tr_:..... t ,.vhem #_enomettolJogical:lv F = ( t_.- " i .... _- - •, cpg_3_)(€['- cp.ga,}-k'(A, _ =fz _ kz>0 (10)
considered, causes hard etv:r,_, P,orh tirol,athens w_e e_¢!uded
from: this :7 form_tat_o:m. Accuracy of ti'te t_or.mu_ti_onwas Accompanying equi.li,bti_um starve.'.
checked on mwide rar_'e of exam._es. :s --
The cons timd,,_e :else'ton will ._e tepid',meal Xete tm some _" (7_ c'aga_)(73- " ,_€= - ¢og_,,_--k:(A. T:)=_'z-kz=O(ll'. )
different form. Fo_ b_evi.ty we ¢om._;2e_nl_F_me mo,tat[oas
and fundameatali _ei':_t_ons:that are used _mtl_e t_tion, o,f E_o.l_uti0nlaw for ineiasdc deformations::.
the intenaed ¢.ons_i?tut_v,e,aw. For detaH':_see R.etrs."._Tand 25. .- --
•Concernim-,d:h.ef_m.ut!ari:on:o r;.:o'_s,:i.tut_,e_.a_:s.,_tiisadvan- (a
tageous to u,se a_ma,_e._ial:(,:,onve.,::e2");co_rd_t_.ar_es,y_zem. _e d_ = 2X(7_--¢'_,ga'j (t2)
transformation frc_mt_e under fL.z-mea_state (_ett_,¢_-,)to the
deformed stateg_,ca_ be represe=:ed by: the ten_._
- og_,,-c,_g_) I) (t3)A = g_ g,, (ta) X = _.1:{/(t_._ c" " "It,"4_ kz --or
° • l ® i.ff-"),_ = g" g,,_ (lb) 7_.- t _-
- 1 + 4r/h( € ,c.,0,_'_,}+ c'pgu,_'_' (14)
The total deform:adorn,rate is defined by..,
E,_ol_mi.0nlaws for the internal_variables:
d_ ..... (/)A,'). =-_-"),Sf; (2)= V:g,,_s,_ = _V...g,,g,_ ;_." -i ," , ,
1 Io,
-¢t_:d_ (15)Here ( ") denotes time material derivative. "fi_..er,a_.eo,_change _1 = - .....a
of the metric tensor is.given, by
"7 (t)/
g,, = u,._ -'-c_., 3_ = _ (I6)
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If At any instant Eq. (25) must be satisfied. The virtual veloc-
ity and its time derivative are then independent. Moreover, the
aF v. aF. last three terms of Eq. (25) are equivalent to Eq. (24). Hence,
F=Oand¥_s[+-_T>O (17) the principle of the rate of virtual power may be obtained in its
then concise form. For further classifiations, the total derivative of
the stress components will be represented by the Jauman
• (r)
d_ = d_, (18) derivative, and the following integrals are defined by
i"(a v. I, = o" 6u__d V (26)d_, = 0 and d[, = 2X(t_ - c_gff_) (19) j v '
with
f (_JJd_- ukJd_.)St'j,dV (27)Ida-" l/ • ,,X= :(t; - c'pg_'_.)r, -TY (20)
If
1
€9F v OF.
F = 0 and Os_"ms _,.- _T_< 0 (21) Them substitution in Eqs, (23) yields the final form of the..
principle of the rate of virtual power:
or '..
dTJ
F<0 (22) ,4_,--_ 8_ydA (29)
(r)
,. d_ = d_ (23a) The quasilinear nature of the principle of the rate of virtual
power suggests the adoption of an incremema] approach to
numerical integration with respect to time. The availability of
)1 = 0 (23b) the field formulation provides assurance of the completeness
L of the incremental equations and allows the use of any conve-
B_,= 0 (23c) nien: procedure for spatia! integration over the domain V. In
the present ins:once, the choice has been made in favor of a
Within the developed frame, the elastoviscoplastic behavior simple first-order expansion in time for the construction of
is governed by the scalar material functions c(s_,T,A, B,_.), incremental solutions from the results of finite-element spatial
k:(A, T), g(sl_,,R, $'k), _(A,R, $'_), and n(A, T,_). These ma- integration of the governin_ equations.
teriai functions can be determined from a series of monotonic The procedure empio.ved permits the rates of the field for-
and cyclic processes with proportional and nonproportional mulation to be interpreted as increments in the numerical solu-
paths at different temperature levets.:s tion. This is particularly convenient for the construction ofincremental boundary condition histories.
General Formulation and Solution Schemes The finite-element me:hod for spatial discretization hasbeen well documented tsee, e.g., the books by Zienkiewicz 29or
The rate form of the constitutive equations suggests that a Oden _°)and will not be de:ailed here. The algebraic counter-
rate approach be taken toward the entire problem so that flow pan of Eq. (29) After the finite-element discretization (for
is viewed as hist0ry-dependent process rather than an event, detail see Ref. 28) is the well-known stiffness expression
For this purpose, a complete true ab-initio rate theory, of kine-
matics and kinetics for continuum and curved thin structures, [K]{V} = {P] - IF I (30)
without any restriction on the magnitude of the transforma-
tion, was presented in Ref. 28. It is implemented with respect with the tangent stiffness matrix [K], the vector of the incre--
to a body-fixed system of convected coordinates, and it is valid mentzi ve:ocities I I" l, and the vector out-of-baiance forcefor finite strains and finite rotations. The time dependence and
rates, external force rates [P ] minus internal force rates IF }.
large strain behavior are incorporated .through the introduc- The homogenous case of Eq. (30) indicates either the non-
tion of the time rates of change of the metric and of the uniqueness of the equilibrium pa:h at a s:abie or unstabie
curvature, bifurcation rein: or the unique but unstabie situation at a limit
The constitutive law may be applied to the conservation of point. Hence, this criterion may be evaluated by a determinant
:' momentum via an appropriate variational principle. The prin- check or supplementary eigenvalue analysis for the load
cipie of virtual power (or of virtual velocities) reads parame'er parallel to the loading process.
i [ [ Even under the condition of static external loads and slowlyv#V6vi.idV vpf:_uj dV - z,T'cSv.idA = 0 _(24) growing creep effects, the presence of snap-through bucklingjv jA makes the inertia effects significam. In dynamic analyses, the
applied body forces include inertia forces. Assuming that the
where 6uj are the virtual velocities, fJ the body forces per unit mass of the body considered is preserved, the mass matrix can
mass, and _,TJthe surface tractions. Total differentiation of be evaluated prior to the time integration using the initial
Eq. (24) yields configuration.
I(d_ i ) fdfj" Finite-element solution of any boundary-value problem in.vkdt +aOd'*k--v_*°*_ 6%,.dV- _).o-_t ot_,dV volves th solution of the equili ri m equation (global) to-, gether with the constitutive equauon (local). Both equations
are solved simuhaneously in a step by step manner. The incre-
I _ I .. d&.,., I(_ ,._ .d&,j mentalformofthe_,lobaIandlocalequationscanbeachieved- 1, 6,t,,dA + \ot/,tdF-jA u, I )'#') _ vPf'--_ dV by t king the integration over the incremental time step
At = t;. _- tj. The rectangu'ar ru,e has been applied to execute
_ dbu, the resulting time inter.to:ion.- z,T.'---_ dA = 0 (25) Clearly. the numericai solution involves iteration. A simT,Ii-,4 fled versio " of Riks V.emz_er _,r_-_-t.a-_--i-_, ,-r, _-_,_
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Fig. 2 Parallnear isoparnmetrie element, allows for shear strain energy, since normais to a midsurface
before deformation remain straight but not necessarily nor-
mal to the midsurface after deformation.
has been used. This iteration procedure, which is a generaIiza- The elastic behavior, corresponding to both a.xisymmetrlc
tion of the displacement control method, also allows to trace and asymmetric response, is shown on Fig. 3. These curves are
the nonlinear response beyond bifurcation points. In contrast in complete agreement with those produced by Gje!svik and
to the conventional Newton-Raphson techniques, the iteration Bodner, s only because the Young's modulus and Poisson's
of the method takes place in the velocity and !oad rate space, ratio values used are virtually the same (carbon steel C--t5 he:e
The load step of the first solution in each increment is limited and 2024-T4 aluminum alloy in Ref. 6). Note that these elastic
by controlling the length ds of the tangent. Either the length is response curves are hypothetical for our material but true for
kept constant in each step, or it is adapted to the characterisucs the 2024-T4 alloy. The true behavior for our material is elasto-
of the solution. In each step the triangular-sized stiffness ms- viscoplastic, and it is labeled as such on F;.g. 3. Note that this
trix has to be checked for negative diagonal terms, indicating curve represents quaststatic (steady-state] e!astoviscoplastic re-
that a criticM point is reached, sponse, as described by the chosen constitutive law. According
to this, snapping occurs at a load of 26.20 [b, primarily be-
Shallow Circular Clamped Arch cause of the low-yield strength. Then. the postlimit point be-
The theory and computational procedures described in the havior seems to be primarily driven by viscoplastic behavior•
proceeding sections have been applied to the creep buckling his expected here that if loads up to approximately 14 Ib are
• analysis of a shallow c_rcu[ar clamped arch. The problem of reached quasistaticaUy and Iet't applied for a long time, the
the clamped arch. besides being of some practical interest, primary, response will be creep, and the c:'iticai creep collapse
contains a number of similarities to that or" the uniformly time will be extremely large. On ;he other hand, for loads
loaded spherical cap. The trend of results of the arch problem between 14 and 26.2 Ib (especia|ly for the higher range), the
serves as a good indicator to the behavior of the latter, behavior will be a combination of creep and snap-through
The shallow circular clamped arch sub._ected to a single con- buckling. This is best demonstrated by the curve on Fig. 4. The
tral concentrated load, as shown in Fig, I, is analyzed. The applied load is reached quasistatically in 13 man, and then it is
material chosen for the numerical experimentatiort is the car- kept constant. The curve of Fig. 4 depicts the behavior of the
bon steel (3-45 (DiN I720) with E = 10_ psi, 1, = 0.3, and arch in terms of midpoint deflection vs time. Creep, initially,
_, = 2.7 x 104 psiat room temperature. The viscoplastic prop- is very slow; then snap-through takes place in 32 rain, curve
enies (the scalar material _'unctions) were obtained in Ref. 28. BC, and then the creep behavior continues until a critical time
The analysis is performed with the aid of 24 paralinear to creep (creep buckling occurs) is reached after a total time 97
isoparametnc elements [Fig. 2). The paralinear isoparametric rain. Note that for this loading condition, the critical time to
elemem is intended for the analysis of oriented structures creep in 97 min. Creep buckling and critical time to creep are
where the geometry is such that the thickness is small corn- based on the phenomenon that the deflection increased very
pared to other dimensions. The characteristics of the element rapidly. For loads higher than 26.2 Ib, it is expected that snap-
are defined by the geometry and interpolation functions, ping will occur early during quasistatic loading, and then the
which are linear in the thickness direction and parabolic in the creep behavior will be similar to that shown on Fig. 4, past
longitudinal direction (see Fig. 2). Consequently, the element point c.70
p , .. I : , deformation process under constant or variable loads of mag-
• I', ; * nitudes smaller than the elastic critical values. In arches under
- , , _ loads below the critical values the structure in;,tiallv deforms
• _ t # •
,._ , , i [ / quasis:atically, with the thermoviscous terms manifesting
/_J/'_ I ,: themselves in the form of increasing displacement under, say," a constant load. When the magnitude of the c:Jsplacements
z,,,/, ._ ' x,_...,_._, ' reaches a certain threshold state, the arch snaps dynamically
I/ _ 1: I i_''_''l into the postbuckling configuration and then continues qua-
1/ ,, I_,/._._.,_, . I sistatic deformation again.The material constitutive relation has been ",,rov-.n to be
deformations. The modified Riks/Wempner iteration scheme
| ....... _ I has been found to be a versatile technique in. the pre- and
l_ l I [ postcritical range.
t;. _ The influence of thermomechanical coupling can become
re.'3.' large in stability problems. Such processes are always
Fig. $ Multicyelearchresponse, connected with a rapid growth of inhomogeneity of the state.
Thorough investigation of such problems, however, must be
performed with the necessary detail.
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NON-ISOTHERMAL BUCKLING BEHAVIOR OF VISCOPLASTIC SHELL
STRUCTURES
Richard Rift
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology.
At/anna, Georgia 30332
Abstract
The buckling behavior of thin metallic shell structures under transient thermomechani-
,. calloadsisinvestigated.The analysisisbasedon nonlineargeometricand constitutive
relations,and allthefieldequationsareexpressedina rateform.The employedconsti-
tutivequationsarethermodynamicallyconsistentand theyarecapableofcapturingall
non-isothermal, elasto-viscoplastic characteristics of the response. The solution scheme
is capable of predicting response which includes pre- and post-buckling with creep and
plastic effects. The solution procedure is demonstrated through several examples which
include both creep and snap-through behavior.
Introduction
The prediction of inelastic behavior of metallic materials at elevated temperatures has increased
in importance in recent years. The operating conditions within the hot section of a rocket motor
or a modern gas turbine engine present an extremely harsh thermomechanical environment. Large
thermal transients are induced each time the engine is started or shut down. Additional thermal
transient from an elevated ambient, occur whenever the engine power level is adjusted to meet
flight requirements. The structural elements employed to construct such hot sections, as well as
any engine components located therein, must be capable of withstanding such extreme conditions.
Failure of a component would, due to the critical nature of the hot section, lead to and immediate
and catastrophic loss in power and thus cannot be tolerated. Consequently, assuring satisfactory
long term parlor- mance for such components is a major concern for the designer.
The problem of inelastic analysis of shell structures has been investigated recently by Kojic'
and Bathe 1. They used the "effective-stress-function" algorithm to compute plasti.c and creep
effects on the behavior of shell like structures. The effects of inelastic material behavior on stability
._ of shells found their way into the literature since the late 1970%. The paper by Miyazaki and
Ando 2 deals with creep buckling of perfect spherical shells subjected to pressure loading and
considers only the effects of steady-state creep. Xirochakis and Jones 3 have studied axisymmetric
' and bifurcationcreepbucklingof externallypressurizedsphericalshellsunder the conditionof
secondarycreeponly.Botrosand Bienek4 presenteda numericaltreatmentofthecreepbuckling
of theseconfigurations.Theirwork includesthe effectsof elasticstrain,primary and secondary
creepstrainsand creeprecovery.The influenceof temperatureand viscouseffectson dynamic
bucklingofshellshas been consideredby Wojewodzkiand Bukowski %6. The book by Owen and
Hinton_ givesa listofreferencesfortheapplicationsoffiniteelementmethods to theproblemof
creepbucklingofstructures.
AssistantProfessor,Member AIAA
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As farastheauthorknow no work hasbeen reportedon thenon-isothermalbucklingbehaviorof
elasto-viscoplastichellstructures.Thepurposeofthispaper istodemonstratetheeffectofhighly
nonlinearmaterialbehavioron thesnap throughand creepbucklingofshells.
Elasto-Thermo-_iscoplastlc ConstitutiveRelations
In a previousworks s-11 followingtheideasofLechmann 12,13the authorshave presenteda
completesetofconstitutiver lationsfornonisothermal,argestrain,elasto-viscoplasticbehaviorof
metals.Itwas shown theres thatthemetrictensorintheconvected(material)coordinatesystem
can be linearlydecomposedintoelasticand (visco)plasticparts.So a yieldfunctionwas assumed,
which isdependenton therateofchangeofstresson themetric,on the temperatureand on a set
ofinternalvariables.Moreover,a hypoelasticlaw was chosento describethe thermo-elasticpart
ofthedeformation.
A time and temperaturedependent vlscoplastlcitymodel was formulatedin thisconvected
materialsystemtoaccountforfinitestrainsand rotations.The historyand temperaturedependence
were incorporatedthroughtheintroductionofinternalvariables.The choiceofthesevariables,as
wellastheirevolution,was motivatedby thermodynamicconsiderations.
The constitutiver lationwillbe rephrasedhereinsome differentform.Forbrevitywe compile
onlysome notationsand fundamentalrelationswhich areused intheformulationoftheintended
constitutivelaw.For details,eeRefs.8 and 11.
Concerningtheformulationofconstitutivelawsitisadvantageoustousea material(convected)
coordinatesystem.The transformationfrom theunderformedstate(metricg#k)to thedeformed
state(g_)can be representedby thetensor:
o
/',=g'" =g,, (I)
The totaldeformationrateisdefinedby
1 _r- 1 .rk 1 I i "r I-- r l r
_g grk"--_girg --_(f- )r(f).k=-_(f- ).rf_ (2) _.
here(')denotestimematerialderivative.The rateofchangeof themetrictensorisgivenby
and r;,karethematerialvelocitiesgradients.Hence,
1
d,,= + (4)
The expression
V
representsthesymmetricpartof (f)!kor thecovariantderivativewith respect otime,alsocalled
theconvectedderivation,which isdue to Zaremba and Jaumann.
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The total deformation can be decomposed according to
* (i!C_)
=g ,,,rgok=f_f_ (6)
where the superscript ( ) relates to a fictitious configuration defined by a fictitious reversible process
with .frozen internal variables. The decomposition of Eq. (6) leads to an additive decomposition of
the deformation rate (r} (i)
4 =4+4 (7)
(,) (0
a_ is related to the reversible deformations, whereas di denotes the remaining part of the deforma-
0 tion rate.
: For the description of the stress state, we introduce the Kirchoff stress tensor s_, which is
connected with the real Cauchy stress tensor al, by the relation:
@
,i= p ' (8)
Assuming that the elastic behavior is-not affected essentially by inelastic deformations, the
following hypoelastic incremental law was chosen s
(r) 1 v __
_= _ tl +< __;+ _'>a_ (9)
t i : weighted stress deviator
G : shear modulus
with K : bulk modulus
: coefficient of thermal expansion
The following constitutive relations were established s for the inelastic behavior.
yield condition:
* k f2 k2 (10)F= (tl - : ;'oPl)(¢- :PgZ_)- k'(A,T)= - >0
accompanying equilibrium state:
" _ = ('_ - c 7og_)(_ - c _ g_) - k'(A,T) = _2 _ k' = 0 (11)
evolution law for inelastic deformations:
(i) ,
di= 2i(_ -c p0_) (12)
with
t( * , .1 ti - c P gf_)(t, - c P g/_) _ 1) (13)i= _( k_
and
- ° 1 o '
_k= 1+4,7i(tl - cpg_i)+__gZ_ (14)
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evolution laws for the internal variables:
_.= _,__ (15)
P
v (_).
if
_F v 8F.
F = o _,,_ _ 4 +b-_T>o (17)
ther_
4=4 (18)
e_=o.,_,_4=_X(4-c;g_) (19)
with
. _ _k 2-.X
= -_p@_)-,,-_T) (20)
if
8:Fv (_F-
or
f < 0 (22)
then
(,.):
i = o (23)
V
Within the developed frame the eIasto-v.iscot_Iastic behavior is goveraed by the scaIar mate-
" A,r_), _'_'(A,,T),9(s_,A,T,_)I,,_(A,T,fl_),and_(A,T,_).Thesematerialrim functions c(s_,,T, _
functi(ms can be determined from a series ofmanot:on[e and cyclic processes with proportional and
nonproportional paths at different_temperature levels n
_ormulatlon a_d Solution Schemes:
The rateform oftheconst_itutiveequations _tggestshata rateapproeLchbe takentowardthe
entireprohlemso thatfl'owis_iewedashistorydependentprocessratherthan an event.For this
purpose,a completetrueab-}R_t_oratetheoryofkinematicsand kineticsforcontinuum and curved
thinstructures,withoutany restriction themagnitudeof thetransformationwas presentedin
Ref. 11. Itisimplementedwith respectto a body- fixedsystemof convectedcoordinates,and
itisvalidforfinitestrainsand finiterotations.The time dependenceand largestrainbehavior
areincorporatedthrough_he _ntmductionof the time ratesof change of the metricand ofthe
curve.ture.
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A nonlinear,thermodynamic theoryof shellswas derivedin ref.11 from threedimensional J
continuummechanicsinanaturaland comprehensiveway. Alltheapproximationshad beenthrown
intoa postulatedtwo dimensionalform ofthefirstlaw ofthermodynamics.
The derivedshelltheory,in theleastrestrictedform,beforeany simplifyingassumptionsare
imposed,has thefollowingdesirablefeatures:
(a) The two-dimensional,impulse-integralformoftheequationsofmotionsand theSecondLaw of
Thermodynamics (Clausius-Duhem inequality)fora shellfollownaturallyand exactlyfrom
theirthree-dimensionalcounterparts.
(b) Uniqueand concretedefinitionsofshellvariablessuchasstressresultantsand couples,rateof
deformation,spinand entropyresultantscan be obtainedin termsof weightedintegralsof
thethree-dimensionalquantitiesthroughthethickness.
(c) There areno seriesexpansionsinthethicknessdirection.
(d) There is no need for making use of the Kirchhoff Hypotheses in the kinematics.
(e) All approximations can be postponed until the descretization process of the integral forms of
the First Law of Thermo- dynamics.
(f) A by-product of the descent from three-dimensional theory is that the two-dimensional tem-
perature field (that emerges) is not a through-the-thickness average, but a true point by point
distribution. This is contrary to what one finds in the literature concerning thermal stresses
in the shell.
The obtained complete rate field equations consist of the principles of the rate of the virtual
power and the rate of conservation of energy, of the constitutive relations, and of boundary and
initial conditions. These equations provide a sound basis for the formulation of the adopted finite
element solution procedures.
The quasi-linear nature of the principle of the rate of virtual power suggests the adoption of an
incremental approach to numerical integration with respect to time. The availability of the field
formulation provides assurance of the completeness of the incremental equations and allows the use
of any convenient procedure for spatial integration over the domain V. In the present instance, the
choice has been made in favor of a simple expansion in time for the construction "of incremental
solutions from the results of finite element spatial integration of the governing equations.
The procedure employed permits the rates of the field formulation to be interpreted as incre-
ments in the numerical solution. This is particularly convenient for the construction of incremental
- boundary condition histories.
To develop geometrically nonlinear, doubly curved finite shell elements the basic equations of
nonlinear shell theories have to be transferred into the finite element model. As these equations
in general are written in tensor notation, their implementation into the finite element matrix
: formulation re- quires considerable effort. The nonlinear element matrices are directly derived
from the incrementally formulated nonlinear shell equations, by using a tensor-oriented procedure.
For this formulation, we use the "natural" degrees of freedom per mid-surface shell node: three
incremental velocities and the rates of rotations about the material coordinates in a mixed form.
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Finite element solution of any boundary-value problem involves the solution of the equilibrium
equations (global) together with the constitutive equations (local). Both sets of equations are solved
simultaneously in a step by step manner. The incremental form of the global and local equations
can be achieved by taking the integration over the incremental time step /kS = tj+l - tj. The
rectangular rule has been applied to execute the resulting time integration.
Clearly, the numerical solution involves iteration. A simplified version of the Riks-Wempner 14
constant-arc-length method has been utilized. This iteration procedure which is a genera- lization
of the displacement control method also allows to trace the non-linear response beyond bifurcation
points. In contrast to the conventional Newton-Raphson techniques, the iteration of the method
takes place in the velocity and load rate space. The load step of the first solution in each increment
is limited by controlling the length ,is of the tangent. Either the length is kept constant in each
step or it is adapted to the characteris- tics of the solution. In each step the triangular-size stiffness
matrix has to be checked for negative diagonal terms, indicating that a critical point is reached.
Applications
Two different material representing different sensitivity to creep and high temperature were
chosen for the numerical experimitations.
The first is the carbon steel C-45 (DIN 1720) with E = 107 psi, v = 0.3 and av = 2.7 x 104 psi
at room temperature. The viscoplastic properties (the scalar, material fun_:tions) were obtai:_ed in
Ref. 11. The C-45 has low resistance to temperature and high strain rate sensitivity. The second is
Hastelloy-X a nickel-base alloy used for burner-liner parts, turbine-exhaust weldments, afterburner
parts, and other parts requiring high resistance to temperature effects. Material propertie_ used
for Hastelloy-X were based on data from Refs. 15 and 16.
The first example is of hinged spherical cap made of C-45 carbon steel and loaded by a con-
centrated force at the appex (Fig. 1). The hypothetical elastic response is shown in Fig. 2 by the
dash line. The true behavior for our material is elasto-viscoplastic, the full curve in Fig. 2. Note
that this curve represents quasi-static (steady state) elasto-viscoplastic response, as described by
the constitutive law. According to this, snapping occurs at a load of 32.3 lbs, primarily because
of the low yield strenght. Then, the post-limit point behavior seems to be driven by viscoplastic
behavior.
It is expected here that for loads between 4 lbs and 32.3 lbs (especially for the higher range)
the behavior will be a combination of creep and snap-through buckling. This is demonstrated by
Fig. 3 for different temperatures. The applied load of 25 Ibs is reached quasi-statically and then it
is kept constant. Note the different creep buckling behavior and the differnt critical time to creep
for the different temperatures.
The second example considers a clamped spherical cap subjected to uniform pressure and made
from Hastelloy-X (Fig. 4). Fig. 5 describes the different load deflection curves of the center point
for different temperatures for this example. The critical creep collapse time is reduced by 45
In the next example (Fig. 7) the central deflection tlme history and the influence of temperature
change of a thin, imperfect, cylind- rical shell panel made of carbon steel C-45 is shown. The panel
(Fig. 6) is simply supported on all sides, and subjected to inplane loads along the generator. The
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Fig. 4. Spherical cap subjected
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appliedloadof20 Ibs/iniswellbelowthe linearcritical(buckling)loadforthisgeometry,which
is42.15Ibs/in.At a temperatureof50x F theshellisin a primary creepstateforthe first28
minutes,reachinga deflectionf0.2in.and thecriticaltimeforcreepbuckling(thisimpliesthat
thedeflectionbecomes unbounded)is35 minutes.At temperatureof500x F theshell'maps'into
itspost-buckledconfigurationalmostimmediatelybut thecriticaltimeforcreepbucklingremains
almostunchanged. The dashed lineinthe figurerepresentsa non-isothermalprocesswhere the
temperaturewas suddenlyincreasedfrom 50x F to 500x F after0.3hrs. As a resultthe shell
snaps-throughto itspostbuckledpositionat500x F withsmallover-shootand reachesitscritical
timeofcreepbucklingtwo minutessooner(33rain.).
The lastexample isof shallowcylindricalpanelmade from Hastelloy-Xand subjectedto a
concentratedforceat thecenterofthepanel(Fig.8).Fig.9 shows thedeflectiontime historyof
_ points1 and 2 toP --0.6Pczwhich was keptconstant.
Discussion
The study shows thatin the presenceof high temperatureand viscoplasticity,he process
of shellbucklingassume an entirelynew character.While the stabilityphenomena stillexist
undersufficientlylargeloads,bucklingdevelops,asa timeand temperaturedependentdeformation
processunder constantor variablethermomechanicaloadsofmagnitudesmallerthan thepurely
elasticcriticalvalues.Iftheelasticbehaviorofa structuredisplayslimitpointsand snap-through
phenomena, the deformationprocessof creepbuckling:becomeeven more compli-catedand it
usuallyexhibitsa combinationofsnappingand creepresponses.
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